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EssigsäureHeptylester, Furfuryl acetate, acetic Octylester, Esigsäure2 phenyl
ethyl ester.
Ester (GNP): ethyl acetate, 2Methylpropylacetat, butyric acid ethyl ester,
2Methylbutylacetat, 3-methylbutyl acetate, hexane acid ethyl ester.
Fatty acid esters (FS-ester): butyric acid ethyl ester, hexane acid ethyl ester,
Octansäureethylester, Decansäureethylester, to market analysis including
acetic acid ester.
Higher alcohols (HA; without 2-Phenylethanol): 1-propanol, 2-Methylpropanol,
2Methylbutanol, 3-methyl butanol.
Hop flavouring substances (excluding linalool): α-Terpineol, Caryophyllene, Nerol,
Geraniol, humulene. in the market analysis including linalool.
Linear alcohols: Hexanol, Heptanol, octanol, Decanol.
Organic acids (fatty acids, FS): ISO-valeric acid, Hexanoic acid, octanoic acid, nonanoic
acid, decanoic acid, Dodecansäure.
Oxygen indicators (SI): 3-Methylbutanal, benzaldehyde, 2-Phenylethanal.
Heat indicators (WI): 2-furfural, γ-Nonalacton.

1 Introduction
By the current development of consumer behavior, increasingly new and higher
demands are placed on the food industry. High-quality and most natural products
without additives and with constant quality desired by the consumer. A possible
extended shelf life period is expected. Against this background, a consistently high beer
quality, regardless of the batch, and regardless of the age and the sale of beer for the
most breweries represents a major production goal. In particular is required by the socalled premium beer with supra-regional market presence that they are carried out
regardless of the time of bottling and regardless of the distribution routes of the end
customer as a recognizable product with constant quality. Because the conditions on
the ever-lengthening sales channels (mechanics, temperature, time) by the breweries
are difficult to check the stability of beer taste WINS of beer increasing importance after
bottling as endogenous property.
Taste-stability is a highly topical issue which is yet long not extensively worked for the
research. So there's now although numerous scientific studies with resulting
technological recommendations to improve flavor stability can be implemented
successfully. On closer inspection most of the improvements from today's perspective
aimed however first and foremost on an avoidance of errors. Examples of these are the
generally accepted recommendations to minimize oxygen entry, as well as to reduce the
thermal load. But also beers can differ significantly in their flavor stability by breweries
with nearly optimal process control. Many of the known recommendations focused also
on individual parameters in an isolated considered process step. The importance of a
single measure can often not exactly be judged before the entire process with regard to
the quality of the aged, bottled beer. For example can be estimated not, how strong the
antioxidant activity of beer compared to other factors affect the flavor
stability. Accordingly, it was known at the beginning of this investigation still relatively
little about taste-stability, as endogenous properties of beer and regardless of
technological errors, to what extent will due to which factors. The previous findings in
this research field are thus partly incomplete and lacked natural. At this point, this work
will apply and deepen the understanding of the flavor stability facing the entire
manufacturing process.
This work aims to clarify the influence of antioxidant substances on the flavor
stability. This, even the chemical and sensory changes in the course of aging the beer

must be investigated to gain a closer deep understanding of the processes of the
aging. It should be examined on the analytical characteristics of the beer, the
antioxidant activity and the flavor stability can be traced back, and what technological
measures affecting them. Because the antioxidant activity and the flavor stability
probably not on a few influence - and parameters back, a role must play assumed are
that one finds an almost unmanageable pool characteristics, individually considered
usually only subliminally or in chaining with other factors. These dependencies should
be clarified and described as much as possible. Ideally, the results allow a weighting of
the different influencing factors and a designation of empirical, analytical risk factors as
well as factors that can expect a high flavor stability.
The approach of this work focuses on the study of antioxidant substances occurring
naturally in the beer, as well as the mechanisms of action of different substances and
substance groups. Accordingly, it will deal also with the chemistry and reaction kinetics
of redox reactions. Possible synergistic effects and regeneration mechanisms should
also be examined. The results should be brought with knowledge of the chemical
processes in the course of aging and with empirically determined, analytical data of
different beers in context. As the 'real' flavor stability can be ultimately only sensory, the
thesis will deal also strongly with the sensory evaluation of the beers and its sensory
changes in aging.

2 Basics and knowledge
Keen interest in the flavor stability of beer there was beginning to work, so that
numerous research at our Institute, as well as to other institutions at the national and
international level dealt with this topic. The different work fertilized to each other so that
the understanding of the flavor stability was subject to constant change in recent
years. In this respect, also this work was influenced by results of other
authors. Acquired results and data are as marked. The following should understand of
the taste stability at the beginning of the work, i.e. End of 2004, as starting point outlined
for the investigations.

2.1 Instability of the beer taste
The taste and aroma of beer are not stable and the moment of bottling subjected to
continuous variations (Dalgliesh 1977; Narcissus 2004). This time-dependent aging
process based on mainly chemical conversions, by mechanical stress (shaking during
transportation), influence of light, if necessary thermal stress due to improper storage,
as well as through minimal, unavoidable oxygen records raised during and after the
filling be (Narcissus 2004). Expiring during the aging of beer, chemical conversions that
many were summarized recently by VANDERHAEGEN et al. (VANDERHAEGEN et al.
2006) and should be outlined here briefly. Numerous new flavoring substances are
formed in the course of aging and aging aroma characterizes himself out. Because
substances are constantly newly formed, again extracted or converted into derivatives,
even the aroma of aging is subject to constant change (Drost et al. 1971;) Meilgaard
1972; Dalgliesh 1977; Eichhorn 1991; Funny 1994). Occur first in the course of aginglike berries, sweet (wort - and honey-like) and paperback-like ("cardboard-flavor") aroma
impressions, followed by brot - and toffee - and caramel-like as well as hot, dark beers
too smoky, earthy, kartoffel-and nutty (Preuß 2001), as well as bean-like flavors. An
intense impression of sherry-like aroma is detected as end-stage. This
Process was described for the first time comprehensively ALGLIESH by D (see Figure
1; (Dalgliesh 1977)).

Figure 1: Change the flavor profile of beer during the course of aging after
D ALGLIESH (Dalgliesh 1977).

For the training of the ageing aromas are especially carbonyls blamed, made numerous,
not been enlightened reaction paths by the predominantly oxidative processes
(Hashimoto 1966; Meilgaard et al. 1970; Meilgaard and Moya 1970; Hashimoto
1972; Meilgaard 1972; Drost et al. 1974; Hashimoto and Eshima 1977; Tan et al.
1979; Hashimoto 1981; Funny 1994; Walters 1997; VANDERHAEGEN et al. 2006).
In addition, aging components from other substance groups occur in aged beers,
depending on the type of beer and the storage conditions: Dioxolane (cyclic acetals)
(VANDERHAEGEN et al. 2003), heterocyclic substances, including heterocyclic
carbonyls, furans and Furanones (Lustig et al. 1993), Pyrazine (Qureshi et al.,
1979;) Gijs et al. 2002), esters and lactones (Bohmann 1985; Eichhorn et al.
1989; Funny et al. 1993; Gijs et al. 2002) and sulphur-containing substances (Tan et al.
1980;) Slide Alder 1991; Gijs et al. 2002).
The aging flavourings with its accompanying aroma impressions and
Formation mechanisms are once again in the annex in table A_ 1 on the basis of
literature data (Kamimura and Kaneda; Hashimoto 1981; Narcissus et al.
1985; Eichhorn 1991; Slide Alder 1991; Funny 1994; Rychlík et al., 1998; Belitz et al.

2001; Gijs et al. 2002; Slide Alder and Kanu 2003; Guyot Declerck et al.
2005; VANDERHAEGEN et al. 2006; VANDERHAEGEN et al. 2007; Season et al.
2009), as well as the experience in the analytical work of the gas chromatography
laboratory in Weihenstephan (Chair of technology of Brewery 1) have been collected. A
summary of identified beer aroma substances including the associated retention indices
kOVATS (KOVATS 1958)USTIG can be found in L (funny 1994). An overview of the change
(increase, decrease, no change) of 104 beer aroma substances in Aging, also quoting
the KOVATSindexes can be found at
VANDERHAEGEN and DERDELINCKX (VANDERHAEGEN and Derdelinckx 2005).
Although the most flavouring substances also very old beer their
Taste threshold does not exceed, one was the possibility
Aromatic contribution based combinatorial effects now assigned to (Herrmann
2008; Herrmann and back 2008).
In addition to the training of the aging aroma is also used by a loss of the typical beer
flavor profile (hop character, estrige note, if necessary phenol note, malt aroma), a
change in the bitter, reported a loss of fullness and an increase in the color (Lewis et al.,
1974;) Dalgliesh 1977; Miedaner et al. 1977; Miedaner et al. 1991; Funny
1994; Narcissus 2004). The direct, oxidative degradation of flavoring substances
contributes to the loss of the typical beer flavor. The
Change the taste harmony of beer is caused by oxidative changes of the degree of
hydration of the beer colloids. There is a wide, protein-induced bitterness and the
roundness is lost. The stability of taste it correlates with the colloidal (turbidity) stability
of beer (Narcissus 2004).
The decrease is the fine bitter due to the removal of the ISO Alpha-acids, which moves
also the cis-trans ratio (Walters et al. 1997b; King and Duineveld 1999; De COOMAN et
al., 2000; Araki et al. 2002). More readily biodegradable ingredients are the
polyphenols, whose Polymerizing is being blamed by oxidation of the occurrence of a
hard, wide and hanging up bitterness, as well as an unpleasant astringency (LEA and
Arnold 1978; Kaneda et al. 1990; McMurrough et al., 1996; McMurrough et al. 1997).
Thus is the aging of beer by two basic processes: on the one hand by the training of the
aging aroma and on the other hand by the loss of positive and beer typical mouth feel,
taste, and aroma impressions. This fact is also a cause of the observed differences in

the analysis of aging flavorings and the sensory detectable flavor stability due: at the
beginning of aging positive can
Aroma impressions mask the nascent aroma of aging and thus get the flavor stability
(Schneeberger 2006; Thiele 2006; VANDERHAEGEN et al. 2006; Back to 2008).
In literature, aroma is usually not clearly between the concepts and
Differentiated taste. Many authors describe analytically using changes of flavor such as
the stability of taste. In this work, a clear distinction between the two different
perceptions is essential. The term aroma, the sensation produced by the nasal
perception of volatile substances is meant. The taste, however, identifies the sense
impression, which comes about by perceptions in the mouth, i.e. due to the types of
basic taste and mouth feel. Because the term 'Taste stability' is already established, he
should make an exception and relate on the aroma and the taste in this work.
2.2 Oxidative processes cause the sensory changes

As the cause of training of the aging aroma of air or oxygen were blamed due to the
nature of the detectable reaction products and due to the decrease of their education at
exclusion predominantly oxidative processes since the start of the investigations
(Hashimoto 1972; Meilgaard 1972; Chapon and Louis 1974; Hashimoto and Eshima
1977; Tan et al. 1979; Bamforth and Parsons 1985; Narcissus 1986; Irwin et al.
1991; Bamforth et al. 1993; Narcissus et al. 1993; Funny 1994; Uchida and Ono
1996; Walters 1997; Kaukovirta-Norja et al. 2003).
The reaction mechanisms involved are in addition to the possible direct oxidation of
beer ingredients by molecular oxygen among other things the Maillardreaktion 1, the
Strecker degradation of amino acids, the enzymatic autoxidative and photo-induced lipid
oxidation, the oxidative degradation of Isohumulonen, the further oxidation of aldehydes
and ketones, the
Aldol condensation, the Acetalbildung of aldehydes, the Kondesation of alcohols and
the hydrolysis of esters (Kamimura and Kaneda; Drost et al.
1971; Blockmans et al. 1975; Hashimoto and Eshima 1979; Kaneda et al. 1989; Funny
1994; Takumi et al. 1995; Belitz et al. 2001; Narcissus 2004).
With an oxidative process, each response is here in chemical senses the

Electron transitions and thus a change in the oxidation state of a connection requires,
mean. According to this definition, almost all implementation occurring in the course of
aging is an oxidation reaction. It must be assumed that all the oxidative processes of
aging are influenced by the redox potential of the beer.

1

Maillard products is known to significantly contribute to the flavor of the most processed
Food in. With regard to their importance for the ageing of beer there is however hardly
Investigations (VANDERHAEGEN et al. 2006). Many reaction products were detected in tests with model
solutions. In the beer, however, the well-known individual substances remain below their threshold of
taste. Sweet, bread-like, and wine-like aromas of ageing could now be traced back to Maillards (Bravo et
al. 2001).

According to the principles of thermodynamics, any closed system seeks a State of
maximum entropy and minimal enthalpy (maximum disorder and minimal energy). The
finished beer before bottling can be considered as a closed system. The existing
balance is disturbed by the oxygen entries during the filling process and by diffusion of
oxygen through the bottle caps. The reduction of invading oxygen by Reductone (cf.
2.3) is an exergonische reaction and spontaneously expires. Thus energy into the
system formulated simplifies the entry of oxygen introduced. The system 'Beer bottle'
attempts to get, where many chemical reactions are triggered in the thermodynamic
equilibrium back.
The strong effect of invading oxygen manifests itself in practice in the generally higher
durability of draft beer (low oxygen load) compared to bottled beer, for example.
In addition to the training of the aging aroma further changes of the quality of the beer,
triggered as already described above, by oxidative processes (Narcissus
2004). Oxidation reactions while not only show negative effects in the finished
beer. Oxidation processes in the brewhouse on the brewing process up to the quality of
the finished beer negatively impact (Ohtsu et al. 1983;) Narcissus et al. 1985; Narcissus
et al. 1986; Narcissus et al. 1989): oxidation of mash, for example, resulted in a reduced
force of reduction the wort to a loss of Anthocyanogens and of coagulable nitrogen, a
higher viscosity, disability of the Amylolyse and a worse Lautering, and clarifying. The
resulting ales have an unpleasant bitter, increased color, a reduced chemical and
physical stability and inferior sensory properties.

This is already relevant the oxygen intake during the maceration. He correlates with a
reduced Tannoid of the spice and a reinforced aging flavor of the resulting, aged beers
(Narcissus et al. 1986).
Although non-oxidative causes for the training of the ageing aromas in the discussion
are (Bamforth 1999), it is obvious, that oxidative causes that underlie most of the
chemical and chemical - physical changes of beer in the course of aging. However, not
all oxidative processes require the presence of molecular oxygen. Apparently, even the
smallest inevitable oxygen entries during the filling process to sufficient to trigger the
aging process through numerous consecutive reactions.
Accordingly, most of the currently discussed measures to improve flavor stability refer to
a prevention or limitation of oxidative processes (Walters 1997;) Andersen et al., 2000;
Narcissus 2004; Back to 2008). To do this, various measures are proposed: the entry of
oxygen into the product is in the cold area, to prevent as far as possible during the filling
process and in the overwrap. The formation of Carbonyls and its precursors should be
as far as possible reduced through the selection of appropriate quality of raw materials
and a suitable process control. These include low-resolution Malt with minimum protein
levels, taking into account the enzyme Optima in the mashing process and the
Prevention of oxidative and thermal damage to the mash and wort in the
brewhouse. Finally to the oxidation reactions in the brewing process and in the beer
through a most thorough conservation and enrichment of course contained
(endogenous) antioxidant ingredients are inhibited.

2.3 Oxygen activation and kinetics of oxidation reactions

The first reaction steps of the oxidation reactions of the aging process-induced
according to current knowledge activated oxygen in the form of radicals (Bamforth and
Parsons 1985; Elstner 1990), resulting in beer for the first time by KANEDA et al. has
been demonstrated by electron spin resonance spectroscopy (Kaneda et al. 1988).
The stable in its ground state and unreaktive oxygen is at the
Activation into excited, reactive, most radical forms (Figure
2)[1] (Edmunds 1990; Halliwell and Gutteridge 2007). The resulting value species, is the
Hydroxylradikal (OH radical) (Kaneda et al. 1988;) Elstner 1990; Uchida and Ono
1996; Andersen and SKIBSTED 1998). Due to the fact that ethanol represents the most

concentrated organic ingredient in beer, emerges from statistical considerations that the
Hydroxlradical the first step mainly attacks the ethanol, with the
It is formed Hydroxyethylradical (Andersen and SKIBSTED 1998).
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Figure 2: Chemical - reductive oxygen activation (Simplified): reactive oxygen species with its
corresponding mode.
For reasons of simplicity and clarity, reaction equations in this work only then stoichiometrically
formulated, if this for the understanding of the discussed processes is essential. The arrows in Figure 2
are to be understood as a schematic representation of a reaction sequence and not as a reaction arrow.

Oxygen has a special feature in the ground state, its energetically favorable form:
molecular oxygen is not like most substances in the singlet - but in the triplet state. In
the triplet state are located in the π *-level two unpaired electrons with parallel spin in
two different orbitals of the 2 p shell before. To respond with another substance, they
should also have a pair of electron with parallel spin. As a result of the Pauli principles
have electrons in the Singlet condition, and thus in all organic compounds, opposite
spin, so that a direct reaction with molecular oxygen in the ground state is not
possible. The oxygen must be enabled to respond at all, i.e. the electron configuration
of the 2 p orbitals must be changed.
The activation can be done through light (-> Singlet-O2) physically or chemically
endergonic electron charge (reduction). In the latter case, the superoxide radical anion

is produced as a first reactive species (O2●-). Be more, from now on exergonische
reduction reactions
Hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) and finally the Hydroxylradikal (OH●) formed.
The Hydroxylradikal provides with its redox potential of + 2.33 V represent by far most
agents and reactive species. It can be assumed that it spontaneously oxidizes all
organic substances (Fenton 1894; Haber and Weiss 1932; Elstner 1990; Halliwell et al.
1995; Halliwell and Gutteridge 2007).
The reductive nature of the reaction sequence (up to Hydroxylradikal three electrons
emitted) speak also of the chemical - reductive activation of oxygen. It is important for
this work that spontaneously run up on the first step of the conversion all further steps
or require no energy, that the activation is a reductive process, and needed reduction
equivalents of reaction partners and that all oxygen species with the exception of the
Triple oxygen in the ground state are reactive. You are therefore also as ROS (reactive
oxygen species) referred to. The potentials of different oxygen species are shown in
Figure 2. The electron configurations of different oxygen species are shown in the
Appendix figure A_ 1.
In brewing technology especially the Fenton - and the Haber-white reaction for the
formation of the Hydroxylradikals be blamed as reaction mechanisms (Bamforth and
Parsons 1985; Irwin et al. 1991; Uchida and Ono 1996; Kaneda et al. 1999; Back to
2008). Assuming that the activation steps of oxygen are catalyzed by metal ions. Figure
3 shows the reaction sequence the reductive activation of oxygen, as is proposed for
the beer (Kaneda et al. 1999).

Figure 3: oxygen activation in beer after K ANEDA et al. (Kaneda et al. 1999).

Reactive oxygen species are capable of virtually all organic,
Beer ingredients to oxidize, like one based on the potentials for
HALLIWELL and GUTTERIDGE and the electrode potential for the oxidation of functional
groups of organic substances after RIFI AND COVITZ can be seen in table A_ 2 and table
A_ 3 in the annex. According to a compilation of
GMARKO et al. are the potentials for the one-electron transition of polyphenols in the
range from 0.1 to 0.6 V (Galati et al. 2002). Polyphenols have lower potentials with
Catechol-B-ring it as the appropriate substances with phenol-B-ring. It is true: the redox
couple with the higher potential is reduced, which oxidizes with the lower
potential. Substances with a high potential of default and lower activation energy
(Frédéric 1997) considered to be reactive in principle. The Redox status of beer as an
endogenous property (total size) is after OHTSU et al. already in the mashing and
cooking set (Ohtsu et al. 1983). By the
Standard redox potential can be connected but not directly on the reaction rates. The
actual redox potential is determined according to the Nernst equation by the pH and the
concentrations of the reactants, and makes only a statement about whether a reaction
is possible (Halliwell and Gutteridge 2007). The resulting reaction speed, and thus the
relevance of a specific response to the aging process depends on other factors such as
the
Temperature, activation energy, the reaction enthalpy, the binding energy, the affinity of
reaction partners to each other, the Solubility’s, the presence of catalysts and enzymes
and Ph
(protonated or dissociated form).

Due to different activation energies take the reaction rates of various chemical
transformations on a specific
Temperature with a temperature increase not in equal measure to. For this reason,
probably different flavor profiles are trained at different temperatures. First information
on this can be found at KANEDA et al. and FURUSHO et al. (Kaneda et al. 1995a;) Furusho
et al. 1999).

In the following, each reaction step of the oxygen activation be explained once more
and on the present in the brewing process and the beer milieu conditions using figure 2.
Enzymatically expires the activation of oxygen to hydrogen peroxide and the oxidation
of ingredients for mashing (Ohtsu et al. 1983). The most relevant enzymes are still
active in the mash (Veselov and Levacheva 1954; Bamforth 1983; Elstner 1990; Billaud
and Nicolas 2001; Boivin
2001; Narcissus 2004; Liu and Lu 2005): from the malt Oxidases and Peroxidases
(POD) such as for example Polyphenoloxidasen and Lipoxygenasen are introduced in
the process. The activities increase with more intensive malting and sink down as
Darren temperature rise (Narcissus 2004). The temperature Optima of Peroxidases are
at 40-50 ° C and you the Polyph enoloxidasen at 60-65 ° C. The enzymes reduce the
oxygen via the oxidation of Cosubstraten, such as such as polyphenols. In these
enzymatic reactions can reactive oxygen species consumed are both newly formed
(Edmunds 1990; Andersen and SKIBSTED 1998; Galati et al. 2002; Sakihama et al.
2002; Halliwell and Gutteridge 2007). In parallel, superoxide dismutase (SOD) catalyzes
the formation of hydrogen peroxide from superoxide. Elimination of hydrogen peroxide
(detoxification function of the plant) will take place by means of catalase or oxidation of
Cosubstraten by Peroxidases. A typical example of the transformation of Cosubstraten
in this reaction sequence represents the enzymatic Browning of phenols and
Semichinonen in a further step to Quinones are oxidized. Melanin in consecutive
reactions can be formed from the Quinones. The enzymatic reaction, ingredients as
Cosubstrate are already oxidized activation of oxygen. The enzymes are destroyed by
heat and are in the finished beer no longer detectable Veselov and (Levacheva
1954; Bamforth 1983; Billaud and Nicolas 2001; Boivin 2001; Narcissus 2004; Liu and
Lu 2005).
Molecular oxygen as a result of spin restraint leaves for the non-enzymatic oxidation
reactions in the wort and beer. The light-induced formation of Singlet oxygen to does
not here also, because she simply prevent through suitable containers and storage
conditions.
The reaction of the Tripletsauerstoffs to the superoxide radical anion (O 2●-) may have
special importance in the non-enzymatic reaction (in Wort and beer), because it
represents the first step of the reaction chain, not spontaneously expires, and thus the
entire reaction sequence for determining speed can be. The reaction to the superoxide

is the single endergonischen reaction step (Edmunds 1990). Because of the negative
redox
standardpotentials (- 0.33 V) is required a relatively strong reducing agent (Edmunds
1990; Halliwell and Gutteridge 2007). In the finished beer and wort boiling the reaction
by metal ions (Cu and Fe; low potentials) and Reduktone seems to be catalyzed (Ohtsu
et al. 1983;) Irwin et al. 1991; Kaneda et al. 1999; Sakihama et al. 2002). Accordingly,
existing oxygen in the wort boiling is taken up by Melanoidins and polyphenols (Ohtsu et
al. 1983).
The resulting superoxide is nucleophile and thus output substance for many reactions,
such as for example the direct oxidation of phenols (without the involvement of metal
ions) in which in turn formed superoxide or peroxide (Edmunds 1990; Andersen and
SKIBSTED 1998; Sakihama et al. 2002; Halliwell and Gutteridge 2007). Superoxide can
both oxidative reductive also act as and usually reacts by addition of double bonds or by
the abstraction of labile hydrogen atoms. The Dismutation of the superoxide to
hydrogen peroxide runs out spontaneously in Wort and beer. The rate constants are at
pH 7 for SOD k = 2 • 109 and for the spontaneous Dismutation k = 6. Due to its pKa of
4.88 (Edmunds 1990) the superoxide is beer-pH radical anion as well as protonated as
(HO2●), whereby the spontaneous Dismutation is accelerated (k = 1,5 • 10 7) (Elstner
1990; Halliwell and Gutteridge 2007). Due to this high
Speed of reaction is the formation of hydrogen peroxide as a speed determining step to
look at. No information exists, whether under these conditions also conceivable
Catalysis by metal ions and Reduktone (Edmunds 1990; Halliwell and Gutteridge 2007)
plays a role.
The resulting hydrogen peroxide under kinetic aspects probably gains a special
importance as it represents the only stable intermediate in the reaction sequence due to
its balanced electron configuration. Hydrogen peroxide reacts under Catalysis by metal
ions and Reduktone (E.g. Semichinone) to the highly reactive Hydroxylradikal
(Edmunds 1990; Kaneda et al. 1999; Sakihama et al. 2002; Halliwell and Gutteridge
2007). The Hydroxylradikal is very short-lived (response diffusionslimitiert; Half-life in
the range of microseconds, organic reactants k = 108 -1010 (M-1 s-1) (Edith
1990; Halliwell and Gutteridge 2007) and reacts in a first step mainly with ethanol,
resulting mainly 1-Hydroxyethylradikale (Andersen and SKIBSTED 1998). These react
to acetaldehyde and possibly Hydroperoxylradikalen (Kaneda et al. 1988;) Andersen
and SKIBSTED 1998). In addition, a lower proportion of 2-Hydroxyethylradikalen, which
can disintegrate various finished products and other Hydroperoxylradikalen (superoxide)

(Andersen and SKIBSTED 1998) is created. Hydroperoxylradikale may form again O
H22 with superoxide. Probably, organic oxygen radicals can occur in the other response
(Edmunds 1990).
Catalysis is Fe2+/ Fe3 + as a chelate complex or cu+/ cu2 +, without complexing active
thats in question (Cohen 1977; Elstner 1990). There are no lessons on how, to what
extent there is a suitable complexing agent in beer.
The Chelation to the Redoxpotentiel of the metal ions to the positive as well as be
changed to the negative (Halliwell and Gutteridge 2007). About these and a variety of
other mechanisms, chelating agents can alter the reaction rate, although difficult to
predict, whether speeding up or slowing down is achieved (Halliwell and Gutteridge
2007). Because of the proximity, the chelating agents are easily oxidized by the
resulting Hydroxylradikal. As chelatierende agents are in beer among other phosphates
(Frédéric 1997) and polyphenols (Nenadis et al. 2007) possible.
For copper could already sensory connection to the
Taste stability are detected (Irwin et al. 1991). There is no correlation could be
determined for iron.
Since the reduced metal ions in the formation of the Hydroxylradikals are consumed, I
beatRWIN et al. and NOEDDEKAER and ANDERSEN before a cyclical reaction mechanism, in
which the metal ion are regenerated again by Reduktone (Irwin et al.
1991;) Noeddekaer and Andersen 2007), what could already be traced in a model
solution for Ascorbic acid (Chapon et al. 1981). The Reduktone relevant to the beer are
still unknown. Effective as in this sense Reduktone come almost all ingredients included
in the beer in question.
Copper was described as particularly strong reduction system, already in connection
with specific polyphenols, with cysteine, ascorbic acid and iron in connection with
Melanoidinen (Irwin et al. 1991;) Nenadis et al. 2007).
Already for a long time, the catalytic effect of Melanoidins is through
Charge transfer in the oxidation of higher alcohols known (Hashimoto
1972; Hashimoto and Eshima 1977). Also Semichinone are particularly suitable
because they can catalyze a electron transitions, if necessary also without metal ions
(Edmunds 1990). Polyphenols seems to be dependent on the activity of the structure
(Irwin et al. 1991;) Galati et al. 2002).

The oxidation of beer ingredients is therefore possible through two mechanisms:
reducing substances are oxidized in the reduction of oxygen and the resulting
Hydroxylradikal nonspecific attacking beer ingredients.
While the formation of OH radical in the forcing test, at least not immediately sets to
Beginning of aging one. UCHIDA and O observedNO. , as shown in Figure 4, a significant
induction phase of OH•education in the beer, which henceforth as the so-called
LagTime referred to was (Uchida and Ono 1996).

Figure 4: radical generation in the oxidative forcing test of beer (Uchida and Ono 1996).

It is believed that O is2 at the LagTime the time until a sufficient accumulation of stable
H2. Only after this induction phase happens the formation of OH • about the Fenton step
to any significant extent (Uchida and Ono 1996; Uchida and Ono 1999).

2.4 Antioxidation and the antioxidant strategy

Each antioxidant strategy must aim it, as far as possible to suppress the oxidation
reactions described above or to delay. In brewing technology, this is done by trying the
enrichment of antioxidant ingredients, as well as avoiding harmful influences, especially
by oxygen records and thermal loads. Malt, Wort and beer are ultimately products of

plant origin, it makes sense to look at the antioxidant protection of plants. Possibly,
these mechanisms in the brewing process and the finished beer are still partially intact,
although thermally-induced loss of activity is expected. There are no studies that
examine the beer and the brewing process in this context so far. In the literature the
antioxidant effects of single substances in vitro and towards model solutions or
Redoxindikatoren were studied mainly so far. For example, the determination of the
reduction in assets through Dichlorophenolindophenol (DPI) is here.
HALLIWELL and GUTTERIDGE is defined, an antioxidant as a substance the in when
compared to an organic substrate (here: food / value-giving beer ingredient) exists in a
low concentration and the oxidation of this substrate significantly suppressed (Halliwell
and Gutteridge 2007).
Depending on the influence of the reaction kinetics, you can differentiate between
various antioxidant mechanisms: the antioxidant effect may in an extension of the
induction phase, in a chain propagation delay or accelerate the chain crash of oxidative
processes express themselves (Frédéric 1997). According to chemical aspects he can
between the reduction of molecular oxygen or hydrogen peroxide, intercept free radicals
Response chain, which decrease the activity of transitional metal ions by Chelation and
the regeneration of damaged target molecules can be distinguished (Edmunds
1990; Halliwell and Gutteridge 2007). Essential criterion is that the antioxidant at the
right time on the right
(Efficiency) Place reached a suitable concentration and in comparison to the lossmaking a favorable reaction constant of second-order with the reactive oxygen species
is (Edith 1990). Just as indispensable for a good antioxidant effectiveness is avoiding
prooxidativer effects of derived products (mild et al. 2007). May not be the interception
reaction no reactive metabolites, or must be eliminated by regeneration or knock-on
effects.
It is considered very unlikely that any antioxidants can directly catch OH radicals to any
significant extent (Halliwell et al. 1995). This is due to the high reactivity and low life of
the OH radical. This is unrealistically high concentrations of antioxidant needed. The
inhibition of OH•education happens probably by reaction with more stable precursors or
through elimination of metal Catalysis (Fenton), E.g. by Chelation. In the latter case, the
antioxidant binds the metal ion, which indeed prevented the Fentonreaktion, but sets the

point of origin of the radical. The educated Hydroxylradikal meets the chelatierende
antioxidant as a first reaction partner due to the close proximity with high probability
(Halliwell et al.)
1995).

For the effectiveness of an antioxidant is also the present environment (pH, polarity
(hydrophilicity or hydrophobicity), reactants or coupled reactions) (Halliwell et al. 1995),
as well as the concentration of antioxidant that is essential: for example, there is
evidence that phenolic compounds may have pro - and antioxidant depending on the
present concentration (Antolovich et al. 2002;) Nenadis et al. 2007). Well known
example of such behavior is the Ascorbic acid, which develops a Wirkkung antioxidant
additive in the food only at concentrations above 200 mg / kg food (Belitz et al. 2001). A
prooxidant effect was found in model systems at low concentrations of Ascorbic acid
(Irwin et al. 1991). Regardless of the Ascorbic acid in nature, in addition to detoxification
by catalase, represents one of the most important antioxidants. It has the task to delete
emerging radicals and reducing oxidized metabolites such as glutathione or tocopherol
in the cells (in humans in conjunction with Urate). Damage of the organism only occurs
if the Ascorbic acid pool to a significant percentage of the
Dehydroascorbinsäurestufe also is oxidized (Edmunds 1990).
Lipid-soluble antioxidants, which often prove in vitro as Peroxylradikalfänger good
inhibitors of the Autoxidation, can, however, prooxidativ effect in the aqueous
environment, as there dominated their capability of metal ions to reduce (Halliwell et al.
1995). Tocopherol and vegetable polyphenols are examples of this. This behavior has
been observed already in foods (Cillard et al. 1980).
Each antioxidant protection mechanisms are usually coupled in nature: the cooperative
effects of tocopherol (vitamin E), ascorbic acid (vitamin C) and NADH or glutathione, as
well as the interaction between uric acid (Urate) and Ascorbic acid (Edmunds 1990; are
known Halliwell and Gutteridge 2007).
According to SAKIHAMA et al. H2can2 be detoxified O by the ascorbate peroxidase by
Ascorbic acid not only using but also by polyphenols, why the latter in the plant may
represent a kind of "Back-up level" (Yamasaki et al. 1999;) Sakihama et al. 2002). The
resulting Phenoxyradikale can be enzymatically again regenerated (Sakihama et al.,
2000). After GMARKO et al. runs detoxification of H2O2 on peroxidase (HRP) by

ascorbate in presence of Catechol faster, which is why synergistic effects are
suspected. A more coupled to NADH and GSH is possible.
Now, it has been shown that polyphenols in cooperation with other
Show synergistic effects and regeneration mechanisms of antioxidants
(Shafiee et al. 2002;) Cirico and Omaye 2006; Mild et al. 2007). The effect of the
combination of phenols with other antioxidants is significantly stronger than the sum of
the effects of the individual substances.
Due to the possible relevance for the beer, in particular a study of S
isAUCIER and WATERHOUSE of interest: the authors have among other synergistic effects
of Catechin in combination with Ascorbic acid and sulfur dioxide (SO2) demonstrate
(Saucier and Waterhouse 1999). ROGRE and CLARKE in their work the possibility of
regeneration of effective antioxidant thiols discuss SO2 (Rogers and Clarke 2007).
To what extent are effective cooperative mechanisms or synergistic effects in the
brewing process is not known.
Often observable equating the sensorily perceptible taste stability with the antioxidative
activity of beer is problematic to consider. Also is in brewing technology typically also
between the antioxidant effect in the food and the force of reduction in or the inhibition
of oxygen activation in vitro indistinguishable, although already
There are indications of possible prooxidant effects of Reduktonen
(see 2.3). In this work, antioxidant ingredients will be investigated much more
differentiated so sharply distinguish between the antioxidant effect and the reduction of
capacity.

2.5 Antioxidant ingredients of beer

The beer contains different antioxidant ingredients. They affect the flavor stability on the
one hand and on the other hand are nutritional aspects of interest. This work deals
exclusively with the chemical properties of these substances, as well as their impact on
the stability of beer flavor and taste. The following describes the relevant groups of
ingredients.

2.5.1 Sulphur dioxide

Sulfur dioxide (sulphite; SO2) is formed in the course of the main fermentation by the
yeast (Brewer and Fenton 1980; Bazaar ova and Mikyska 1982; Nordloev 1985; Ilett
1995). In the beer (~ pH 4.3) it has been considered as one of the most effective
antioxidants (Andersen et al., 2000;) Nakamura et al. 2001) and ASHIMOTO was
mentioned for the first time in probably by H (Hashimoto 1972). Decreases in aging
SO2 the Carbonyls (Bushnell et al. 2003). Through the training of the Cardboard Aromas
SO2 suppressed, the berries and wine flavor is reduced. Sulfite (SO2) the Amino acid
synthesis is produced during fermentation as an intermediate
(Hilz et al. 1959;) Hysert and Morrison 1976; Ilett 1995; Thomas and Surdin Kerjan
1997). For this purpose, the yeast cell assimilated sulfate from the wort. Excess of
sulphite is secreted from the cell in the green beer. In the pH range of beer Sulphur
dioxide is non-volatile, in the form of sulfite (HSO3-), and acetaldehyde bound before
(Wedzicha 1984; Dufour, 1991; Kaneda et al. 1994). The bound sulfite shows same
antioxidant efficacy as free sulphite (Andersen et al.)
2000).
Sulfite is a strong reducing agent, but only in relatively small concentrations
(Levels typically up to 10 mg / l) included in the beer. For this reason, it cannot influence
the diffusion-dependent steps of the radical responses. Probably, it intercepts the
durable hydrogen peroxide and thus prevents the Fenton reaction. Another possibility is
that it reacts directly with molecular oxygen and influenced so the Lag Time (Hoffmann
and Edwards 1975;)
Wedzicha 1984; Uchida et al., 1996; Andersen and SKIBSTED 1998; Uchida and Ono
1999; Andersen et al., 2000). Changes in correlations between the sulfite content and
the LagTime, however, find themselves in different beers, so it is believed that the latter
is influenced by other factors (Noeddekaer and Andersen 2007). Sulfate, which is not
relevant sensory and chemically stable is produced as an oxidation product of Sulfits.
In addition sulfite with the ability to tie aroma-active carbonyls, positively on the flavor
stability can affect (Dufour 1991; Ilett 1995). The addition of sulfite on the functional
group of Carbonyl is reversible after equation 2.5.1-I (Wedzicha 1984). The balance is
far on the side of the product.

OH
O + 3-- - HSO (GL. 2.5.1-I)
SO33-

Sulfite, the chemical equilibrium is accordingly, usually almost completely bound in the
beer. The proportion of free2 is BELIEVED less than two percent (Kaneda et al.
1994). The affinity of SO2 to Carbonyl increases with decreasing size of the
molecule. Can smaller compounds such as acetaldehyde, larger, such as for example
Heptanal, binding to SO2 displace. Consequently a predominant proportion is in the
beer of total SO2 acetaldehyde bound before (Burroughs and sparks 1973; Dufour,
1991; Kaneda et al. 1994; Funny 1994; Ilett 1995). The reducing effect is independent
of the present form of Sulfits. Also reversibly bound to carbonyls SO2 has an antioxidant
effect (Kaneda et al. 1994;) Ilett 1995; Andersen et al., 2000).
Because the reduction of carbonyls before the formation of sulfite is in the course of
fermentation, the reduction is probably hardly affected by Carbonyl through the
formation of sulfite (funny 1994). May bound carbonyls also be supplanted again by
acetaldehyde and can be reduced by yeast.
Already in the context of yeast metabolism sulfite and acetaldehyde influence each
other, as the two compounds are bound together transported out of the cell (Gyllang et
al. 1989). The Acetaldehyd-and2end-fermented young beers correlate levels so well with
each other. The higher the SO2content is, the higher is the acetaldehyde content, or
vice versa (Nordloev 1985).
In the bottled beer which takes SO2content in the course of aging off continuously.
The sulphur dioxide is "consumed" by oxidation. While it runs
Decrease even faster, the warmer the beer is stored (Ilett and Simpson
1995; Kaneda et al., 1996). After some investigation, it turns
Concentration-dependent speed of decrease in dar, so that an exponential
Is suggested response context (funny 1994; Ilett and Simpson, 1995). During the ageing
of bottled beer is through the consumption of SO2 then continuously acetaldehyde
released (Kaneda et al., 1996). Reversible-bound macromolecular carbonyls are
acetaldehyde, then from the binding's RENDERED2 and create a delayed training of
ageing aroma (funny 1994; Dufour et al., 1999).
Sulfite can with many beer ingredients, such as polyphenols, for example or

Quinones, and contain substances the disulfide bonds, irreversibly react (Dufour,
1991). It can add up to carbon double bonds and various unsaturated ingredients such
as trans-2-nonenal (Dufour et al., 1999;) Nyborg et al. 1999). In the case of irreversible
binding substances be stripped of chemical equilibrium; The Maillard reaction is
inhibited by binding of Carbonyls and preventing a to coloring (Wedzicha 1984).
Furthermore sulfite is oxidized protein SH groups in the position and
Disulfide bridges to regenerate, thus preventing the irreversible oxidation of proteins
(Rogers and Clarke 2007).
The SO2education of yeast is genetically predisposed and depends essentially of the
yeast strain used (funny 1994; Narcissus 2004; Wurzbacher et al. 2005a; Back to
2008).
Because depends on the amino acid metabolism of the cell growth, which is SO2content
of beer from the physiological state of yeast (Murray et al.)
1984; Van Haecht and Dufour 1995; Narcissus 2004; Thiele 2006) and by the
Anstell - and fermentation parameters (Brewer and Fenton 1980; Narcissus et al.
1982; Nordloev 1985; Ohno and Takahashi 1986; Wurzbacher et al. 2005a) influenced
and can be controlled to within certain limits. Doing that increases TO2education with
decreasing cell stocks, decreasing wort aeration and decreasing Anstellzellzahl
(Wurzbacher et al. 2005a). Other influencing factors are the extract content (Nordloev
1985), the amino acid composition (Gyllang et al., 1989) and the lipid content of the
additional seasoning (Dufour et al. 1989). Also yeast with low vitality is reinforced SO2,
which however is associated with a reduced quality of the beer, which is why this
correlation technology cannot be used (Thiele 2006).
Sulphur dioxide meets all requirements for a powerful antioxidant.
In addition to the direct antioxidant effect it affects the opposite
Maillard reaction and by the binding of Carbonylen positive on flavor stability of. The
formation and effect of SO2 is described in detail at W URZBACHER (Wurzbacher 2003).

.

2.5.2 Reduktone

All organic substances which are reducing are called Reduktone broadly. These include
the Endiole, Endithiole, Endiamine, and parts of the phenolic substances, such as E.g.
the catechols (v. Euler and Eistert 1957). In the narrower sense are substances with
Endiolstruktur, i.e. two adjacent, oxidizable carbon double bonds or aromatic structures
connected OH groups ("Reduktonstruktur") as
Reduktone means (dispensing 1972; Belitz et al. 2001; Back to 2008). Among the beer
ingredients, some polyphenols and products of Maillardreaktion may as well as in the
broader sense all polyphenols, proteins and amino acids are translated SH groups and
residual content at reducing sugars to the Reduktonen. According to a definition of
CHAPON and LOUIS include the Reduktone in the beer of polyphenols and Melanoidins
"Reduktone, mainly incurred while wort cooking" (Chapon and Louis 1974).
The Endiol-("Redukton-") structure is shown in Figure 5. The C-c double bond or
aromatic structure is the electron configuration resonance stabilized, allowing the
abstraction of a Proton is facilitated by a free-radical attack. A neighboring
Carbonylfunktion acts as well. Probably an Enolate anion occurs as an intermediate, the
activity is pH dependent.

Figure 5: Endiolstruktur of Reduktone, oxidation of the Endiols to the Dicarbonyl.

In this thesis, the terms should be used as follows: with the Reduktonen are all meant
reducing acting, organic substances. Substances with Endiolstruktur are simply called
Endiole.

2.5.3 Polyphenols

Polyphenolic compounds are synthesized substances, which have aromatic structures
with several phenolic hydroxyl groups in the molecule in the secondary metabolism of
plants. In the case of neighbouring OHGruppen structures with Endiol character
develop. The brauen technologically most important groups are the phenolic acids and
flavonoids. Flavonoids based on the Flavangerüst (Figure 6) and can form by
polymerization of oligomers, the so-called condensed tannins. The Proanthocyanidins,
caused by condensation of Flavan-3-olen and Flavan-3,4 diols are condensed
tannins. The most important
The Catechin is representative of flavonoids. In particular, the configuration of the B-ring
seems crucial for the antioxidant properties, bio-synthetic originating from a
Hydroxyzimtsäurederivat. An ortho-dihydroxy-configuration (Herrmann 1993) is
particularly effective here. At the phenolic carboxylic acids is Hydroxybenzoesäure-and
Hydroxyzimtsäurederivate. Flavonoids and phenolic carboxylic acids are in
Plants usually bound as glucosides or ester with glucose or chlorogenic acid before
(Jackson STRID 1985). Glycosidisch is the Group of Gallotannins bound Gallic
acid. Figure 7 gives an overview of the most important groups of the polyphenols. More
detailed descriptions of the nomenclature and the numerous Polyphenolic substance
groups are found in F (Franz 2004), Fr. RIEDRICH (Friedrich 2000) or in the standard
work by HARBORNE and BAXTER (Harborne and Baxter 1999).

Figure 6: Flavangerüst of flavonoids.

Polyphenols

Figure 7: Brautechnologisch relevant groups of the polyphenols.

Bright, bottom-fermented beers, include usually poly phenol levels (measured as
Gesamtpolyphenole according to MEBAK) (MEBAK 1993) in the range of 80 to 250 mg
/ l (Franz 2004; Narcissus 2004). Of which around two-thirds of which come
Malt and a third from the hops. The polyphenol content of hops and
Barley is in addition to the variety of the environmental conditions and the farming
equipment during the nursery (Chapon and Kretschmer 1969; Vrtelova and Dolezalova
1976b; Schuster et al. 1999; Forster et al. 2002; Kellner et al. 2005; Wurzbacher et al.
2005b; Wurzbacher et al. 2006). Barley from growing areas with humid climatic
conditions characterized by increased poly phenol contents (Bellmer et al. 1995), what
is but may be caused by the use of other typical varieties (Gromus and funny 1999).
FRIEDRICH levels of Flavanols in the barley between 500 and 800 mg / kg i. tr. and in the
malt between 400 and 700 mg / kg i. tr. Specifies, where winter varieties average higher
levels than summer places exhibit (Friedrich

(2000) the percentage of monomers this proved very low. The largest
The two dimeric Prodelphinidin B3 and Procyanidin B3 participated. After Jer to
ANISE contains barley Catechin above all Flavanoide, direct and trimere
Procyanidins and Prodelphinidine, under which Prodelphinidin B3 occurs dominat
(Jerumanis 1985). The Pol polyphenol content of barley thereby negatively correlated
with their protein content (Vrtelova and Dolezalova 1976a).
The change of phenolic substances in the malting is already described in detail in
Frederick (Friedrich 2000). With the malting the poly phenol levels will tend to be slightly
(McMurrough et al. 1983;) Friedrich 2000). The changes of individual substance groups
are not clarified.
JENDsTRID describes such a formation of monomer substances such as
Catechin and Proanthocyanidins complex while
Reduction of Dimers (Jackson STRID 1988). MOL reported, however, acceptance of the
Catechingehaltes at unchanged levels of Dimers (Moll et al. 1984). Jer to ANISE could
show increases of Gesamtpolyphenole at the malting (Jerumanis 1985).
It can be suspected that the analysis is influenced by the extraction method used and
the malt solution, causing the contradictory quantitative information. Probably also the
malting parameters influence the changes
Poly phenolic fractions.
In the malt, 85% of the polyphenols consist of Flavan-3-olen,
Hydroxyzimtsäurederivate make up about 10% and Flavonols 5% (Maillard et al.,
1996). In the finished beer number can be assigned to di - and trimere - phenolic
carboxylic acids, Gallocatechine, catechins and Proanthocyanidins (whittle et al. 1999).
Hop shows a basically different poly phenol spectrum in the (+) Catechin has the largest
concentrations (Jerumanis 1985; Goiris et al. 2005). Next Catechin are still phenolic
carboxylic acid, Proanthocyanidins,
Include Flavonolglycoside and Prenylflavanoide.
Changes of polyphenols in the brewing process was through MOLL et al. described (Moll
et al. 1984): showed up to the 50 ° C all analysed substances for mashing - racing a
decrease and as nn until to the Lauter one
Increase. The boiling showed that the monomeric Catechin and Epicatechin are still
formed the wort boiling or released, whereas Prodelphinidin and proanthocyanidin B3
declined. A PVPPStabilisierung decrease in particular the contents of catechins and
Proanthocyanidins; the content of phenolic carboxylic acids are hardly reduced. A

description of the change of the antioxidant activity of polyphenols in the brewing
process can be found at Fr. (Francis 2004).
During the storage and aging the contents of all examined fall
Substances off. It is observed a polymerization of poly phenols by oxidative
mechanisms (Gardner and McGuinness 1977). The Polymersiation can be caused also
by acetaldehyde (Delcour et al. 1982;) Saucier et al. 1997). This form ethyl bridges
between Flavanols. An oxidative degradation is possible through ring opening (Cilliers
and singleton 1990).
Polyphenols are the brewing process mainly because of their ability to the complex
formation with proteins via hydrogen bonds of importance. They have only have protein
(gerbende) effect by oxidation and polymerization. Furthermore polyphenols carry
probably the fullness and the bitter (McMurrough et al. 1984) of beer in. The taste
impression is affected by the oxidation state and pH (Charalambous 1974; François et
al. 2006). The beer color is also influenced by polyphenols. With increasing degree of
oxidation and molecule size, increasing the astringency and the color.
Polyphenols are potent antioxidants (Walters in brewing technology
1997; Franz and back 2001). Nearly all have phenolic compounds a strong force of
reduction in or antioxidant properties in vitro .
An overview of reduction assets of easier polyphenols against DPPH is found at
Fr. (Franz and back 2001; Franz 2004) and to other Redoxindikatoren nENADIS ET
AL. (Nenadis et al. 2007). The antioxidant activity of polyphenols decreases with
increasing molecular size (Buggey 2001). Flavanoide komplexierte with metal ions have
a higher
(DPPH) reduction capacity on as free Flavanoide (de Souza and de Giovani
2004). Some polyphenols can prevent the oxidation of alcohols (Blockmans et al.
1981;) Devereaux et al. 1981; Irwin et al. 1991).
Polyphenols can intercept free radicals, with the unpaired electron on the aromatic ring
is stabilized (Edmunds 1990; Amorati et al. 2006; Halliwell and Gutteridge 2007). While
the phenolate anion / Phenoxid-anion is formed from the phenol (hydroquinone) first by
abstraction of a Proton, which is oxidized in a one electron step to the Phenoxyradikal
(Semichinon) (Frédéric 1997; Amorati et al. 2006). By abstraction of the Proton, the
second

OH group is the Semichinon radical anion, which is oxidized in a further single electron
transfer to the Chinon. Phenoxid anion and Semichinon are resonance-stabilized. The
oxidation of phenols is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8: Stabilization of the unpaired electron in the oxidation of phenols (Shahidi and
Wanasundara 1992).

The Phenoxyradikale of substituted phenols constitute good inhibitor radicals. They are
relatively stable, which is why the radicals of the chain reaction ideally respond more
quickly with them, as with other ingredients. Metal ions cause a further stabilisation of
Phenoxyradikale (Sakihama et al. 2002). However, polyphenols can not prevent the
formation of radicals. Therefore, polyphenols can well inhibit the oxidation, but not
completely stop (Frédéric 1997). Since before the electron transfer first a Proton must
be split off, the redox activity of polyphenols is pH dependent (Nakamura et al.
2001;) Amorati et al. 2006; Muzolf et al. 2008). Polyphenols show significant antioxidant
activities only in the neutral and alkaline environment why is believed that their impact
especially in the brewhouse of importance is (Wurzbacher et al. 2005b; Wurzbacher et
al. 2006). In the finished beer, they probably play a minor role.
The antioxidant properties depend on pole phenols by the structure. Low
Bindungsenthalpien of the reactive OH group and a good intramolecular stabilization of
the Semichinon radical are crucial for this (Amorati et al. 2006). Polyphenols which
contain a Catechol-unit to the B-ring (3 ', 4'-Dihydroxyflavane), show very good
antioxidant
Properties (Irwin et al. 1991;) Herrmann 1993; Bungert and Eichner 2000;
Amorati et al. 2006). 3 ', 4', 5'-Trihydroxyflavane show, however, also a prooxidant
activity, probably due to the reduction of metal ions.
Same phenolic substance depending on their concentration per - or antioxidant effect,
as has already been shown for Gallic acid (Nenadis et al. 2007). Furthermore the type

of their activity is dependent on their metal-reducing potential, their
Chelatierungsverhalten, the present pH value as well as its solubility properties (Decker
1997).
The prooxidant effect can this happen by reduction of transition metal ions are then
available for oxygen activation available (Bamforth 1999; Sakihama et al. 2002; Nenadis
et al. 2007). Phenolic carboxylic acids are apparently also in the acidic environment of
the location (Nenadis et al. 2007). The first oxidation step arising from the polyphenols
Semichinone have a strong force of reduction in and can catalyse thus (Edmunds 1990;
the formation of superoxide from elemental oxygen in directly Bors et al.,
2000; Sakihama et al. 2002). Flavanols are to make ROS, although the reaction speed
in the acidic environment is low in the presence of metal ions in the location (Canada et
al. 1990). In the presence of peroxidase are polyphenols able Cosubstrate such as
Ascorbic acid or NADH to oxidize (Galati et al. 2002). The activity depends on this
structure. Polyphenols seem generally more prooxidativ to work as polyphenols with
Catechol-B-ring with a phenol-take.
In addition to the antioxidant effect of polyphenols may chelatierend Act and change so
the activity of the metal ion (Edmunds 1990; Halliwell and Gutteridge 2007). Due to the
close proximity they will be by the reactive
Oxygen species probably prefers attacked.

The influence of polyphenols on flavor stability of beer is still not entirely clear.
In addition studies were AERTS et al. already positive effects of
Dillenidae brewhouse work (Lauter speed, yield,
Break education) and to be shown on the flavour stability (Aerts et al. 2001;) Aerts et al.
2003). Remains open here, to what extent the effect on antioxidant effect of polyphenols
and to what extent is based on the increased precipitation of proteins.
Fr. she could very quickly expiring during the maceration
Exclusion of oxygen and an addition of Sinapinsäure significantly reduce oxidation
reactions (ascertainable by means of chemiluminescence) (Franz 2004).
The hop dosage increases the reduction in force (Franz and back
2001). Hopfenpolyphenolzugaben increase the reduction in force of the seasoning and
the resulting beer brewhouse and can partly compensate for the negative effects of
oxygen entries (Mikyska et al. 2001). The Carbonylgehalte in the beers be reduced by
the addition of Hopfenpolyphenolen in the brewhouse.

Malzpolyphenole also positively affect the flavour stability. One
Removal of Malzpolyphenole prior to the boiling leads to increased content
Aging indicators and a lower stability of taste in the aged beers (Narcissus et al.
1989;) Mikyska et al. 2002).
In stabilizing low molecular weight polyphenols remain largely unchanged, oligomers
are reduced in fermentation, filtration and stabilization (Bellmer et al. 1995). As a
stabilization of the finished beers, as well as a removal or addition of poly phenols only
still imperceptibly diminished taste-stability, is believed to have that effect the
polyphenols in the brewhouse (McMurrough et al., 1996;) Mikyska et al. 2002). The
polyphenols seem to have no effect in the finished beer.
ANDERSEN et al. could not influence of the content of Flavan-3-olen and
Phenolarbonsäuren determine the antioxidant activity (LagTime, ESR) of condiments
and beers (Andersen et al., 1999). In the wort hydroxyl radicals concentration conditions
respond probably first and foremost with carbohydrates, making an antioxidant activity
of polyphenols appear unlikely (Andersen and SKIBSTED 2001). The radical generation
through the use of poly phenol free CaminantMalzes to the use of the variety of Alexis
did not change in beer (Andersen et al., 2000).
No relationship between the polyphenol content in a market analysis could F r. and
demonstrate the acceptance of aging (Franz 2004). Sinapinsäure showed a negative
correlation with the flavour stability an unexpected way as strong reducing substance.
WAGE et al. could demonstrate an example of Catechin and ferulic acid in beer that both
pro - and antioxidant effects exist (Walters et al. 1997b; Walters et al. 1997a). The effect
of the addition of poly phenol on the Carbonylbildung of the aging presented highly
differentiated. According to the polyphenol given to, promoted the formation of some
Carbonyls and suppressed the other carbonyls.
The influence of polyphenols on the flavour stability is thus unclear. It is reported by
prooxidativen and antioxidant effects. Strictly eliminate polyphenols as potential
antioxidants in beer. Their concentration is very high compared to other beer
ingredients, making it not the
Definition according to HALLIWELL and GUTTERIDGE correspond (cf. 2.4). Due to their
contribution to flavour, foam and colour they are rather themselves as value-giving
ingredients. Also their oxidation products have negative sensory properties are not
chemically stable, can be even prooxidativ.

In the brewhouse, polyphenols are potentially potent antioxidants being unclear whether
they inhibit oxidation reactions in the mashing and wort boiling actually to any significant
extent, or whether the observed positive effects on the flavour stability may be justified
in an increased deposition of nitrogen,. The results of most of the discussed studies are
also analytical nature. A positive effect of polyphenols on the sensory taste stability is
clearly proven nor disproved.

2.5.4 Reducing Maillard products

Reducing substances caused by the Maillardreaktion in thermal processes in brewing
technology especially in the malt-making process (Boivin et al.)
1993; Schuster et al. 1999). The reactants of the reaction sequence are reducing
sugars, amino acids and polyphenols. The resulting Reduktone characterized by the
Endiolstruktur contained in the molecule, where the Dicarbonylform (ketone) represents
the corresponding oxidized Dehydroxyverbindung. The Endiolstruktur is part of the
Melanoidins. The Melanoidinen is brownish colored, macromolecular substances can
containing also nitrogen (Belitz et al. 2001). Low molecular weight Endiole are nothing
more than the reduced form of the α-Dicarbonyl compounds. The formation of
αDicarbonylverbindungen in the context of Maillardreaktion and Amadoriumlagerung is
described in LIEDKE (Liedke 1999). The Maillardreaktion can be found at
MAURON (Mauron 1981).
Endiole be not directly measured, the most analytical methods determine the reducing
power of the sample using an indicator substance. In the beer, the 2,6Dichlorophenolindophenol (DPI) will be used for this (MEBAK 1993). Because it must be
assumed that all this principle-based analytical methods other reducing acting
Substance group capture, are always critical to look at the results.
The color and the reduction capacity of malt (and thus probably the content of
Melanoidinen and Reduktonen) notes with the intensity of the malting, the duration of
the Darren and off Darren temperature (Preuß 2001; Spieleder 2007).
Recently Pronyl-L-lysine as a small molecule, reducing part of Melanoidins could be
identified by LINDENMEIER et al. (Linden Meier et al. 2002;) Spieleder et al. 2006). The
importance of Maillardprodukte in food is comprehensively described in Lee and Eguchi
(Lee and Eguchi 2002). The importance of the

Reduction in assets of the malt and its effect on the brewing processPIELEDER (Spieleder
2007) was already examined by S. With the technology of the production of dark maltaromatic beers PREUß (Preuß 2001) tackled already. The training of antioxidant activity
in the framework of the
Maillardreaktion at the malting is at COGHE et al. described (Coghe et al.)
2004; Coghe et al. 2006).

Antioxidant substances resulting from the ongoing thermal processes of malt and beer
production Maillardreaktion (Boivin et al. 1993).
In the brewing process, the reduction of capacity (using DPI) increases significantly
during the wort boiling and falls during the fermentation again significantly from
(Spieleder 2007). No significant changes take place in the remaining process. The
Pronyl-lysine content rises without a drop in finished beer (Spieleder, 2007). Fresh
beers are usual levels of reduction assets at about 30% (Franz 2004).
The Melanoidins include "fast-reducing" substances, which is why in contrast to the
"slower-reducing" Pol phenols early some protective effect was given to them (Hartong
et al. 1955-1956;) Clerk and Cauwenberge 1956). In addition, their oxidation products
had no negative effect on the sensory quality of the beer.
Melanoidins are considered good antioxidants and act as in the Deoxyribose test as
Hydroxylradikalfänger in the Fenton system (Morales 2005).
The reducing effect of Reduktone and Melanoidins is based on the
Endiolstruktur or similar molecular groups. Since a prior to the oxidation reaction
Proton must be split off as can be suspected when polyphenols a pHAbhängigkeit of
activity.
The activity of Melanoidins increases with the size of molecule (Lee and Eguchi 2002).
Melanoidins in model solutions have been proved already early also prooxidant
properties (Drost et al. 1974).
HASHIMOTO showed the possibility of direct oxidation of alcohols by Melanoidins on
(Hashimoto 1972). The reaction was faster than in the neutral area at low pH values
and is thus relevant to the beer.
For Ascorbic acid, which is considered Modellendiol, a prooxidant effect was already
several times found in beer, as well as in model solutions. Probably, due to the
reduction of metal ions, she accelerated the Fentonreaktion (Irwin et al.
1991;) Andersen et al., 2000; Brezova et al. 2002; Stephan et al. 2002). The ESR

measurement can a more radical generation following an addition of Maillardprodukten
and found a decreased LagTime (Noeddekaer and Andersen 2007).
In addition to the redox activity Melanoidins come also for a Chelation of metal ions in
question (Wijewickreme et al., 1997;) Wijewickreme and Kitts 1998).
Maillardprodukte also reduce SO2content through irreversible binding (Noeddekaer and
Andersen 2007). An addition of Maillardprodukten leads to an increased consumption of
sulphite in storage. So different relationships between the result in different beers
depending on the content of Maillardprodukten or their colour SO2content and the
LagTime (Noeddekaer and Andersen 2007).
Known to deteriorated taste stability off Darren temperature rise (Narcissus et al.
1999). Because with higher temperatures also an increased Melanoidinbildung must be
assumed, can be speculated about a prooxidant effect of Melanoidins in this context.
When the macerating the Chemiluminszenzsignal by an addition of Pronyl-lysine
increases slightly (Spieleder 2007).
An increased thermal load in the wort boiling leads to increased Strecker aldehyde in
the forced beer (Ogane et al. 2006;) Back to 2008).
Despite the reports of possible prooxidant effects, it was so far away that Melanoidins in
the brewing process in total have mainly positive impact. However, their formation in
thermal processes typically with a thermal load of the product matrix is
associated. Therefore cases of beers were that despite high reduction capacity, a poor
Taste stability showed, on the Strecker aldehyde formation and
Precursors of aging is returned through the thermal load
(Back 2008). The finding that an encore Pronyl-L-lysine leads to beer in the aged
samples without thermal stress to a rise from 3-methyl Butanal, 2-furfural and 2Phenylethanal, and a worse sensory evaluation (Spieleder 2007) is contrary to this
model.
Summary the influence of Melanoidins on which arises
Taste stability extremely contradictory dar.
2.5.5 Proteins

Many different molecular size proteins and free amino acids contained in the
beer. There are hardly any studies dealing with a potential antioxidant effects in the
beer.
The reduction in force of proteins and amino acids is the Thiol (RSH) from (Blois
1958; Halliwell et al. 1995; Kocherginsky et al. 2005).
Contained in the beer, low molecular weight thiols of Aminostickstoffverbindungen are
glutathione, cysteine and s. Cysteine comes from the malt. S and other proteins with
Thiol of the yeast made us in the green beer excreted (Swan et al. 2003;) Rogers and
Clarke 2007). The
Thioredoxinbildung and-exkretion will be raised increasingly by oxidative stress (Rogers
and Clarke 2007). In further response to oxidative stress, the yeast cell produces also
Glutathione (Penninckx 2000).
The Proteinthiole, including glutathione and s represent a strong antioxidant
Redoxpuffer of the yeast cell (Penninckx 2002; Swan et al. 2003; Rogers and Clarke
2007), which is also in the beer. By addition of glutathione to the beer can be, for
example, the LagTime greatly increases and improves the organoleptic characteristics
of the aged beers (Franz 2004).
ROGRE AND CLARKE suggests a more complex mechanism where the thiols are oxidized
by reactive oxygen species to Sulfensäure making out with the Thiol of other molecules
of disulfide bridges. Sulfensäure is a sensitive Redoxregulator of cellular metabolism
(Poole et al. 2004). The disulfide bridges can finally SO2 (and probably also by other
reducing substances) back to Thiol are reduced (Rogers and Clarke 2007). The reaction
scheme is shown in Figure 9. A distance of
Thiols leads to a decrease the LagTime and a suppression of the
Regeneration mechanism leads to a by trapping of the Sulfensäure
Decrease the LagTime, and a significant strengthening of radical generation (Rogers
and Clarke 2007).

Figure 9: Redox activity of the SH groups (Rogers and Clarke
2007).

In contrast a prooxidant effect in beer is known for cysteine
(Andersen et al., 2000;) Franz 2004). It is probably due to its strong
Due to force of reduction in and the concomitant ability of reductive oxygen activation in
conjunction with metal ions (Irwin et al.)
(1991) specifically in connection with copper ions cysteine represents a very strong
oxidation system. In connection with copper ions may also (macromolecular) proteins
can act in the beer prooxidativ: CU-PeptidKomplexe can catalyze electron transitions
(Mage rum 1982) in redox reactions.
In the brewing technology tries which from the point of view
Taste stability so far the protein content as low as possible to keep because amino
acids are reactants of Maillardreaktion and the Strecker degradation, where the famous
Alterungscarbonyle are made (Narcissus et al. 1999;) Back to 2008). The concentration
of aging components in the aged beer correlates with the degree of protein solution
used malt (Mader 1998). An increased proteolysis and thus increased levels of soluble
nitrogen and the spices affect similar to negative from (back 2008).
The use of winter barley because of the lower level of the protein solution leads to lower
levels of aging components and to a better sensory evaluation of aged beers (Narcissus
et al. 1999).
The influence of protein on the antioxidant activity and the
Flavour stability is therefore ambiguous. Protein compounds with Thiol seem to have a
mostly antioxidant. Presumably, they contribute significantly to the redox potential of the
matrix of the beer and the LagTime. The negative role as a precursor of the Strecker
reaction is opposite of redox activity. Soluble protein compounds are detrimental in the
sum on the sensors of the aged beers. Therefore, the protein compounds need to be
considered more differentiated. The antioxidant activity and the impact on the flavour
stability high molecular weight proteins and low molecular weight, soluble nitrogen
compounds, as well as sulfur and non-sulfur-containing proteins appear different from
behavior.

2.6 Parameters of the flavor stability and technological measures

In addition to the enrichment of antioxidant ingredients, the focus in the brewing
technology above all on maintaining the taste stability. That is, assuming that the raw
materials to bring the potential of a good flavour stability. The task of the Brewer is to
get them through the systematic avoidance of negative influences. That means the use
of malts with low protein content and - solution level, avoiding oxygen entries (exception
wort aeration) and contamination with metal ions through the entire brewing process,
bypassing the Optima prooxidativer enzymes, minimizing thermal loads and vital yeast
at moderate use AS2education (back 2008). High Einmaischtemperaturen and biological
mash acidification have proved positive influence (Narcissus et al. 1985;) Narcissus et
al. 1999; Back to 2008).
Probably due to the taking place after implementation of this technological
recommendations in Brewery practice and almost across-the-Board installing new
cooking systems with better efficiency and the resulting lower thermal load levels on
aging indicators in the beer declined in recent years significantly (Herrmann et al. 2008).
Under the condition that all negative influences (see above) largely can be switched off,
one assumes, that the flavour stability primarily from the so-called ' endogenous
antioxidant
Activity ' of beer is affected. This property of the beer is due to the antioxidant
ingredients of beer, marketed by malt, hops and yeast in the process.
However, there is also disagreement about the especially when polyphenols
Dealing with this substance group and the recommendations range from a
Conservation and enrichment to a distance up to maximum this
Substances from the brewing process. For this reason are especially possible negative
effects on the sensor technology and its contribution to the formation of turbidity.

2.7 Current challenges and tasks.

Understanding the flavour stability basically has been questioned, as cases occurred
during tests at the Faculty of technology of the brewery of 1 in Weihenstephan, where
the analysis (LagTime and aging indicators) with the sensory specific flavour stability
correlated. Fermentation experiments by THIELE , as no concurrent correlations between
the settled SO2content, the LagTime, and the gas chromatography specific ageing
indicators prove (Thiele 2006). Depending on the varied parameters were different

relationships between the analytic and sensory specific taste stability. An analytical
comparison of beers of different breweries, extremely fuzzy correlations between
analysis and flavour stability were found in another study, so that a comparison of the
structures presented itself with analytical methods as impossible (Wurzbacher 2006). A
sharp correlation between the aging indicators and the sensory evaluation is valid
only within a beer or a brewery (see Figure 10). Comparison of beers of different
breweries, this correlation applies only a limited, as shown Figure 11 using newly
analyzed data from the work of Fr. represents (Franz 2004). EI HORN and LUSTIG, had
already noticed discrepancies between different breweries, suspected as cause
different initial levels of fresh beers. However, the connection is only subtly sharper, if
one takes into account the Delta of the aging indicators (Figure 12). By the incoming
deviations between forced and natural aging is to predict the taste stability in
comparison of different breweries is hardly possible (Figure 13).
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Figure 10: Connection between the aging indicators and the
Tasting for aging within a beer or a brewery (back 2008).
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Figure 11: Relationship between the aging indicators and the tasting for aging when comparing
different breweries.
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Figure 12: Relationship between the Delta of the aging indicators and the tasting for aging when
comparing different breweries.
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Figure 13: Analytical prediction of taste-stability in the forcing test.

The well-known relationships between technology, analytics and flavour stability proved
to be not generally transferable and were valid only within a brewery or test series. This
suggests that more, so far unidentified influence parameter had to exist regarding the
flavour stability. A first explanation was a possible masking of the ageing aromas
through different levels of (positive) beer aroma substances (back 2008). This effect
was already known for linalool (sindhu k v 2000; Hanke 2010). In studies of
THIELE correlated the flavour stability with a variation of the temperature of fermentation
with the amounts of esters (Thiele 2006). SO2concentrations and aging indicators were
comparable in the appropriate beers. HERRMANN could prove finally the masking effects
of esters in addition studies (Herrmann 2008).
However, the stability of taste even in thin, characterless beers without special flavor
profile could be expected out of a not available be masking effects, not always with the
antioxidant activity correlated. This led to the conclusion that not only oxidative
processes necessary to the training of the aging aroma, but that a corresponding
oxidizable beer matrix with precursors made aroma-active products have can, exist
(back 2008).
Maintaining the assumption that it was leading to the reduce of the sensorial quality of
the beer operations predominantly to oxidative processes and under the assumption

that errors that lead to a gross loss of flavour stability be avoided in the brewing process
can be assumed from the following essential parameters of the flavor stability:
• The content of endogenous antioxidants and the Redoxstatus
(antioxidant protection mechanism).
• The Oxidizability of beer matrix and the presence of precursors of aroma-active
aging components (training of the aging flavor).
• Prooxidative influences (enzymes, metal ions, oxygen entries, thermal loads).
• The matrix of the taste and the flavor profile of beer (mask
Effects).

On the one hand, this breakdown represents probably still a very rough simplification,
on the other hand each of these parameters can be varied already by numerous
influencing variables. Thus, the flavour stability presents itself as a multifactorial
problem. 'The' simple
Relationship between a few influencing factors, a corresponding analytical parameter
and the resulting sensory
Taste-stability (often at2 and LagTime BELIEVED) does not exist probably why a reliable
prediction of the flavour stability according to analytical criteria was previously
considered impossible.
In the present study, the effects of antioxidant compounds from the perspective of the
General factors affecting of the taste stability postulated in the previous section will be
investigated new. It aims to find out whose influence on the taste stability in each
process step on the one hand by empirical studies on a possible large number of
commercial beers and targeted attempts. Based on the results, each parameter should
as far as possible are weighted with regard to its importance for the stability of the
flavor.
Specifically, the antioxidant properties of the Reduktone must be reassessed as in many
earlier studies the possibility of their prooxidativen effect in the food (oxygen activation)
was not considered. In this context, the question whether a high reduction capacity or
an in vitro specific high endogenous antioxidant arises basically
Activity of beer or individual ingredients given the reductive nature of oxygen activation
at all is desirable.

Because of the dominant influence of SO2content on the antioxidant activity was known
only from about 10 years General, was he not taken into account in many older
investigations and little attention paid to the used yeast. For this reason must be
assumed in the description of the effect of other antioxidant ingredients in older releases
of partial wrong results with regard to the sensory impact of the investigated
parameters. In a review of data of older work many examples in which found better
correlations between the SO2content and flavor stability as between the examined
characteristic and taste stability were determined.
In the vast majority of the literature on the subject of the
Flavor stability was only the antioxidant activity determined. Since no longer a sharp
correlation between the two characteristics can be assumed, it is necessary to reset the
research to the taste-stability for this reason.
Also the significance of determining sensory taste stability in the
Forcing test is questionable. Already Fr. was able to show that with standard
Beers of different breweries no connection between the "natural
Storage"at about 20 ° C and the sensory en investigating the
Taste stability consulted accelerated aging at elevated temperatures is (Franz 2004).
Given this state of affairs, it appears reasonable to reopen the research in the field of
antioxidant activity and sensory changes during the course of aging. The effectiveness
of many proven technical and technological influence parameters, such as for example
the use of modern mashing and cooking systems, is out of the question and is therefore
not content of this work. The physiological characteristics of the studied ingredients are
also not analyzed and evaluated.

3 Material and methods

3.1 Sensory identification of the flavor stability of beer

The relevant analysis to assess the taste stability (GS) is always the sensors. A
description of the flavour stability alone with instrumental or wet chemical analysis is not
permitted on the basis of the arguments discussed in the preceding section. Now, we

encounter the problem that the analytical quality attribute 'Flavour stability' is not clearly
defined. Starting from the consumer expectation, the following definition would be
useful:
• The flavour stability refers to the period in which real storage conditions no
significant, negative change of beer taste or flavour can be determined.
This definition should be decisive for this work. Since the determination of the GS in the
sense of this definition requires an elaborate, complete sensory assessment of beer
over the natural aging process, this approach to determining the GS only in exceptional
cases is possible. It is not possible to predict the GS.
The ageing profile test form developed in this work is shown in the appendix in Figure 2
A_. The sensorial evaluation of beer always consists of two parts: the assessment of the
quality of the beer, which is equivalent to evaluating fresh beers, as well as an
assessment of the ageing aromas. To note is that the included evaluation in accordance
with working on DLG at six grade levels. The 5-stage scheme of the DLG is not suitable
because of its non-linearity in connection with a great stride for scientific research.
Because all tasters at the Chair on the 5-stage scheme of DLG are trained, it was used
still in some experiments for the creation and training of an own Verkosterpanells was
too costly. In these cases, half note steps were approved.
If the inclusion of the aging process was too expensive, the beers were after a threemonth storage at room temperature (20 ° C - 25 ° C; no direct light) or after an
accelerated aging (24 h 96 h at 40 ° C shaking,) the tasting scheme after E

I HORN

rated

(Eichhorn 1991). To note is that this other characteristics of aging than when evaluating
an aging history be recorded: at the tasting for aging according to E I HORN is usually the
State of the sample to a defined time determined. Idealized terms, be assessed in the
phase of aging (aging note) and the intensity and quality of the ageing aromas
(acceptance). The tasting for aging according to EI HORN at any given time no statement
about do, how the beer changes before or after that date.
Because aging flavours of different hedonic assessment about the aging process are
constantly formed and degraded, and because different beers have different aging
processes, understood taste stability in terms of the above definition back connects with
these methods restricted on that period. Accelerated aging is also critical to look at. A
statement is possible only within a series of experiments or brewery, the comparison of
different series of tests or no relationship between the force and the natural aging

(Wurzbacher 2006) breweries. The reasons for this are suspected in the temperature
dependence of the formation reactions of flavouring substances, as well as in the
distorted due to the accelerated aging conditions of thermal stress and oxygen diffusion
through the bottle caps.

3.2 Gas chromatographic determination of flavor substances

The flavouring substances of fresh beer as well as the ageing aromas were determined
gas chromatography. To do this, in-house methods of analysis of the GC-laboratory of
the Chair were used for technology brewery of 1 in Weihenstephan (since 04.2009
Chair for brewing and beverage technology). HERRMANN was able to show that the
flavouring substances specified in the analysis of aging indicators have not only a
counter function, but significantly contribute (2008; Herrmann to the aroma of
aging Herrmann et al. 2008).
Conducted analysis methods (rules: stood 01.2010):

-

Testing GC No. 009/08 - determination of the water vapour volatile flavouring
substances in beer. Forster, 09.07.98 / March man / 29.10.08, Wurzbacher,
02.09.09.

-

Testing GC No. 008/08 - determination of higher alcohols and ester in beer. Forster,
12.02.97 / March, 30.10.08 / Wurzbacher 02.11.09.

-

Testing GC No. 001/96 - determination of the vicinalen diketone. Forster, 1996 /
March man, paraglider / Wurzbacher, 02.09.09.

-

Testing GC No. 003/09 - determination of borane in malt, Wort and beer. Franz,

-

02.04.97 / March, 29.10.08 / Wurzbacher, 17.07.09.
Test methods no. GC 007/08 - determination of indicators of ageing in beer.
Forster, 26.03.98 / March, 29.10.08 / Wurzbacher, 28.10.09.

With the test procedures of GC 011 / 08 and GC 007/08 is a
Steam distillation is applied with followed by liquid liquid extraction with
dichloromethane. The test methods of GC 008/08 it is a static HeadSpace
analysis. Using an internal standard is used in all tests. The test procedures

GC GC 011/08, 008/08, GC 001 / 08 and GC 007/08 are the calibration and
Evaluation, taking into account relative areas or heights using linear regression. In the
test procedure for GC 003/09 a potential regression will be determined based on
Nonlinear claim behaviour of the detector.
The calibrations are in the process of GC 008/08, GC 001/96 and
GC led by 003/09 ethanolic by measuring standard solutions of different
concentrations. GC methods 009 / 08 and GC 007/08 are the calibration levels of
concentration additive in beer.
The detailed rules of the method are available from the author or at the Chair for
brewing and beverage technology. The determination of the beer aroma substances
was already described in detailCHNEEBERGER s (Schneeberger 2006) and the method of
determining the aging indicatorsI HORN goes back to E and isALTNER been detailed at K
(Eichhorn 1991; Sindhu k v 2000). Is the current method of determination of higher
alcohols
THUM back and was also at KALTNER described (Thum and back 1999; Sindhu k v 2000).

3.3 Wet chemical determination of phenolic substances

Polyphenols and Anthocyanogene were determined after wet chemical sample
preparation in the UV/VIS spectrometer with the methods according to MEBAK (MEBAK
1993). Furthermore the method was usedELCOUR to D for determination of flavonoids
(Delcour and Janssens de Varebeke 1985).
For the determination of PVP fällbaren phenolic substances, the analysis was the
Tannoide with the analysis unit of the company Pfeuffer, Kitzingen (Tannometer) used
in accordance with the operating instructions. This is an automated Nephelometric
Turbidity provision, based on the method of CHAPON (Chapon et al. in 1661;) Chapon
1993).
Some samples, individual substances could be determined by the Institute for nutrition
Sund Food Sciences of Friedrich-Wilhelms-Universität Bonn by means of instrumental
analysis (LC-MSn). The methods are described in the final reports of research projects
for AiF 12605 AiF 13873 (Franz et al., 2003;) Wurzbacher et al. 2005b).

Correlations between the wet-chemical analysis of totals and some single substances
certain via instrumental analysis are documented at Fr. (Francis 2004). Prodelphinidin
B3, m/z 451 C show stabilized beer-Epicatechin, Catechin and Procyanidin B3, Hexosid
good correlations to all four wet-chemical analysis methods. These relationships are
probably first and foremost on concurrent influences of all poly-phenolic fractions by the
agricultural sector due to malting - and brewing technology and does not necessarily
mean that these substances be actually measured by the methods mentioned. The
Phenolic carboxylic acids, which are not influenced by the stabilization, have hardly
correlations to the wet-chemical analysis of totals.
An exact characterization of the substance groups covered by means of the total
analysis proves to be extremely difficult due to lack of available pure
substances. Gesamtpolyphenole and flavonoids respond to monomeric polyphenols,
Anthocyanogene and Tannoide do not. Particularly, the character of the
Anthocyanogene and the Tannoide remains unclear, since they present themselves in
the investigations as independent methods. Flavonoids,
Anthocyanogene and Tannoide are however all methods for the determination of
flavonoids (condensed tannins).

3.3.1 Manufacture of malt cold excerpts for the determination of phenolic
substances

To perform the wet-chemical investigations on the malt samples, a method was
developed for the production of malt cold summaries. While the oxidation of polyphenols
had to be prevented as far as possible during sample preparation.
18 g malt (or barley) are ground in a water-cooled laboratory mill within 10 s. For the
subsequent extraction is a solution of Ascorbic acid (5 g / l; weekly new manufacture,
cold storage without)
Air access), which is adjusted by using glacial acetic acid to pH 2.5 is used. The
Ascorbic acid solution works in this concentration of an antioxidant effect and the
pHAbsenkung causes an inhibition of the enzymes and at the same time reduces the
reactivity of phenolic compounds. In addition, the resolution of malt flour is supported by
the low pH. 10 g of malt flour are extracted at 20 ° C over 30 minutes with 100 ml of the
solution on a m shaker (malt: solution = 1:10;) Glass beads to achieve a good mix to
admit) and following at 6000 min-1 centrifuge and filter through a pleated filter. Won cold

statement is immediately analyzed or immediately in a nitrogen atmosphere at 0 °
cooled C, wel-chem when it up to five days can be stored until analysis. The entire
Sample preparation is carried out quickly and without breaks. Because the
Grinding result the analysis clearly influenced, to an absolutely constant
Implementation are respected. Analysis results obtained with different laboratory Mills,
may vary. Alternatively it is advisable to determine with a standard sample with each
analysis course and to correct the analysis results calculated using the deviation of
stand type malt from its mean.
The cold statements can now be examined on Anthocyanogene and Tannoide. The
method for determining the Gesamtpolyphenole (tannins) must be modified slightly. To
bring the sample in the pHBereich necessary for the color response of about 10, 2 ml of
50% solution must be added to instead of 0.5 ml 30% according to the instructions
(MEBAK 1993) now ammonia solution. The determination of flavonoids has not been
tested in the cold excerpts yet and was therefore for the investigation not be available.

3.4 Determination of the redox potential and the reduction of assets
The redox potential of the substance is a measure for its willingness to absorb electrons
in a chemical reaction, and to act as an oxidising agent. The redox potential is making a
statement about whether chemical reactions are possible in principle. The redox couple
with the higher redox potential is reduced in the reaction and the redox couple with the
lower redox potential (the reductant) is oxidized.
The redox potential and the assets of reduction in call so the ability of a substance or a
complex sample / a food (in sum) other substances (ingredients or counter substances)
or systems to reduce. This must be distinguished basically the reduction capacity of
individual substances and the reduction capacity of the food as the total size:
The reduction capacity of a single substance is an important feature of
antioxidants. Through this property, they can reduce prooxidant substances or already
oxidised substances and prevent the oxidation of the product matrix. The reaction of
reducing ingredient (the antioxidant) is itself oxidized. It follows that a high a ('active')
substance reduction capacity is synonymous with their high Oxidizability and reactivity
and thus goes hand in hand with an arc of instability (the antioxidant itself). Effective
antioxidants have to be reactive and thus also unstable.

The reduction capacity of beer as the total size is in contrast to a value surrounding and
protecting property, and there is no protection mechanism. The higher the power of
reduction in, the more reactive, lighter oxidise and thus unstable, the beer must be
necessarily.
With this short consideration, the unsuccessful search can be made ad absurdum
already after a positive correlation between the reduction capacity of beer (as sum
parameter) and its flavor stability.

3.4.1 Electrochemical determination of the redox potential

The redox potential can be determined by an electrode electrochemically. The method
was in the beer at the time of the investigation still little mature and bad-reproducible
(Gebhart 1993), so the results of different trials were not comparable.
The electrochemical redox electrode and a silver chloride (reference) was by means of
a Platinum (measuring) electrode of sensor technology Meinsberg company
GmbH, Ziegra Knobelsdorf, based on the method of
EQC electrochemical quality consulting GmbH, Weidenbach, determines (Staller
2003). Some measurements have been carried out by EQC in order. The Platinum
electrode is conditioned before the measurement by means of reducing pre-treatment
and rinsed with water between the measurements, or immersed in 0.1 M
FeSO4 solution. The reference electrode is dipped between measurements in
water. Measuring approx. 100 ml are beer (careful, without foaming, and with minimum
air entry) in a beaker with stirring fish given the electrodes are immersed in the
affiliated. The reading is taken after a time for adjusting balance of 10 min on each. It is
a triple determination from the same bottle, where oxygen entries to prevent as far as
possible are filling around and during the waiting period.
Due to the low exchange current density of the beer, and any
Hydrogen or oxygen on the Platinum surface (passivation) the equilibrium voltage
adjusts very slow chemical sorption effects and many samples at all no stable measured
value is created, was what already confirmed by other authors (Gebhart 1993; Thum
1997). The values obtained can be compared only within a series of measurements with
identical electrode preparation.
The method has the advantage of the redox potential directly and in the chemical

Balance, i.e. without power from the outside E.g. electricity or the oxidation power of a
counter, to be able to determine what is advantageous with regard to statements on the
stability of beer (closed system). For this reason, the unit should be used to further
optimization of the preparation of the electrode and developed the method. Good ideas
(try not shown) are the avoidance of air access in measuring, optimizing
Electrode preparation, avoiding the passivation (E.g. with Chinon / hydroquinone buffer) and the search for a stable standard with much lower exchange current density
such as beer (E.g. white wine, sulphurised draught beer). The use of bisulfite is
promising because of his slowly reducing capacity and the ability to delete by oxygen.

3.4.2 Determination of reducing assets by means of Redoxindikatoren

In the absence of a sophisticated method for the determination of the redox potential,
instead mostly the reduction capacity of the sample is determined in vitro against a
counter. It should be noted that the statement of the method over the redox potential is
distorted depending on the specificity of the counter towards different groups of
ingredients.
Common Redoxindikatoren are DPI (2,6-Dichlorophenol-Indophenol), DPPH
(1,1Diphenyl-2-picrylhydrazyl) and ABBOT (2,2'-Azino-bis(3-ethylbenzthiazolin6sulfonsäure)). The statement of the measurement varies according to the
measurement period (kinetics) and the affinities of the selected Redoxindikators the
selected measurement system (environment).

3.4.2.1 purpose of reducing assets by means of DPI

The determination of reduction assets using DPI spectrophotometrically according to
MEBAK (MEBAK 1993). While the reduction of the DPI is measured after 60 s and
percentage based on the value of output. Reducing substances, this captured in the
beer, are especially Melanoidins and some polyphenols (the so-called fast-reducing
Reduktone with Endiolstruktur), known Sulfhydrylverbindungen and Hopfenharze (Reich
and Bock 1960; Bellmer 1976).

3.4.2.2 determination of reducing assets by using DPPH

The determination of reduction assets using the DPPH is done on the electron spin
resonance spectrometer Chair internal method of the GC lab in Weihenstephan:
Testing GC No. 014/09 - determination of reducing assets by
Beer to DPPH by electron spin resonance spectroscopy. Wurzbacher, 03.12.09.
The method is based on the study of BLOIS (Blois 1958), was of
KANEDA et al. on the brewing technology transfer (Kaneda et al. 1995 b) and
R.

f modified (Franz and back 2001; Franz 2004). When the measurement is

Reduction of the stable radical DPPH measured by the beer tasting over the course of
10 min. A further modification of the method was carried out by W URZBACHER in the
framework of this thesis (not published, GC 014/09): the reduction capacity is calculated
according to Fr. history of the percentage decrease in the response (~ reduction of the
DPPH) integrated about the response time. The integration follows Fr. using a
polynomial regression sixth grade. Due to the higher accuracy and to simplify the
procedure on a pointwise integration was converted. Another mistake of the method
available was that the dilution of the DPPH solution was not considered by the sample
volume. A sample volume of 0.2 ml have already led to an apparent reduction capacity
by 10%. In the modified method, the dilution of the solution is considered
mathematically through the sample. The previous method was also inaccurate, since
fluctuations of device performance could not be compensated and there the DPPH
solution at room temperature is not stable. Decreases the response (absolutely) to
values of up to 500 units can be determined within a period of 15 min. The response of
the DPPH solution is hardly at a constant level to hold. The concentration of oxidized
DPPH influenced the course of reaction at the
Measurement but strong. The results are therefore affected by the response
DPPH solution affected. The relationship between the variance of the
DPPH solution from the set value (16000 / 20000) and the deviation of the result of a
known sample turns out linear as approximate. This allows to perform a calibration
where a correction factor is determined. Using the correction factor, the result can be
corrected now mathematically in dependency of the response of the DPPH
solution. The alternative to this approach is to conduct a calibration with reducing
standard solutions of increasing concentration (E.g. sodium thiosulfate) with each test
series. This meant a tremendous amount of work at at the same time reduced
throughput. Because the DPPH solution at room temperature over the period of a series
of measurements is not stable, the problems of the method would only partially solved
by this approach.

In the following examples, the calibration for the determination of the correction factor is
shown for bottom-fermented beer. Own calibration is required for each sample type. The
calibrations are carried out once a year.
To calibrate, DPPH solutions in four dilutions are made. A DPPH solution in the
circumstances is 1:0, 3:1, 1:1, and diluted 1:3 with the ethanolic phosphate buffer
(producing the DPPH solution, but without weighing the pure substance). The reduction
capacity of the sample
(bottom-fermented beer) is affiliated with all four solutions in
Duplicate determined. The results are graphically applied against the response of the
DPPH solutions and the equation of the
Determined linear regression line (Figure 14). In the example amounted to the setpoint
of the DPPH solution 16000. Because there are mainly differences down the calibration
covers mostly the area below the setpoint value. Meanwhile, the weight increases and
set the value to 20000.
Bier, ug-hell, 2007
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Figure 14: calibration just to determine the correction factor of the DPPH measurement.

The correction factor for the sample type beer, ug light corresponds to the slope
Regression line and in the example is 0,001728. table 1 shows calibration factors of
different sample types of the last performed calibration.
Table 1: correction factors of the DPPH-measurement at different sample types.

Sample type

Correction
factor

Beer (ug, bright, 100% barley)

0,001567

Spice (ug, bright, 100% barley)

0,003151

Malt cold extract (barley)

0,000894

Sodium thiosulfate (50 mg / l, watery)

0.0035

The revised reduction capacity is calculated using the following formula:
R = Rr + K •(RespSoll – RespIst). (GL. 3.4.2.2-I) Labels:
R reduction capacity
Rr raw value reduction capacity
K correction factor
Respto setpoint response
Respis actual response

The modifications could increase the reproducibility of the method. A test with a Sodium
Thiosulphate solution resulted in a very low standard deviation of 0.63% with a
reduction in capacity of 73.5%
(n = 16). As a consequence, only the first sample of a series of measurements as a
duplicate is performed, all following samples only as a single destination.
To distinguish the samples according to their reaction kinetics of the reduction of the
DPPH high, two more analysis options were introduced: the 'fast' reduction of the DPPH
during the first measurement minute "DPPH (1 min)" and the reduction of the DPPH
after the first minute the
Measurement "DPPH (2-10 min)". The introduction of these versions is based on the
observation of significant quality differences of the reaction kinetics in different types of
samples. While some samples reduce the DPPH at a specific value within the first
minute and then no further decrease of the signal is recorded, the reduction of DPPH at
other samples runs evenly throughout the duration of the measurement. There are no
experience in, how to evaluate these differences.
A further calibration with the model substances Gallic acid and Trolox allows the
calculation of equivalent concentrations. 5% ethanolic solutions of the two substances
are (Gallic acid: 100 mg / l; Trolox: 350 mg / l) produced and their correction factors

determined. Then calibration solutions are in a dilution series (5% EtOH) of two
substances produced and measured their reduction capacity (Gallic acid up to 150 mg /
l; Trolox up to 400 mg / l). The application of the absolute quantity of the substances in
the
Sample volume (0.2 ml) of the reduction capacity allows so that
Calculation of equivalent concentrations, i.e. those set a model substance that has the
same reducing effect as the sample (see Appendix: Figure 3 A_ and A_ 4 figure).
By the modification of the method were significantly increase the accuracy and the
throughput, and long service life of the calibrations achieved.
The method is applicable to Wort, beer and other drinks, and responds to presumably
primarily polyphenols and proteinische SH groups. Sulphur dioxide is not
captured. Differences in the reduction capacity by means of
DPPH of lighter beers are marked (with comparable thermal load) largely due to the
positive influence of poly phenol facilities (Kaneda et al. 1995 b; Franz 2004). The
measurement is therefore strongly influenced by stabilization.

3.4.2.3 more methods for determining the assets of of reduction in

A method for the determination of reduction assets at the ESR with Tempol, which in
particular is intended to reflect the reduction in strength of the SH groups of proteins
(Perussi et al. 1988;) Kocherginsky et al. 2005), was unfortunately not known at the time
of the investigation and was not available. The reduction capacity using ABTS was
scaled according to the DPPH method, but could be no longer used in this work. For the
following examinations is advisable because of the specific reference to
Oxygen activation also the reduction capacity compared to iron ions
(FRAP-test) to determine (Benzie and strain 1996; Antolovich et al. 2002; Nenadis et al.
2007). The transmission of this method on beer could no longer be completed during
the investigation period.

3.4.2.4 manufacture of malt cold statements to determine the assets of of reduction in

Already, the malt can be, characterized with aqueous cold extracts are made to
measure using the DPPH or DPI with regard to its strength of reduction in. This 3 g flour
(water-cooled laboratory mill) at 20 ° C for 30 min (shakers) are extracted with 30 ml of
distilled water. The samples are then at 0 ° C for 10 min abzentrifugi ert and then filter
through a pleated filter, and then immediately carried out the measurement. The cold
excerpts are not stable and can not be stored.

3.4.3 Relationship between the electrochemical redox potential and the
reduction of capacity
In a preliminary series of experiments were the electrochemical
Redox potential reduction capacity (DPI) and the (DPPH) reduction capacity compared
with each other. The reduction capacity using DPI showed it on beers of various sorts
and types a significant correlation (r = 0.89) to the electrochemical redox potential
(Appendix, Figure 5 A_). DPI is apparently greatly influenced as quickly responsive
indicator of the redox potential. For DPPH no relationship was detected, so can be
assumed to respond to certain categories of ingredients as opposed to DPI. The data
are presented in the annex in table A_ 4.

3.5 Determination of the chemical stability

Chemical stability refers to the immunity of beer compared to chemical (oxidative)
effects under certain conditions (environment, temperature). It is a measure of the
inertia of the sample compared to chemical changes. It depends on the matrix of
organic (reducing), worth the pieces of the action of contained antioxidants and
prooxidativen influences (E.g., light, heat, oxygen diffusion), which upset the chemical
balance of the sample or move, detach.
Always in the food , chemical stability is determined. While the change of an aged
sample compared to a fresh sample is quantified analog to determining the sensory
stability. The measurement can be done in the course of the aging process or to a
specific date. In practice, usually to simulate the aging process due to time constraints
and performs a so-called accelerated aging. Here, the chemical reactions are triggered
oxidative reagents by mechanical movement, increased temperature, light, oxygen

pressures or the addition and accelerated. As the aging process differently depending
on the conditions, accelerated ageing are only restricted to natural aging processes to
compare.
The accelerated aging conditions must be always stated during the discussion of results
and taken into account.

3.5.1 Conditions of aging to determine the chemical stability

If not otherwise specified during accelerated aging this work carried out as follows: the
bottled beers are slightly shaken for 24 h (standing, ~ 100 min-1) and stored in the port
for another 96 h at 40 ° C. In contrast to the natural aging, the diffusion of oxygen
through the Kompoundmasse does not matter, so that expires the direct oxidation of
substances in reduced dimensions. Time-dependent transformations are also
weaker. Thermally influenced reactions promoted by the accelerated aging
mind. Accordingly, the accelerated aging must inevitably lead to a different result than
the natural aging. To simulate the effects of direct oxidation reactions, the bottles are
opened if necessary short before the forcing test and air is blown in the head space. To
ensure a uniform solution of oxygen bottles are cautious after the resealing
reversed course.
Storage at slightly varying room temperatures around 25 ° C without friends is
considered a so-called "natural aging" in this work time light. Appropriate air conditioned
building areas were the technical UNIVERSITY of Munich - Weihenstephan
unfortunately not available. The analysis of samples is carried out, unless otherwise
specified, after 3 months.
The quantification of chemical stability took place in this work three ways.

3.5.2 determination of representative products of oxidation reactions

Representative products of oxidation reactions according to the method described
above were the gas chromatography
Aging indicators determined (GC No. 007/08, 3.2 see test procedures). In the

Food technology Hexanal generally considered typical end product of lipid oxidation as
a indicator of ageing. In the beer, it occurs only in the area of detection limit (~ 1 µg/l) on
the method used. Presumably, the lipid oxidation over the Strecker degradation and
further processes of the aging of the beer plays only a minor role.
More ways to capture the oxidation reactions in the stability test result by direct
measurement of reactive oxygen species (ROS) occurring sooner in the response chain
using electron spin resonance spectroscopy (ESR) or chemiluminescence (CL).

3.5.3 Determination of reactive oxygen species on the ESR

The chemical stability of Wort and beer was determined using the method of the GC lab
in Weihenstephan in the ISR:
Testing GC No. 012/06 - LagTime and radical generation. Franz,
03.08.04 / Wurzbacher, 08.09.09
The method is based on the research by KANEDA et al. and UCHIDA et al. (Kaneda et al.
1988;) Uchida and Ono 1996; Uchida et al., 1996) and by Fr. modified (Franz 2004).
During the measurement, the beer is a forcing test oxidative (under air access) at
Subjected to 60 ° C. The resulting ethyl radicals we are stabilized by the spin
TrapReagenz PBN and can be quantified on the ESR. It is also the use of other reaction
conditions (environment, temperature) and other spin-trap reagents possible and
meaningful. When using PBN, the feature must be noted that the forcing test again is
accelerated by the caused pH increase (Bishop et al., 1968;) Franz 2004).
Of evaluating experiments in which the pH value should be varied, the use of other spin
traps is therefore advisable.
The measurement is a typical curve that reflects the reaction kinetics. It has two
distinctive sizes: the induction phase and the rise of the curve after the induction
phase. The length of the induction phase (measured as the LagTime) is a measure for
the resistance that opposes the beer of own oxidation and is affected among other
things by the sulphur dioxide content. The radical generation can be captured in
addition half quantitative as a second feature of the radical chain reaction. Correctly
expressed is i.e. the proportion of the radicals, which react with the spin trap reagent
(especially Hydroxyethylradikale) measured the rate of trap. The signal level is

influenced by the rate of formation of radicals, the trap rate and the decay speed of
stabilized radicals.
In this work the method was further improved and transferred to spice (Wurzbacher
2007; Wurzbacher and back 2007): the concentration of the standards Tempol was
lowered so that its response at the level of the samples is increasing the
reproducibility. In several test series the instructions for cleaning, maintenance and the
ramping up of the ISR, as well as technical details of measurement have been
optimized, resulting in a more stable device performance, and thus a higher
repeatability of the measurements resulted. Because the analysis is heavily influenced
by the ethanol content, standardization of the beers in the sample preparation on an
ethanol content was of 5% by volume. introduced. The evaluation method of the
LagTime proved useful and was retained. Because of the above pH effect, the
Lagtimemessung what must be taken into account in assessing the results is nonlinear. For this reason the LagTime is also square in the stability index (Wurzbacher and
back 2007; Back to 2008). The evaluation method of the ' Antiradikalischen behaviour '
to capture the radical generation was not employed because she produced a mixed size
from the LagTime, and the slope of the curve. The selected comparison beer had a very
low stability, so the resulting percentage results in significantly different curve
progressions were reflected only very small differences of the samples. The method
proved in practice not sufficiently sensitive and of little significance. Instead the relative
response from the LagTime on 60 min will be integrated to determine the radical
generation (blue area), as shown in Figure 15. An also conceivable, simple
determination of the pitch of the second regression line proved to be inaccurate toward
integration. The radical generation by this method will be short as F(LT/60) known (F
stands for surface, so the integration), and has a significant connection to the sensors
(Wurzbacher 2007; Wurzbacher and back 2007).

Radical chain reaction:

Induction phase

determined by chain termination and chain reproduction

Figure 15: Lagtime and trap rate as characteristics of the radical chain reaction in the oxidative
forcing test of beer.

The measurement could be applied to spices. This, in particular an oxygen-free
sampling is important to obtain useful results. Only samples of hot wort be taken due to
the negligible solubility of oxygen in aqueous solutions at high temperatures. The hot
wort is filled through a rubber tube in the washed bottles. The hose should yet reach
down to the bottom of the bottle and a while running over the bottle. Then the hose
while yet running spice is pulled out carefully so that a bare, slightly protruding spice
level due to the surface tension. Now the bottle is carefully but quickly closed, where the
excess spice pushes the air out of the lid and immediately cooled.
Immediately before the measurement, the Spice samples are filtered and set on an
ethanol content of 5% vol. To evaluate the used Intergral of the relative response from 0
to 120 minutes. The radical generation by this method is known as F(0/120).

3.5.4 Measurement of oxidation reactions by means of chemiluminescence
For determining the oxidation tendency of malt (or sog.)
' Einmaischverhaltens') was the Chair-internal method of the GC lab in
Weihenstephan used: the method is based on research by Franz (Franz and back in
2003) and was slightly modified in the present work.
- Testing GC No. 019/09 - measurement of oxidation reactions in the maceration using
chemiluminescence. Wurzbacher, 04.08.09 / Hanke

04.08.09
This is grist in a temperature controlled measuring Chamber (40 ° C) in the desired
filling of with tepid water and simulated so the Einmaischvorgang. The
chemiluminescence is throughout the entire
Operation measured. Quantification is done by integration of the Einmaischpeaks
(impulses, "counts") over 300 s.

3.6 Determination of antioxidant activity

In the brewing technological literature, numerous terms to describe the antioxidant
properties are used are all not clearly defined and used by many authors largely
undifferentiated: it is by reduction power, redox potential,.
Reduction capacity, endogenous antioxidant activity, antioxidant potential, anti radical
potential, scavengers, Reduktonkraft, spoken, etc. For this reason, the names of the
features of that are examined in this work, should be redefined. The redox potential and
the reduction capacity have been described earlier. Now, what has the antioxidant
activity?
The language in this work should focus on the use of the terms in the medical and
biotechnology professional literature, i.e. afterALLIWELL and G HUTTERIDGE . The
antioxidant activity reflects the basic
Property of an antioxidant against (Halliwell et al. 1995;) Halliwell and Gutteridge
2007), i.e. the positive effects of a substance or essence to a higher system. Transfer to
foods the antioxidant activity is (sensory, Visual, nutritionally) ability one not worth the
ingredient in low concentration to prevent the oxidation of worth-giving ingredients of the
foodstuff or a test system.
UCHIDA et al., who led the term ' endogenous Antioxidatioven activity ' an and put him
with the method for determining the LagTime equal (Uchida and Ono 1996; Uchida et
al., 1996), which she donated some linguistic confusion. According to the definition by
HALLIWELL and GUTTERIDGE should be understood the antioxidant activity of beer as total
size rather than one under to be physiological point of view, worth giving property of
beer, which is to maintain oxidative influences, through optimal process management
and avoiding (effect compared to the higher system!). Due to this contradictory
interpretations of the term should be ' endogenous antioxidant activity ' used in this
thesis not relating to analytical features.

The antioxidant activity of a substance, essence or trial can in vitro (in a test system)
or in the food (or in vivo) be determined by one quantity determines the reduction of
oxidative damage in Aging (chemical or sensory changes) by increasing concentration
of the substance (essence trial) in the test system or food. In the test system or in the
food is by an outside influence, for example, by increased temperatures or the addition
of an oxidative reagent (E.g. H2O2) raised the damage response.
The measurement of antioxidant activity of a substance is done accordingly in addition
trying in the stability test.
Oxidative damage is measured in the form of an increase in an Indikatormetaboliten or
in the form of loss of value the reagent. The antioxidant activity is quantified by the
difference of damage of the test system with the addition of the substance to be
examined against a comparison sample. The experimental setup to measure the
antioxidant activity is always according to the precise question, the selected analysis
measurement of oxidative damage, according to the selected test system, why here no
universally valid method description can be specified. Appropriate methods of analysis
are the chemiluminescence measurement, the ESR analysis and the determination of
indicators of aging among others. In addition experiments (see 4.3.2), for example, the
change of the chemical stability in the ESR has been used for the determination of
antioxidant activity.

3.7 Determination of sulphur dioxide (SO2-) content
Three methods for the determination of sulfur dioxide content have been tested:
• Enzymatic method (MEBAK, band II, 2.25.1)
• Distillation method (MEBAK, band II, 2.25.2)
• Automated photometric determination by means of Pararosaniline in the Analyzer
'SCALAR'.
The distillation method was carried out at the Chair and the comparison to a further
Institute (' 2'). The enzymatic method was carried out at the Chair. The automatic
determination by means of SCALAR held in a brewery laboratory. A total 18

fermentation samples of different type (green beer with yeast, brewery bottling, foreign
beers, beer cans, different yeast strains, different Anstell and fermentation parameters)
were examined. The results are shown in the annex in table A_ 5. It turned out that the
results of the distilla provisions and the enzymatic method correlated well with each
other, which is why these two methods in this
Work is further applied. Both analyses can also at the bottom
Concentration range are regarded as sufficiently accurate, where the
Distillation analysis seems most accurate, as another test revealed: for the
Distillation analysis could be determined a standard deviation at a mean of 2.1 mg / l of
0.11 mg / l. With the enzymatic determination was the measurement of (other) beer with
a mean of 2.6 mg / l SO2 a standard deviation determined by 0.39 mg / l.
The SO2determination using SCALAR gave way by the distilla and enzymatic
determination (Figure 16) and only addressed well at levels above 6 mg / l. Lower
concentration in, you could not differentiate different beers with this method. It appears
therefore unsuitable according to the present results for the brewery area.
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Figure 16: Comparison of the distilla2- Bestimmumg (Chair) AND the Pararosaniline method using
scalar.

In the present work, the enzymatic method was applied in the study of the aging
processes, the determination of distillation was used for all other studies.

3.8 Other analysis methods

The following analyses were performed according to MEBAK, band II (MEBAK 1993):
• Original extract
• Ethanol content
• Ph
• Thiobarbitursäurezahl (TBZ)
The bitter substances were determined using HPLC method EBC 7.8.
Iron and copper ions have been through the Weihenstephan Research Centre for
Brewing and food quality determined according to method EN ISO 11885 E22 using
ICPEmissionsspektrometrie.

4 Results
The complexity of the field of view and the specific features and
Uncertainties of analysis for the determination of antioxidant activity and its
Influence on the flavour stability to meet (see 2.7), which is
Theme from different points of view considered and edited: In the
The specific effects of representative ingredients in the brewing process and the
bottled beer to undergo experimental approach. Also the changes in the course
of real aging reflects as accurately as possible, to obtain information on the
importance of individual processes and conversions from this
perspective. Finally, correlations between analysis characteristics of beer and
selected parameters of the brewing process and the resulting taste stability be
sought based on an empirical survey in industrial practice. As far as possible the
determination is carried out always analytical and sensory of antioxidant activity
and flavour stability.

4.1 Importance of barley and malt quality for the antioxidant activity

of beer

4.1.1 Poly phenol content and reduction capacity at the malting

Cold statements were made to the study of barley and malts with regard to their
levels of phenolic substances and their reduction assets. According to the
weight, 100 mg / l of a substance corresponded in the cold extract of a
concentration of 1 g / kg of malt or barley of maximum share in the present water
content of the sample.
The comparison of randomly selected barley and standardvermälzter (heller)
Malze from the harvest in 2004 showed that the reduction capacity (DPPH)
brighter Malze by their Gesamtpolyphenolgehalt (according to MEBAK; Context
within the Malze) and ingredients (increase from barley to malt,) at the maltingreducing formed independently of the polyphenol content was coined (see
Figure 17). The reduction capacity by DPPH is influenced as a result at least by
two different drug classes. During the malting in sum, no significant amounts of
polyphenols were newly formed.
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Figure 17: reduction capacity (DPPH) of barley and malt in dependence on the polyphenol
content (Gesamtpolyphenole according to MEBAK).

4.1.2 Influence of barley varieties and new growth conditions for the mashing

Using malts from the 2003 harvest, a more extensive examination was carried
out among others with the aim to clarify the influence of variety and winegrowing area. The full data are shown in the annex in table A_ 27. Must be
considered when evaluating the results, that in 2003, a so-called "record
summer" with long heat waves, and droughts was what was reflected in
comparison to the previous years crops significantly in the malt quality.
Total examined Malze from seven barley varieties from four different locations.
4.1.2.1 importance of di - and trimerer Flavanoide

This also di - and trimeric Flavanoide could be analysed by instrumental analysis
whose contents aber no connections with wet chemical analysis showed (see
Appendix, Figure 14 A_). The shown in the other connections between the poly
phenolic content and antioxidant activity and other analysis features of malt
could not be comprehended by means of instrumental analysis of single
substances. The determination of individual substances covered only about a
quarter of the contained phenolic compounds.

4.1.2.2 poly phenol content and reduction capacity depending on variety and site
The breakdown of Gesamtpolyphenolgehalte (according to MEBAK) showed in the
2003 harvest a significant location and type of dependency (Figure 18). The
influence of growth conditions seemed to dominate in the investigated samples
compared with the strain-specific differences. The polyphenol content it
correlated with the degree of protein solution (Figure 19). No relationships were
compared with the content of soluble nitrogen and the content of crude protein.
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Figure 18: tannin content of malt in depending on the site and the variety.
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Figure 19: tannin content of malts depending on the degree of protein solution with standard
malting.

Between the polyphenol content of Malze and the reduction of capacity
(DPPH) of the corresponding cold malt extracts could a positive
Link (see annex, table A_ 27 not represented,). This suggests that the
antioxidant effect is caused by the reduction in force of polyphenols during the
maceration.

4.1.2.3 simulation of Einmaischprozessen of the chemiluminescent detector

In the simulation of Einmaischprozessen of the chemiluminescent detector
Malze regarding their oxidation tendency have been characterized (CL). Fb. that
there is no signal detectable under exclusion of oxygen, which is why it can be
assumed that the method detects only oxidation reactions that occur in the
presence of elemental oxygen (Franz 2004) demonstrated already. As molecular
oxygen is non-reactive, and the oxidation reactions from the moment of a
maceration expire very quickly, it is probably enzyme-catalyzed processes. In
the present study the chemiluminescent signal is correlated with the
Maceration with the polyphenol content of Malze negative (see Figure 20 and)
Figure 21), proving that endogenous phenolic compounds in the
Antioxidant effect Mashes. This is consistent with results of Fr., which was able to
demonstrate a reduction of Einmaischsignale by an addition of monomers
polyphenols (Franz 2004). Differences of the Malze in their oxidation tendency
during the maceration were like that
Poly phenol levels primarily due to location, i.e. depending on the growth
conditions (climate, soil, agricultural technology), and were only to a small
degree by the solution properties of Malze influenced (not shown).
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Figure 20: oxidation reactions in the maceration in dependence on the polyphenol content
(Gesamtpolyphenole according to MEBAK) of malt.

Figure 21: Relationship between the oxidation tendency (CL) and the tannin content
(Gesamtpolyphenole according to MEBAK) malt depending on the growth conditions
of the barley. (* 1) not taken into account.

4.1.2.4 Reconcile brewing suitability and antioxidant activity

To what extent is a selection of raw materials from the point of view of the
antioxidant
Activity brauen technologically useful? You have to answer this question
Correlations of the poly phenol content to the most important quality criteria of the
Malt investigated. Compared to the extract content, a negative correlation
showed up for sites 1, 2, and 4, only site 3 showed high poly phenol
concentrations at high extract content (Figure 22) due to apparently more
favourable growth conditions in the middle. The extract content is depending on
therefore first line than on the growth conditions. A sortenabhänger, negative
correlation to the polyphenol content is in constant growth conditions (within the
sites).

Figure 22: Relationship between the extract and the tannin content of malt from barley
of various locations.

A possible cause for the conditions at the site 3 was the geographical location:
location 3 (Eifel) is expected for the Atlantic zone, while the remaining sites have
mostly continental climate (see Appendix, figure A_ 15). The Eifel is the first
mountain on the way of the Atlantic Northwest flow, which is why there can be
expected with balanced temperatures and relatively high rainfall. To hedge this
statement, a similar investigation over several vintages, with a greater density of
the studied sites, as well as taking into account the quality of the soil and of
agricultural technology would have to be carried out. Regarding the protein
content that was itself Malze into two groups (see Appendix, figure A_ 16): the
sites with the tend to be higher
Lower protein contents were extract concentrations. There was no connection
between the two characteristics within the sites.
Regarding the oxidation tendency (CL) proved Malze from barley from the
Site 1 (low tannin content, at the same time highest solution according to ELG and)
Friability) at worst, preferred location 2 and 4 (high levels of polyphenols and
proteins, low degree of solution). The malt "Maritime barley" (site 3) showed
good Einmaischverhalten (CL) at the same time, the probably best brewing
suitable the investigated Malze (high extract and polyphenol content, low levels
of crude protein and soluble nitrogen). The four sites are once again
characterized in table 2.

Table 2: Characterization of Malze locations (+ comparatively high, o neutral evaluation relatively low).
Site

Extract

1

+

2

Malt
solution

Protein

lösl. N

Polyphenols

+

–

O

–

–

–

+

O

++

3

+

–

–

–

+

4

–

–

+

+

+

4.1.2.5 Discussion and summary

The available analytical capabilities for the instrumental determination of
Polyphenolic individual substances are by far not yet mature. It is to win not
possible comprehensive, meaningful information about the spectrum of polyphenolic ingredients barley and malt, which complicates the determination of the
behavior of specific groups in the brewing process.
The poly phenol content of the malt are nursery conditions
Barley and less dependent on the barley variety. At the
Mashing the Malzpolyphenole have an antioxidant effect and reduce the
Oxidation of the Schrotes. For this reason, a positive influence on the flavour
stability can be suspected. A possible mechanism is the enzymatic detoxification of
H2O2 peroxidase in Cooxidation of polyphenols. The stable at wort pH and active
phenolate anions and
Phenoxyl (Semichinone) Act may also directly as a free radical scavenger. The
polyphenol content of the malt is influenced primarily by the growth conditions of
barley (agricultural technology, climate, soil). Variety-specific dependencies are
secondary. Protein and extract content are also primarily influenced by the
growth conditions of the barley. The polyphenol content is independent of the
extract and protein content variation to the terms of the new growth. Variation of
the variety (constant growth conditions) is a negative correlation between the
polyphenol and extract content that must be due to genetic differences. This
influence within the examined German varieties appear secondary compared to
the growth conditions. It is to build possible poly phenol-rich barley with good
quality of brewing, as the barley by site 3. The examined samples of 'maritime'

site combine a generally good brewing ability with good antioxidant activity, what
could be due to the more humid climate and the more moderate temperatures.
That increased poly phenol contents will be of maritime barley have long
suspectedROMUS is according to G and LUSTIG but not necessarily due to its
geographical location (Gromus and funny 1999). Many earlier studies on this
topic not include that also fundamentally different barley varieties are grown in
the various European countries.

4.1.3 Influence of reducing assets and the chemical stability of Wort and beer

Seasoning and beers in the projects were made of some malt patterns below. By
the polyphenol content of the malt is ruled not on the polyphenol content of Wort
and beer (see annex, table A_ 28).
4.1.3.1 reduction capacity and radical generation of spice

Higher poly phenol contents of malt but resulted in seasoning with high reduction
capacity (DPI) (example: site 3, see annex, Figure 17 A_).
The correlation across all locations was fuzzy, which is probably due to parsing
errors of experience has shown that very uncertain in the case of seasoning
method. At elimination of unnaturally high levels (> = 35%) a highly significant
yielded r = 0.75 over all samples. The reduction capacity by DPPH could be
determined in the wort, because this method at the time of investigation not yet
available.
Seasoning from malts with higher poly phenol contents showed a lower radical
generation. The flavor of F(0/120) radical generating correlated negatively with
the Anthocyanogengehalten of the Malze and seasoning (see Appendix, Figure
18 A_). The Malzpolyphenole show an antioxidant effect in the resulting flavor.

4.1.3.2 reduction capacity of the beers

The reduction capacity (DPPH) of the beers was influenced by the following
features: Gesamtpolyphenole, Anthocyanogene, and Tannoide of the malt,

Gesamtpolyphenole and Anthocyanogene of spices, Tannoidgehalt of beer (not
shown). The reduction in assets (DPI) of the beers was not influenced by the
poly phenol contents. Influencing factors of radical generation of beer could not
be identified.
A sensory evaluation of the resulting beers on their aging stability was
inappropriate, since a uniform fermentation and yeast technology due to the
defective equipment was not possible at the time of the investigation and the
used small brewing equipment showed significant oxygen entries.
4.1.3.3 discussion and summary

The antioxidant effect of the Malzpolyphenole remains until the spice and there
causes an increase of the reduction in assets (DPI), as well as a reduction of
radical generation. The polyphenols of malt, set also the reduction capacity
(DPPH) the resulting beer. Only the Tannoide with the reduction capacity
(DPPH), a connection alreadyr. was determined by F (Franz 2004) correlate
within the beers. The Tannoide at beer ph may have more activity. An alternative
explanation would be that it is a secondary connection, which is caused by the
formation of Tannoids of substances from the Group of Anthocyanogene in the
boiling. The undetectable
Relationships between Anthocyanogens, tannins, and the
(DPPH) reduction capacity within the beers suggest the polyphenols mainly work
in the brewhouse, where the Redoxstatus is set. The reduction capacity (DPI) of
beer is not affected by the Malzpolyphenole.
When analysing these results, it is important to note that they the
Influence of varying quality of barley and not the impact of malting technology
are reflected, which could not be examined in the context of this work.
With regard to the taste-stability, a possible mutual must
Influence are respected by polyphenols and proteins. The soluble
Nitrogen of malt is known to correlates with the formation of
Aging indicators for which blamed the Strecker reaction (funny
1994). Accordingly, it is conceivable that polyphenols in addition to its
antioxidant effect over a precipitation of protein to the
Contribute flavour stability.

Polyphenols affect in the brewhouse independently from the
Positive effect from flavour stability on the brewing process as already A ERTS et
al. have reported and discussed in the basic part (see 2.5.3), so that nothing
precludes enrichment of Malzpolyphenolen according to the present results.
4.2 Antioxidative activity of beer ingredients in the brewing process

The antioxidant effect of beer ingredients and their influence on taste-stability in
the brewing process (evaporation House) and in the finished beer is examined in
model experiments.
On the fermentation is thereby not closer entered because she already
comprehensively investigated in previous works of W URZBACHER and
THIELE (Wurzbacher 2003; Wurzbacher et al. 2005a; Thiele
2006). W URZBACHER could already show that it is possible with a suitable
technology of yeast, a good WAY to combine (Wurzbacher 2008)2education with
a high vitality of yeast.

4.2.1 Study of antioxidant activity in the mashing process
4.2.1.1 technological influence

A significant proportion of the oxidation reactions immediately expires
maceration after, as shown in Figure 23 high. The width of the pictured
Einmaischpeaks amounted to about 200. Successfully to inhibit oxidation
reactions for mashing with technological measures, it would be necessary to
bring the antioxidant substances directly with the Einmaischvorgang in solution.

Cl

Einmaischpeak
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Figure 23: chemiluminescence measurement in the course of a mash programme
(52-62 - 72
– 78 ° C).

To increase the poly phenol concentration during the maceration, simple
remedies such as a sour well and a smooth water gift have been tested. The
estate of the Sauer and the smooth water, obtained from a brewery. To examine
the effect of pH, in addition once was acidified by means of technical lactic
acid. The parameters of the experiment and the fractions of phenolic compounds
are shown in table 3. Results of the instrumental determination of individual
substances can be found in the annex in table A_ 6. How predictably contained
the smooth water when compared to the
Wort and the sour good almost no monomers polyphenols, in
Given of the low original extract but still significant shares trimerer
polyphenols. The provision was not analytically possible höhermolekularer
substances. Figure 24 shows the chemiluminescent signals the
Einmaischversuche.

Table 3: characteristics of analysis and test matrix for the mashing. Extract [%m/m]; Tanning
agents [mg/l]; Tannoide [mg/l PVP].
pH

Extract

Gerbst

Tannoide

Encore

Wort

5.71

15,26

n.a.-

150 (12%)

-

Sauer product

3.02

7.48

89

26.5

4%

Smooth water

5.95

2.03

87

SP.

4%

Lactic acid

435 mg /
l

Figure 24: chemiluminescent signals of the Einmaischversuchs.

The addition of smooth water which increased the Einmaischpeak compared to
Comparison clearly. One possible explanation lies in the modified poly phenol
spectrum of smooth water when compared to the wort. The responsible
substance group can be based on the data but not characterized. It seems to act
which are not covered by the Tannoide to size or bound fractions. The
measurement of individual substances revealed no indications of the prooxidant
group. The phenolic carboxylic acid levels of smooth water were low compared
to wort.
The addition of sour goods resulted in a slight reduction of the
Einmaischpeaks. The pH reduction caused a significant reduction of the
chemiluminescent signal by lactic acid. The positive effect of the sour good is
therefore for mashing at least partly due to the pH reduction. Since the

Pufferungsverhalten of the mash was difficult to assess, the pH reductions could
not be absolutely compared through the lactic acid and the sour food. During the
testing, no pH measurement was possible. Polyphenols contained in the Sauer
seemed to fall in the face of good poly phenol facilities of spicy notes not in the
weight.
4.2.1.2 effect of polyphenols

To examine the effects and changes of phenolic substances in the mashing
process and the impact on the quality of the beer, has been macerated with an
encore of monomeric polyphenols. The experiments and a
Comparison Sud were then fermented and analyzed the resulting beer and tasted.
2005 a malt with a comparatively low proportion of phenolic substances of crop
was selected for the trial. It was once with (P) and one without (V) addition of
polyphenols a anticipation. The addition of per 10 kg pellet was
1 g Epicatechin, 3
g of Gallic acid
and 5 g Catechin.
Both broths (V and P) were then divided on two 20 l container (A and B) and
parallel fermented (4 fermentations: VA, VB, PA and PB). The master W was
used to fermentation 34/70, produced according to experience little sulphite. In
addition to suppress the formation of sulfite, a ventilation rate in the saturation
range and a relatively high gift of yeast were elected. After the filtration (Seitz,
K150, retention capacity 3-4 µm) the beer 0.5 l bottles were bottled.
The parameters of the brewing process and the analysis features of the
Malt are presented in the annex in table A_ 7 and table A_ 8. The analysis
features of the resulting flavor are presented in the annex in table A_ 9. The poly
phenol contents of seasoning and beer, as well as their reduction capacity are in
table 4 and summarized. The results of the instrumental determination of
individual substances can be found in the annex in table A_ 10. The levels of
Catechin and Epicatechin reflect the addition in the attempt. The levels of certain
Trimers were not significantly affected.
Table 4: poly phenol content and reduction capacity of Wort and beer:
Gesamtpolyphenole [mg/l]; Tannoide [mg PVP/l]; Anthocyanogene [mg/l]; Reduction capacity
(DPPH) [%]; Reduction capacity (DPI) [%].

Pan full wort
Sample

Extr

Polys

Tannoide

Anthos

DPPH

DPI

V-PF

11.6

187

150

96

65

-

P-PF

11.9

327

180

95

79

-

Wort
Variety

Extr

Polys

Tannoide

Anthos

DPPH

DPI

V-AW

12.7

214

105

99

77

67

P-AW

12.6

345

117

86

86

80

Beer
Variety

Extr

Polys

Tannoide

Anthos

DPPH

DPI

V-A

-

189

22

66

63

29

V-B

-

178

20

61

60

30

P-A

-

321

26

67

69

35

P-B

-

319

27

69

70

34

Flavorings, the poly phenol addition resulted in a slight precipitation of lowmolecular nitrogen. The increased poly phenol levels and the concomitant
increased values of the assets of of reduction in remained after two methods
(DPI and DPPH) up in the resulting beers. The method for determining the
radical generation in wort was at the time of investigation not yet available. The
increase in the fraction of the Tannoide in the pan full wort suggests
polymerization reactions.
The majority of the substances given to found in the sum
Gesamtpolyphenole again. The nearly constant content of Catechin (round
50% recovery of the given amount) suggest that a significant proportion of the
polyphenols in the form of small molecule remained left over the whole brewing
process.
The chemical stability of the resulting beer is shown in Figure 25. The beers are
characterized with poly phenol addition on the ESR through a slightly improved
chemical stability. In the beers with poly phenol addition, radical generation
compared to the comparison beer was reduced. The LagTime was not
affected. At a tasting for Aging (after EI HORN) these beers did tend to be also
somewhat better, the difference was not significant however (not shown).

Figure 25: radical generation of the beers of PA, PB, VA and VB.

The results are seemingly at odds with an investigation of
ANDERSEN and SKIBSTED, who realized a reduction of radical generation in the
beer after the polyphenols in the mashing process by means of
Hexamethylenetetramine (HMT) had been removed (Andersen and SKIBSTED
(2001) probably all poly-phenolic fractions are reduced by treatment with HMT
unspecific, so that the results cannot be compared with an encore of unbound,
low molecular weight substances.

4.2.1.3 Effect of Melanoidins

The chemical was to study the effect of Maillardprodukten
Stability of einmaischprozessen with roasted malt shares and in the resulting
flavor analyses. Macerated was each with Pilsener malt and a 5% bulk share of
a roasted malt group. The roasted malt fractions were made available by
WUNDERLICH and a Munich malt (MM) and a caramel malt (CA) obtained by
another Darren of a Pilsener malt (PM),
(Wunderlich 2010). The group 0 each referred to the source material. Darren
temperature and time increased with increasing number of the group.
Figure 26 compares on the left side of Einmaischprozesse with mushroom and
Munich malt (100% yield). On the right side of malt are the mushroom

Einmaischprozesse with 5% filling shares in Munich malt (red) compared with
(green) and caramel malt. Pilsener malt (comparison) is shown in blue. The
chemiluminescence was over 900 s recorded (is the display width). Led dark Malze
in each case to a significant strengthening of the oxidation reactions for
mashing. That's true with match results by LEHTINEN et al. who noted an increased
oxygen uptake during the maceration dark Malze when using (Lehtinen et al. 2005).
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Figure 26: Effect darker Malze during the maceration (PM: Blue; recorded every 900 seconds).

Figure 27 shows the effect of filling units of selected roasted malt factions on the
basis of the Munich malt.
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Figure 27: Einmaischprozesse with Pilsener malt, 5% bulk share of political groups on the
basis of the Munich malt (blue PM; 900 s).

The prooxidant effect of roasted malt factions taking off again with increasing
degree of roast after exceeding a maximum.
The reduction of capacity and the radical generating of the resulting flavor are
presented in the annex in table 11 A_ and A_ 6 figure. By the addition of roasted
malt, the radical generation in the increased in all cases
Seasoning over the wort from Pilsen malt. The radical generation of seasoning
correlated well with their reduction capacity (DPPH), as shown in Figure 28.
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Figure 28: radical generation of roasted malt flavor depending on the reduction capacity.

The results show that the prooxidant Wikrung is based on reducing substances
that are formed during the roasting process (at the Maillardreaktion). Dark Malze
led not only to a reinforcement of the oxidation reactions in the maceration, but
also to a reduction in the chemical stability of the resulting
flavor. SPIELEDER could already using the chemiluminescence measurement
method developed in this thesis demonstrate that an addition of Pronyl-L-lysine,
which is regarded as a functional component of Melanoidinen, increases the
oxidation reactions in the maceration (Spieleder 2007). Due to the limited
amount of available sample material, no beers could be produced and
examined.
4.2.1.4 Discussion and summary

The maceration is a fundamental process step, where already the antioxidant
activity and hence the basis for a good flavour stability is set. The reactions in
the maceration are relatively strong and the effects remain detectable in the
trials in the wort and the finished beer.
For mashing, the bulk of the oxidation reactions runs directly from the
Beginning of a maceration and within a few minutes off. The remaining mashing
process is, however, negligible. Technological measures to reduce oxidation
reactions must accordingly focus on the Einmaischvorgang. A biological
acidification effect here by pH lowering antioxidant. Smooth water shows a
prooxidant effect. Brewers grains only poorly soluble substances from the husk
in question come at the time which is already largely exhausted, smooth water
for this purpose. As PVP fällbare and low molecular weight polyphenols as a
cause can be ruled out, and because the smooth water but still significant
Gesamtpolyphenolgehalte has, is the suspicion of macromolecular or bound
polyphenols. The substance group concerned could not be identified due to lack
of efficient analysis. Given these results, a husk separation for mashing seems
sensible.
An addition of low molecular weight polyphenols in the mashing has a positive
effect on the reduction capacity of Wort and beer, as well as on the chemical
stability of beer. The antioxidant effect remains sustainable, traceable to the
finished beer. The polyphenols cause an increased precipitation by low

molecular nitrogen. A significant part of the low molecular weight polyphenols is
maintained through the entire brewing process in the finished beer.
To sum up be determined that the different poly phenol groups in the brewhouse
in part antioxidant, and in part but also prooxidativ work.
Melanoidins are basically prooxidativ according to the present results in the
brewhouse. The effect is stronger than the entire poly phenol-induced variations
within bright Malze many times and is reflected in the resulting
flavor. Remarkably, prooxidant Reduktone by more heat at the roasting / Darren
will show again inactivated as the decline of the Einmaischpeaks higher
reputations and the minimum of radical generation of seasoning when you try
with caramel malt. COGHE et al. a decrease of the reduction in assets (DPPH) of
malt in the roasting process could prove in accordance with the present results
after exceeding a maximum (Coghe et al. 2006). After SWILSON and NICOLI et al.,
this effect occurs particularly poly phenol-containing foods and is due to their
reactions at high temperatures (Nicoli et al., 1997;) Steele
2004). HASHIMOTO was able to show that the reactive group of Malzmelanoidine
in the low molecular weight fractions are included, whereas the mediummolecular fractions for the color are responsible (Hashimoto 1972). This is unlike
data by SPIELEDER, according to which a color setting of light beers with as dark
roasted malt beer on the taste stability is cheaper (Spieleder 2007). Dark beers,
which one was brewed with Munich malt, areORSTER for F but basically taste
more stable than roasted malt beer (Forster, 1996). Not the oxidation reactions
in the maceration, but the fuller and more robust flavor profile of beer using
Munich malt are probably crucial for this.

4.2.2 Study of antioxidant activity of hops

4.2.2.1 influence on the reduction of capacity and the chemical stability of Wort and
beer

To study the influence of different hops gifts (aroma - bitter; changing type of
Pellet, CO2extract) on the chemical stability of ungehopfte and gehopfte
seasoning (raw materials and brewing process identical) as well as the resulting
beers from attempts by H were examinedANKE (Hanke 2010) on the ESR. The

data are shown in the annex in table A_ 12. The contents of all the poly-phenolic
fractions were increased by the gifts of hops. The radical generation of hopped
wort was strong compared to the unhopped seasoning reduces and the LagTime
increased slightly. Between the
Poly phenolic contents and the radical generation existed within the carbonyls
Flavor which however there is no strong correlation and the reduction
Radical generation can not be attributed by the hops on the increase of the poly
phenol levels. CO2extracts that showed hardly any polyphenols in which brought
spices, a the pellets comparable effect. In accordance to an addition of Catechin
to the wort also led to any change in the radical generation (not shown). Results
by THUM, after which an addition of ISO extract (73.9% alpha-acid) to the beer
the
Carbonylbildung under oxygen load decrease could fit in this
Image (Thum 1997). Apparently, the active substance groups are not covered by
the available analytics. However, the poly phenol contents of seasoning
correlated with the reduction capacity (DPPH) the resulting beer. The unhopped
and hopped beers are not more significantly from each other in their chemical
stability. Apparently, the effect in the course of fermentation is lost or is masked
by stronger influences. Since the measurement of radical generation in an
oxidative forcing test takes place, can be speculated, that the effective
ingredients of hops in the wort aeration provide antioxidant protection. An
explanation for this behavior could be in one publication be found T ING et al.:
after their results the Humulone (α acids) are the hop components with the
highest reduction capacity (DPPH) (Ting et al. 2008). While wort cooking make
up a LagTime of the ESR. ISO Alpha-acids have more after TING et al., however,
no effect. Humulone work even when added to finished beer (Ting et al. 2008).

4.2.2.2 cooking attempts in the semi-technical scale

In attempting to cook in the semi-technical scale (~ 750 l rash volume) in the
new experimental and teaching brewery Weihenstephan modern cooking
systems were compared, as well as the effects of hops on the
Reduction capacity, the chemical stability of Wort and beer and the sensors
examined. Hops, malt quality and mash program remained constant. Varying

hop gifts were not possible within the framework of these tests on the basis of
the desired comparison of cooking systems. The hops (HSR pellet type 45)
amounted to 2 g / l at the beginning of cooking, plus 1 g / l in the hot tub. All
brews were carried out twice. The beers were not stabilised. Table A_ 13
(annex) shows the relevant results of the analysis. Almost all the features of
analysis were within the expected range and broths appeared well
reproducible. System d, evidence of a reduced chemical stability could be
observed. strikingly different values are color coded in the table.
The Thiobarbitursäurezahl (TBZ) all season was extremely low, which suggests
a low thermal load when cooking at good evaporation. The beers are high
SO2content and a high LagTime on. The forced aged beers were evaluated
sensorially well and showed only minor increases in the aging indicators (up to
system D). The flavor stability of beer was, apart from the high SO2held, an
indication of the positive effect of modern cooking systems with good efficiency
and low thermal load.
The second hops were significantly increased the levels of phenolic
fractions. The reduction capacity this surge of about 8 percentage points. The
LagTime of seasoning has been increased in the medium and the
Radical generation decreases. The hops consequently increased the reduction
capacity and the chemical stability of the seasoning.
In the cold season (mid-cooling) correlated Anthocyanogene, Flavanoide and
Tannoide with the (DPPH) reduction capacity. The radical generation of
seasoning F (0/120) correlated with the increase in the aging indicators in the
accelerated aging.

4.2.2.3 discussion and summary

The cooking experiments show that a combination of low thermal
Stress, high SO above average taste stable beers can be produced2education
and enrichment of polyphenols (distinct hops, no stabilisation).
The hops provides antioxidant effect in the wort. You has a positive effect on the
reduction of capacity (DPPH) and chemical stability (LagTime and radical
generation) the seasoning. The antioxidant effect not proceeds however from the
polyphenols. The Humulone are probably the antioxidant group. Polyphenols tabled

by the hop contribute to the reduction of capacity (DPPH) the resulting beer. The
antioxidant effect of hops is no longer detectable in the finished beer.

4.3 Antioxidative activity of beer ingredients in beer

4.3.1 Radical generation of different beers

To obtain reference values for assessing the results of the following tests, the
radical generation of various beers of the range of a brewery was determined
(Figure 29; Plot of the device software, absolute response). The beers from this
brewery were used for further attempts, which is why the brewery attempt crosscalled 'Brewery A'.

Figure 29: radical
generation of different beers (response absolute).

The pale ale light beer had the lowest radical generation. Radical generation in
PILS of brewery was slightly higher. The radical generation of dark bottomfermented beer was significantly increased by comparison. The fermented beers
showed in General a higher radical generation and trained no LagTime. The
experience this situation are typical for the studied varieties of beer. An
exception was only the light wheat, whose radical generation was in the area of

the bottom-fermented beers. Once again, the associated analysis features are
summarized in the annex in table A_ 14.

4.3.2 Model tests

In this series of experiments, representative pure substances as representative of
different redoxaktiven groups were admitted to pale malted beer (Münchner hell, A
brewery) individually and in combination. The attempt was a little stable beer with
low SO2content selected easy to visualize possible influences. The quantities used
to are specified respectively in molar concentrations, than in the sample
concentration increased. The addition was made in two concentration levels (0.5,
1.0) zupipettierte amounts of the stock solution of 0.5 to 1 ml per 500 ml beer
match. The ethanol content was then standardized so that is for each sample a
boost of Ethanolgehaltes to 1 ml / 500 ml = 0.2% vol. revealed. After the addition
Sample closed, shaken for 30 min, stored for 48 hours at 4 ° C and the
Cooled measurement to 0 ° C. Despite Sauerstoffbelastu ng stepped through the
low
Temperatures and short retention period no significant oxidative
Damage to the samples a, as shown by the values of the comparison beer. The
kinetics of the oxidation of the beers was affiliated in the forcing test (60 ° C)
recorded, and how of the method for determining the LagTime (GC 012/06 LagTime and radical generation) corresponded to.
The used pure substances are listed in table 5. The selection was limited to
forced commercially available substances. The test matrix is listed in the annex
in table A_ 15 once in detail.

Table 5: pure substances and stock solutions.
Concentration

Substance group Substance

[mmol/l]

Solution

Comment

Comment
black discoloration

Endiol

Dihydroxyfumarat

0.3

EtOH

Model Simlation / Melanoidin

Mono phenol

p Kumarsäure

0.3

EtOH

Phenolic carboxylic acids

Trihydroxyphenol

Gallic acid

0.3

EtOH

Phenolic carboxylic acids

Dihydroxyflavan

Catechin

0.3

EtOH

Flavanoid

Protein Thiol

L-cysteine

0.3

H2O

Amino acid

inorganic

Sulphite

0.039

H2O

NaHSO3

Metal ion

Fe

0.15

H2O

FeSO4

Metal ion

CU

2+

0.15

H2O

CuSO4

Chelator

EDTA

0.15

Chelator

Desferrol

0.15

2+

in 0.1 N NaOH Fe activity increases
H2O

(~ 51 mg / l)

(~ 2,5 mg / l)

no complete solution

reduced Fe activity

To determine the accuracy of the method in this experiment, the comparison beer
was sixfold (three duplicate) measured (table 6).
All test samples were determined twice.

Table 6: duplicate of comparison beer (= test 1).
LT [min]

F(LT/60)

Tempol

Measurement
1

27

8,13

34182

27

8,19

34182

Measurement
2

25

8.20

36662

25

8.33

36662

Measurement
3

29

7.65

39172

32

7.64

39172

Table 7: analysis accuracy in the experiment.
LT [min]

F(LT/60)

Measurement 1

27

8.16

Measurement 2

25

8.27

Measurement 3

31

7.65

Mean value

28

8.03

Standard deviation

3.1

0.33

Confidence interval (95% single
sided)

4.2

0.46

As table 6 shows, the instrumental determination of samples within a run was
extremely accurate. Deviations of measurement curves like at 4- and 5experience has shown that due to minimum pipe animal errors are shown in
Figure 30. Between the three duplicate of comparison beer, which were carried
out on different days, fluctuations of the measured values will be visible (table
7). These deviations shall be used to assess differences in the addition.

4.3.2.1 results of tests of individual substances

Figure 30 shows the measurements to the tests 1 to 3 as an example
(graphical plot of the device software, absolute response). The results of the tests 2
to 19 are shown in table 8.

Figure 30: radical generation of attempt beers of 1 to 3 attempt 1: - 6-, 7; Attempt 2: - 4,
5-: 3 try: - 2-, 3-(absolute response).

Table 8: Changes of LagTime and radical generation by the addition of pure substances.
absolute deviation

LT [min]
Attempt

Substance concentration

F(LT/60)

0.5

1

0.5

1

2/3

Fumarate

14

28

3.2

6.3

4/5

Kumarsaeure

-1

0

-0.6

-0.5

6/7

Gallic acid

6

6

0.3

0.2

8

Catechin

n.b..

2

n.b..

-0.2

9 / 10

Cysteine

-12-

15

2.5

4.7

11

Sulphite

n.b..

32

n.b..

0.2

12 / 13

Iron

24

28

12.5

11.1

14 / 15

Copper

28

28

8.5

4.6

16 / 17

EDTA

8

5

1.6

2.1

18 / 19

Desferrol

12

14

-3.9

-4.0

The used beer ("Comparison" test = 1) characterized by a relatively low chemical
stability. The LagTime was 28 min and the radical generation had a F(LT/60)Wert 8.0.
Cysteine (V9/10; SH-Gruppe) and fumarate (V2/3; Endiolstruktur, model for
Melanoidin) worked in the beer clearly prooxidativ and resulted in a significant
decrease of the LagTime, and an increase of radical generation. The effect of
SH groups but probably heavily depends on the molecule. For example,
glutathione has a significant antioxidant effect on (Franz 2004) in
beer. Methionine shows no effect on the Radiakalgenerierung (Andersen et al.,
2000). Already a prooxidant effect was found for Ascorbic acid (Andersen et al.,
2000).
The polyphenols in the present experiment showed only weak effect.
Kumarsaeure (V4/5) a slight tendency for the reduction was the
Radical generation and Gallic acid (V6/7) a slight tendency to decrease the
LagTime on. The addition of Catechin (V8) showed no significant effect. The
results are similar to results from ANDERSEN et al., the addition of phenolic
carboxylic acids, Catecholen and Prodelphinidin B-3 no influence of radical
generation could determine at a 0.2 M (Andersen et al., 2000). Their low levels
of activity in the pH range of beer may be suspected as the cause. That both
lightweight Pro-as also antioxidant effects of phenolic compounds were
identified, in line with the observations of other authors. According to the
literature E.g. phenols exhibit better antioxidant properties with dihydroxy-B-ring
compared to Mono phenols (Galati et al. 2002). Phenolics to prooxidativ can
work with Trihydroxy-B-ring in contrast (Irwin et al. 1991). This theory is only to
the extent supported by the results, as Gallic acid as Trihydroxyphenol in this
test series is clearly prooxidativ reacts. More general statements can be inferred
from the present results, because the number of tested substances for this
purpose was too low and in attempting to polyphenols of various substance
groups (phenolic carboxylic acids and Flavanoide) were compared with each
other. Same phenolic substance can according to their concentration also pro or antioxidant effect, such as NENADIS et al. already show for Gallic acid could
(Nenadis et al. 2007).
Sulphite (V11) extended the LagTime as expected clearly and had no influence on
the radical generation.

Copper (V14/15) and iron (V12/13) worked as expected, clearly prooxidativ. The
effect of iron ions was stronger than that of the copper ions (äquimolare
concentrations). The fact that a doubling of the addition of the metal ions from
0.075 mM to 0.15 mM ("0.5" → "1.0") provoked no more increase of radical
generation, pointed pointed out that the necessary catalytic amounts were
already accomplished. The decrease of the LagTime can be interpreted as a
result of the metal-catalyzed radical generation: so accelerated further oxidative
reaction subsequently arise turn peroxides that more quickly consume the
endogenous antioxidants of the beer and cause an earlier breakthrough of
radical chain reaction. Occurring in the case of copper acceptance of radical
generation, by further increasing of the quantity to, has been confirmed in a
repeat of the experiment. It was noteworthy in this context that the response
curves of both copper concentrations differed from one another only after about
25 minutes (Figure 31). Might the reaction was blocked again2 + (oxidized form of
catalysts, most stable oxidation States in aqueous solutions) after a major drain
of endogenous Reduktone by itself anhäufendes cu. The standard potential for
the electron distribution of CU2 + cu3 + is 1.57 V compared to 0.16 V for the
electron distribution of CU+ to cu2 +, which is why a further cu3 + oxidation step is
unlikely. The promotion of radical generation by metal ions is consistent with
results of UCHIDA and ONO. (Uchida and Ono 1996). In contrast to the present
results is an attempt by THUM, which noted a slightly reduced formation of
Carbonylen at high loads of oxygen after an addition of iron ions (Thum
1997). The results of Thums are but critically, since only a very limited selection
of Carbonylen has been studied, and the amount of Fe ions were low in this
case.
The two Chelators EDTA (V16/17) and Desferrol (V18/19) worked each
antioxidant and regardless of their concentration, their effects differed however
in principle. EDTA is known to increase the reactivity of iron ions whereas
Desferrol inhibits the activity of iron (Halliwell 1975; Halliwell et al. 1982; Elstner
1990; Halliwell and Gutteridge 2007). The activity of copper ions is inhibited by
EDTA and not influenced by Desferrol. In the present experiment, the radical
generation of beer was increased by EDTA and reduced by Desferrol, from
which it can be inferred that the oxidation reactions in the beer mainly ironcatalyzed expire (after the LagTime). Can be derived from the increase of
LagTime by EDTA accordingly, the first steps of oxygen activation expire some

copper-catalyzed (up to the hydrogen peroxide). Increasing the LagTime through
Desferrol can be explained by the influence of radical generation (influencing the
LagTime through radical generation: feedback of the chain reaction by
accumulation of secondary peroxides, accelerating the depletion of sulfite). The
results are in contrast to the work of UCHIDA and ONO., who realized a reduction
of radical generation after addition of EDTA (Uchida and Ono 1996).

Figure 31:
radical generation in the beer after the addition of CU2 +. -4-, 5-:
0.075 mM; - 2-, 3-: 0.15 mM; and after the addition of EDTA in various concentrations
(absolute response).

An increase of radical generation was all previously discussed
Part of experiments with a decrease of the LagTime hand in hand. It behaved
accordingly at a reduction of radical generation. The special case occurred in
sulphite the LagTime is significantly extended, but the radical generation was not
affected. Gallic acid was reduced the LagTime, without affecting the radical
generation. These qualitative differences of the influence of the kinetics indicate the
different mechanisms of action and starting points in the reaction sequence

Oxygen activation and. In summary, the substances can be divided into two
categories: substances that affect the radical generation and where the change of
radical generation and the LagTime correlate negatively with each other, as well as
substances that lead only to a change in the LagTime.
4.3.2.2 results of the combination of individual substances

The effect of combinations of added substances is shown in table 9.
Table 9: Changes of LagTime and radical generation in combined addition.
absolute deviation

Attempt

Substance

LT

F(LT/60)

20

Catechin + sulfite

35

0.2

21

Fumarate + sulfite

0

3.2

22

Copper + EDTA

18

3.2

23

Iron + EDTA

-12-

18.0

24

Copper + Desferrol

-19-

3.8

25

Iron + Desferrol

20

5.1

26

Sulfite + iron

11

11.9

27

Sulfite + copper

18

11.9

28

Fumarate + Catechin +
sulfite

2

2.7

29

Catechin + iron

24

10.9

30

Catechin + copper

20

12.0

Fumarate (Endiol) and Catechin (Dihydroxyflavanan) were based on the literature
as a promising model substances to study Combinatorial antioxidant effects for the
experimental chosen and combined with each other and with sulphite. Other
combinations with metal ions and chelating agents should help to refine the basic
understanding of the oxygen reduction, as well as the influence of antioxidants.
With the addition of Catechin with sulfite (V20) no Combinatorial effect was
noticeable. The response rate was no different from the additive

behavior. Fumarate + sulfite (V21): regarding the LagTime is compensated for
the effects of the two substances (see test 3 and 11). However, it was
noteworthy that sulfite could inhibit fumarate catalyzed radical generation,
whereas sulphite in the comparison beer not impacted the radical generation. A
possible explanation for this would be an irreversible addition of sulfite on the
double bond of the fumarate, which both substances from the
Reaction episode would be eliminated. Fumarate and sulphite present themselves
as an opponent. What effect will prevail, seems to be concentration dependent. In
the experiment with equimolar concentrations remained a net effect of
prooxidativer. Fumarate + sulfite + Catechin (V28): through the addition of Catechin
system from fumarate and sulphite radical generation compared to attempt 21 was
reduced slightly. The difference however was on the border of the significance.
Overall, no Combinatorial effects could be thus observed in the tested
combinations. The effects of antioxidants tested behaved additive. It must be
noted however, that in this experiment not all meaningful combinations, as for
example with cysteine, other thiols (glutathione, for example), as well as other
phenolic substances, could be tested.
Catechin + iron (V29): compared to an encore of Fe2 + (V12) decreased by the
radical generation to 1.6 What can be seen in a Konfidenzabweichung by 0.46
as significant. Catechin showed a slight antioxidant effect may be.
Catechin + copper (V30): compared to an encore of CU2 + (V14), increased the
LagTime while increasing the radical generation. The results of the combination
of Catechin with copper indicated that Catechin could accelerate the coppercatalyzed radical generation may be through a reduction of the copper ions,
which stood for more reaction cycles available. At the same time it inhibited
copper-related reduction in the LagTime so there must be a second mechanism
of action. Catechin seems thus to work both Pro-also antioxidant.
Sulfite + iron (V26): to attempt 12 addition of sulfite could only slightly inhibit the
metal-catalyzed radical generation, however, it could significantly reduce the
decrease of the LagTime.
Sulfite + copper (V27): to attempt 14 sulphite inhibited the decrease of the
LagTime by copper ions. With regard to the radical generation showed an
unexpected result: sulfite copper-catalyzed radical generation accelerated after
the LagTime. Thus, sulphite regarding copper shows similar behavior to

Catechin. Copper forms a very strong reduction system in conjunction with
suitable partners.
Addition of EDTA (V22 V23): Was the iron-catalyzed by the addition of EDTA
Radical generation (cf. V12) increases sharply as expected. The relative
Can boost the LagTime in accordance with attempt 16 with the
Inhibition of endogenous copper ions are explained. The copper-catalyzed
radical generation (Fenton / Haber-Weiss) was as expected significantly
inhibited by the addition of EDTA. The relative increase in the LagTime can be
explained as 16 and 23 by participation of copper ion in the first steps of oxygen
activation in experiment.
Addition of Desferrol (V24/V25): Through the Desferrolzugabe, iron-catalyzed
radical generation (cf. V12) was reduced significantly as expected. The coppercatalyzed radical generation (cf. V14) was seemingly reduced by Desferrol and
the LagTime has been relatively increased. The change amounts suggest
however, that only the effect of the
Recorded Desferrol on iron ions contained endogenously in the beer is (cf.
V18).

4.3.2.3 concentration dependency of the effect of Ascorbic acid

Finally was in attempting to following addition of (hell A, Figure 32) investigated
the effect of Ascorbic acid on the LagTime and radical generation of
beer. Ascorbic acid is a model substance for Reduktone with Endiolstruktur and

as a powerful antioxidant and preservative

Figure 32: radical generation in beer with the addition of Ascorbic acid.

The moderate addition of Ascorbic acid to the beer did not affect the LagTime,
and led to a second, scaled increase of radical generation. An antioxidant effect
turns on only with a very high quantity. This behavior can be interpreted as an
indication of the concentration dependence of the effect of Reduktonen
(Melanoidinen and polyphenols). Melanoidins are in light beers apparently in the
predominantly prooxidativen
Concentration area before. The result is in line with evidence from the
Literature, that Ascorbic acid in aqueous systems only in higher
Concentrations of antioxidative effect. ELITZ B et al. provide a concentration limit
of about 200 mg / l for this (Belitz et al. 2001). Eichhorn reported initial positive
effect of Ascorbic acid in beer which gives way to later dates of a negative
prooxidativen influence of aging (Eichhorn 1991). This behavior can be
explained with a consumption of Ascorbic acid, whereas the concentration of the
antioxidant in the prooxidativen area. THUM could determine an increased
Carbonylbildung after the addition of Ascorbic acid to the beer (Thum
1997). NENADIS et al. reported a prooxidativen effect of Ascorbic acid in
combination with copper ions (Nenadis et al. 2007). According to the report of a
cooperating Brewery (not purity, share of rice), which employed Ascorbic acid to
stabilise, took the sensory quality of aged beers in the large scale test with
increasing addition of Ascorbic acid significantly from (table 10). A conversion to
sulphite preservative then significantly increased flavor stability.

Table 10: Influence of Ascorbic acid Administration on flavor stability of beer.
Aging Note: 1 = fresh, 10 = extremely aged, oxidized.
Aging note (1-10)
Given to
Ascorbic acid [mg/l]

fresh

forced

10

1.0

5.2

20

1.0

5.7

30

1.0

5.7

40

1.0

6.2

The effect of Ascorbic acid is entered the following in the investigation of nonalcoholic drinks again (see 4.4.3).

4.3.2.4 discussion and summary

The results of experiments with metal ions and chelating agents confirm the
correctness of the chosen approach, by means of the effect of specific chelating
agents on the involved species back ceased. According to the present results,
started activation of molecular oxygen are mainly catalyzed by copper ions,
whereas the radical generation of chain reaction (Fenton - / h-white step) is
largely catalyzed by iron ions. A possible Coredukton of copper ions represents
Gallic acid (Trihydroxyphenol). Possible Coreduktone of iron ions are fumarate
(Endiol) and cysteine.
The importance of the stable intermediate H2O2 for training the LagTime, and as
a precursor of the Hydroxylradikals, as well as the influence of sulfite on the
activation of oxygen could already UCHIDA and ONO. in comparable experiments
clarify (Uchida and Ono 1996).
The current results fit to data from IRWIN et al. that already showed that copper is
in model solutions in particular in combination with polyphenols, including also
Gallic acid, a strong oxidation system
(Irwin et al. 1991). Iron showed its highest activity in combination with Ascorbic acid
(Endiolstruktur). The importance of the current investigations is that the reactions
were examined now in beer (in the food). IRWIN et al. were also the kinetics of the

reaction not describe in model solutions, because they regulate only the
concentration decrease of a reagent to a specific date. An advantage of their
approach was that the tests and measurements at room temperature were held,
which was pointed out the relevance of the results for low temperatures in the aging
of beer.
Remains open whether the endogenous metal ions of beer chelatiert are
present, and which substances as chelating agents in question. Catechin as a
polyphenol with the ability to the Chelation in trying 29 showed no significant
Changes in the activity of the iron. In this respect however, the contradictory
results of combination with copper in attempt 30 leaving room for
speculation. Catechin engages in combination with copper ions by means of two
independent mechanisms in the activation of oxygen or Catechin altered by
Chelation the redox potential of the copper so that it catalyzes the Fentonschritt
instead of the beginning of oxygen activation now. Also Gallic acid can retarded
metal ions, so that can be speculated about their prooxidativen effect through a
change in the activity of the metal ion. The fact that already the sole addition of
EDTA or Desferrol beer (V16--V19) the reaction kinetics changed, however
suggests that metal ions of beer can be still chelatiert.
i.e. at least partially exist in free form.

Bottom-fermented beers behave in the oxidative forcing test on the ESR
generally chemically more stable than top-fermented. The radical generation of
the mushroom is often slightly increased compared to the Munich Lager of the
same brewery. Dark beers exhibit a greatly increased radical generation
compared to the light beers of the same brewery.
As the outcome of the investigation of the effects of individual substances in the
beer can be determined, that redoxaktive substances can access at the same
time in different steps of oxygen activation and oxidation reactions that occur at
the same time pro - and antioxidant effects.
Of all tested single substances, sulfite by far has the most powerful antioxidant
activity in beer. This result is consistent with data from previous studies
(Andersen et al., 2000;) Nakamura et al. 2001). Polyphenols show only minor
activities, in beer with both pro - and antioxidant effects are possible. Gallic acid
acts as a representative of the Trihydroxyphenole through a reduction in the
LagTime significantly prooxidativ. Reduktone with Endiolstruktur have a strong

prooxidativ. Maillardprodukte and sulfite are antagonists on the chemical stability
of beer. Cysteine is also prooxidativ. For Glutathione (Franz 2004) is an
antioxidant effect in the literature and for methionine (Andersen et al., 2000) a
neutral behavior is specified, so that it can be assumed that the thiols behave
similarly ambivalent like polyphenols. Is protein
References predominantly an antioxidant effect is assumed (see
2.5.5). Synergsitische effects could not be established, but not excluded
because of the small number of tested sub dancing and combinations.
The oxidation of beer runs mainly according to the present results after an ironcatalyzed radical chain reaction. The reduction equivalents for this purpose
come predominantly from Reduktonen with Endiolstruktur as well as by
cysteine. Copper can make still greater oxidation systems, but seems to play a
dominant role may be due to low levels in the beer. The activation of oxygen up
to the hydrogen peroxide however seems to copper in conjunction with
appropriate polyphenols to be based. The pro - or antioxidant effect of
ingredients is also dependent on concentration, as demonstrated by the example
of Ascorbic acid. Also the aging conditions, such as temperature and oxygen
load can change for example the behavior of polyphenols, such as
THUM already for Gallic acid, Catechin, Caffeic acid on the basis of
Carbonylbildung prove could (Thum 1997). With regard to the
Flavor stability of beer is the "net" effects of metal ions and polyphenols from
these results difficult to assess. A fundamental reduction in the levels of
redoxactive substances in the finished beer can be a real way. This is consistent
with a reduction of the poly phenol levels through a stabilization and the
prevention of the entry of metal ions. Thermal loads are to minimize because the
clearly negative action of Maillardprodukten and the formation of sulphur dioxide
should be encouraged moderate.

4.4 Influence on the antioxidative activity of beer by oxygen stress

The molecular oxygen is considered key Educt of all oxidation reactions in the
beer. He leads usually unavoidable entries during the filling process, as well as
by diffusion through the Kompoundmasse of the bottle in the beer. The following
examines how

Oxygen stress on the antioxidative activity of beer affect and how it expresses
analytically.

4.4.1 Behavior of polyphenols
In a preliminary trial was the aging of an oxygen-charged (faulty
HDI-Einstellung) beer (brewery C) pursued analytically (Figure 33). With the
Drop the LagTime on 20 minutes, what with the time of full
Consumption of the SO2content right can be set, changes of the phenolic groups
began. The content of the Anthocyanogene was reduced in favor of
Tannoide. The (DPPH) reduction capacity will rise slightly over the course of
aging.
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Figure 33: Selected characteristics of the analysis in the course of aging of an oxygencontaminated beer.

On the basis of the present data arises the question, what is the significance of
changes of polyphenols after the drain of the SO2 comes to. Here is one 'second
level ' of oxidation protection documents, i.e. are the polyphenols due to their
effectiveness after the loss of SO2 are also consumed by oxidation? The early
changes of the phenolic groups already show the oxidative damage setting? To

resolve this issue the effect was investigated by polyphenols in the course of
aging, in the following attempt.

4.4.1.1 changes of polyphenols on oxygen stress

To examine the effects of polyphenols on oxygen stress, were low molecular weight
polyphenols to dosed a beer. It was again that Munich Lager of Brewery A used the
itself through low SO2content features a low stability. Due to a strong stabilization, it
contained no Tannoide. Only the proanthocyanidin-Dimers "GC" (Prodelphinidin B3)
and "CC" (Procyanidin B3) were quantitatively detectable for HPLC-MS
analysis. They were included in very low concentrations of 1,2 mg / l (ProD B3) and
1.7 mg / l (ProC B3). The beer was a negligible SO2content of 0,6 mg / l
measured. To avoid an unintended, undefined burden of oxygen, the addition of
pure substances before filling in bottles in a 25 l KEG. Washed up after the addition
of head space with CO2 . A part of beer was bottled affiliated without pre-evacuation
and preloading with CO2 , so2 could be assumed by a moderate load with O.
The given amounts of phenolic substances are shown in table 11.

Table 11: Contents of selected phenolic compounds in the experimental beer and given to
quantities.
Natural content of
the beer [mg/l]

Adding [mg/l]

Catechin

2.6

7.9

Epicatechin

0.8

3.1

p coumaric acid

1.4

3.3

Ferulic acid

2.5

7.1

Sinapinsaeure

0.5

3.0

Substance

The beers were examined over 19 weeks analytically during natural aging (20 ° C),
and in addition to accelerated aging. The
Results of the wet-chemical poly phenol determination, the

Are summarized in the annex in table A_ 16 tasting results and determining the
chemical stability. The oxygen exposure led to significant declines in the sensory
evaluation forced aged beer and after a seven-week natural storage. Monomeric
polyphenols given to found in the Group of the Gesamtpolyphenole
(MEBAK). The addition increased the reduction capacity (DPPH). Other analysis
features were not affected. Considered over the entire period of
Anthocyanogengehalt all beers fell continuously. The Tannoide remained below
the limit of detection. The content of total rose for all beers during the first 4
weeks and then remained in the course of aging at a constant level. The (DPPH)
reduction capacity increased slightly over the entire course of aging. The
LagTime all beers fell within the first 4 weeks from about 30 to about 10 min and
F(LT/60) radical generating all beers to a constant level has fluctuated between
8 and 9, with no differences among the four beers were (not shown). The
histories of the levels of Epicatechin and coumaric acid are shown in the
appendix in Figure 7 A_ and A_ 8 figure.
It is clear to recognize that the reduction of Epicatechin in oxygen-contaminated
beer (red and green lines, as compared to the blue and yellow line) was
accelerated. The Catechin belonging also to the Group of Flavanols behaved
similarly. Associated with the degradation of monomeric Flavanols formation of
Oligomeric Proanthocyanidins could not be determined, might formed
condensed polyphenols below the detection limit remained. The accelerated
aging has not worked on the monomeric Flavanols suggesting that their removal
depends on time-dependent reaction mechanisms.
As highlighted in the example of p coumaric acid, the Hydroxyzimtsäuren over the
period of the storage are much more stable than the Flavanols.

4.4.1.2 influencing of the stability of beer by polyphenols

The addition of phenolic substances had positive impact only in the forcing test
on the sensory evaluation of the beers. Surprisingly, the four beers at the
accelerated condition indicators of aging could not be distinguished. The four
beers based on sensor technology, nor on the basis of the aging components
were different after 7 weeks of natural aging. After 19 weeks, the naturally aged
samples based on the aging indicators finally showed a significant positive effect

of polyphenols. They were sensory but already very heavily aged at this time
(Sherry). One has been sensory slightly better rated polyphenols given to in the
oxygen-free bottled beers. The beer with poly phenol addition and oxygen stress
was the worst rated distance. The results show that the effect of polyphenols on
the sensors depends not only of the storage temperature, but also by the oxygen
load. A positive effect can be determined for short storage periods, low oxygen
stress and elevated temperatures. The differences were probably not due to an
antioxidant effect, since no differences were in the radical generation and the
ageing indicators. Rather, the polyphenols are impacted directly on the
taste. Accordingly, the forced beers only in the acceptance and not the aging
note differed. The beers with lower acceptance, many tasters gave an
unpleasant bitterness. After 19 weeks of natural aging, antioxidant effects can be
placed, however, indicators of ageing, her sensory no longer affects. In
accordance, THUM was through analytically weak reduce of the Carbonylbildung
certain polyphenols in the case of high loads of oxygen set (Thum 1997).

4.4.1.3 discussion and summary

The results show that oxygen both analytically and sensory significantly
influenced the course of aging. Molecular oxygen is thus an important reactant of
the reactions and in accordance with the vast majority of the bibliographical
references of the catalyst of training of ageing flavor.
With the consumption of SO2content after changes of polyphenols start at the
aging of beer under oxygen load. The polyphenols are thus involved in the
oxidation reactions of the aging process. A decrease of the Flavanols and
Anthocyanogene takes place under oxygen load. May be greatly reducing
Tannoide resulting by polymerization reactions. Hydroxyzimtsäuren are more
stable and are not so easily removed.
A light antioxidant activity of polyphenols could be determined in the beer, which
led to a better sensory evaluation in the forcing test and at high camp time
chemically in the aging indicators was noticed. Polyphenols can while improving
the assessment of aged beers, but not delaying the aging process, or
prevent. The effect of polyphenols on the chemical and sensory stability also
depends on storage conditions. At low oxygen pressures provide polyphenols

antioxidant protection and improve stability. This protection is no longer in the
case of high loads of oxygen and oxidized polyphenols negative sensory impact.
4.4.2 Influence of the ESR analysis of beer
4.4.2.1 changes LagTime and radical generation following strong
Oxygen load

The influence of a strong oxygen load on the analysis of the LagTime and
Radical generation was examined in a preliminary trial. For this purpose, two
beers were selected. As little stable beer with low SO2content was the Münchner
hell of the brewery A re-elected, which was a particularly bad batch that already
trained in fresh condition, no LagTime. In addition a further Munich investigated
light with notoriously high flavour stability (brewery B). Bottles of both beers have
been stored over several days at room temperature in an open State. Figure 34
and Figure 35 represents the change of chemical stability of two beers over
several days under oxygen load.

Figure 34: beer (A) ageing under high loads of oxygen radical generation.

Figure 35: beer (B) ageing under high loads of oxygen radical generation.

You can see that in the little stable beer (beer A; little SO2, no LagTime), which
quickly took off radical generation, what can be explained by a reaction of
ingredients already before the oxidative forcing test of analysis. In the course of
aging, a decrease of radical generation apparently represents a measure
already expired chemical changes. The history of beer B revealed evidence for
the protective effect of the existing SO2. Whereas the LagTime continuously
declined, with the depletion of SO2 and other antioxidants can be explained, the
radical generation remained constant, i.e. relevant ingredients were oxidized
before measuring not yet to any significant extent.

4.4.2.2 change LagTime and radical generation in a natural aging
The following verified this result under proximity aging conditions. For this, the
change of radical generation in the history of aging in closed bottles was
studied. A little stable beer, which was again used Münchner hell of the brewery
A (hell A) its current charge a low LagTime pointed up this time. Sensory stable
beers were made from a different Brewery (light D and D PILS) available. The
application of oxygen was made by blowing air into the head space of the
bottles.
The changes of LagTime and radial generation are shown in Figure 36 and Figure
37.
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Figure 36: The change of the LagTime in the course of aging.

Figure 37: The change of the radical generation in the history of aging.

The LagTime declined continuously in all beers. This process was accelerated in
oxygen-loaded ales. The decrease of the LagTime slowed down after reaching
the critical threshold of 30 min. (Experience shows that 20 to 30 min the
LagTime by properties other than the are SO2content causes.)
The radical generation declined over the first few weeks in all beers, where the
process in the oxygen-contaminated samples in turn accelerated ran off. That

the reduction of radical generation in the beers with a LagTime well above 30
min was held, means that are the two phases of ageing, as they portrayed
themselves in the preliminary trial, not clearly separated from each other develop
moderate oxygen stress and long periods of storage. With longer periods of
storage, the radical generation in the most beers took unexpected way back to.

4.4.2.3 development of rapid tests

Based on these results, a quick test was developed for the oxygen sensitivity:
this moves the sample with oxygen (open, blow air into the head space, close,
shake) and over a certain period (E.g. 10 days) at room temperature, or about
24 h at 40 ° C stored. In the fresh and the pressurized air sample LagTime and
radical generation, and preferably also the reduction capacity by DPPH are
measured then. If oxidation reactions have taken place, all three values are
reduced his ("responding out of ingredients"). The measure of changes the
characteristics of the analysis is a measure of the instability of the
sample. Because this method was developed until towards the end of the work,
could she in greater extent no longer are used and tested and therefore was still
not systematically applied in the investigation of the following chapters.
A variation on this test allows oxygen entries in the
To track production process, which, however, requires an oxygen-free
sampling. The ventilation step is simply omitted. A change should occur, it
indicates that the sample was already burdened with oxygen (table 12).
Table 12: Influence of heat treatment at (48 h) on the LagTime of an oxygen-contaminated
beer tasting.
LagTime [min] fresh (2 days

LagTime [min] after heat

after sampling)

treatment

Beer, oxygen-charged

77

57

Beer, unencumbered (compare)

82

79

4.4.2.4 discussion and summary

Molecular oxygen is the trigger of the chemical conversions expiring of the
aging. A strong strain of oxygen leads to a rapid decrease of the LagTime, a
rapid decrease in the radical generation and to a significant reduction in the
forcing test of the
Assets of reduction in. Relevant ingredients to deal with this (already before the
forcing test of the ESR measurement). As the ageing condition with the ESR
methods can be described by the analytical comparison of fresh and aged
samples. By the change of a sample under
Oxygen load under defined storage conditions, the oxygen sensitivity and stability of
beverages can be determined.
From these results, there arises the possibility of a new
Analysis feature to describe the stability. Instead of the LagTime, and the
Radical generation of fresh beers could be the change in the
Radical generation in compressed air as an indication of the stability of a
Be used for beer against oxidative influences. The lower the
Change the analysis features of LagTime, radical generation (and
Reduction capacity), the trial against oxidative is even more stable
Influences. This method is suitable for AA. In the context of the following
She could be unfortunately still not systematically employed attempts, since the
method development at the time of the tests was not yet completed.
The investigated beers were differentiated analytically clearly with regard to their
taste-stability: the sensory stable beers from the brewery D characterised by
higher LagTime and lower radical generation in the fresh beers, as well as a
lower influence of radical generation at impact with air. Little stable light A,
however, showed a strong influence of radical generation.
The aging of the beer can theoretically be divided into two phases. In the first
phase is SO2 by a diffusing oxygen consumed, with a further oxidation is
prevented by ingredients. In the second phase of ageing is SO2 below a critical
threshold is dropped and the oxidation of ingredients is progressing
rapidly. These two phases occur not more strictly separated from each other in a
natural aging. Due to their continuous decrease the LagTime it seems suitable to
reflect the course of aging and State in this case.

4.4.3 Influence of the ESR analysis of mixed beer beverages and malt-based
drinks
4.4.3.1 oxygen sensitivity of mixed drinks

A Munich cycling, as well as three different malt based soft drinks were with air
pressurized and stored at room temperature for two days. A Munich-based hell
of A brewery was used for comparison. The reduction capacity each, the
LagTime, and radical generating were determined from fresh and aged
samples. The reduction capacity of samples is presented in table 13. The
oxygen sensitivity of the tested drinks (change the radical generation according
to the compressed air) is shown in Figure 38 and Figure 41, bearing in mind the
different scaling of the Y-axis. Nothing is known about the preparation of nonalcoholic drinks, it can be suspected but that the percentage of malt in the
lemonade was relatively low and relatively high in the malt beverage.
Table 13: Change in reducing assets of samples under the influence of air at room
temperature.
fresh
After storage in air

Sample label:

Remaining

Redv. (DPPH)

Redv. (DPI)

Redv. (DPPH)

Redv. (DPI)

extract

[%]

[%]

[%]

[%]

scheinb.
[%m/m]

Beer (light, ug.)

2.0

65

36

57

28

Malt soda

6.9

89

100

82

100

Malt beverage

5.1

32

44

32

35

n.b..

77

99

45

97

Beer mix drinks (cycling)

Figure 38: The oxygen sensitivity of beer.

Figure 39: The oxygen sensitivity of a malt soda.

Figure 40: The oxygen sensitivity of a malt drink.

Figure 41: The oxygen sensitivity of beer mischgetraenkes (cycling).

The radical generation from beer and malt beverage was in the same
Magnitude, possibly due to the similar matrix of malt-based beverage. The
radical generation of lemonade was higher by a factor of 10. She also showed a
characteristic maximum in the range of 140 min, which was due to the contained
Ascorbic acid the reaction kinetics. The characteristics of the course of the
cyclists could be explained by the addition of the barrels of beer and lemonade
(was used but not same lemonade to the mixing).

The malt drink appeared most stable by far the reduction capacity,
(DPPH), as well as the radical generation were unchanged after the oxygen test,
although formed no appreciable LagTime. Only the reduction capacity (DPI) was
slightly diminished. Beer, malt lemonade, and cycling the radical generation
changed significantly, what were the drinks compared to oxygen chemically
unstable to evaluate. The Ascorbic acid peak of the malt soda shifted toward shorter
hours while already slightly changed the values of (DPPH) reduction assets. The
increased response (compared to beer and malt beverage) before the Ascorbic acid
peak pointed to the already beginning
Transition in the prooxidativen concentration area. With a further consumption of
Ascorbic acid was to be expected with a further shift of the peak to the front and
with a full break through the oxidation.
The Ascorbic acid concentration of cycling was in the prooxidativen area and the
Ingredients were already attacked, as can be concluded from the changes in the
radical generation and the reduction in assets (DPPH). A remnant of the Ascorbic
acid peaks was evident at 20 to 30 min. In this area the prooxidant effect was
proportional to the
Ascorbic acid concentration and the extremely low content in the cyclist prevented
presumably stronger reactions.
The high values of reduction Fortune (DPI), lemonade and cyclists have no
significance. The analysis was dominated by the Ascorbic acid and the true
values were out of range.
The available quantitative HPLC method for the determination of the
Ascorbic acid concentration proved in a test very uncertain, so their values here are
not included.

4.4.3.2 effect of Ascorbic acid under oxygen loading

To verify the observed results was the following
Ascorbic acid to fresh specimens of lemonade and malt beverage used to (Figure
42 and Figure 43).

Figure 42: radical generation in lemonade with the addition of Ascorbic acid.

Figure 43: radical generation in a malt beverage with the addition of Ascorbic acid.

The addition of 20 mg / l Ascorbic acid in two samples resulted in an increase of
radical generation and thus confirming the above conclusions. In the malt
beverage, the effect clearly as prooxidativ is to evaluate. In the lemonade, the
peak of Ascorbic acid increased and occurred at the same time only at a later
date. The response before the peak (~ baseline) decreased at the same time.
4.4.3.3 discussion and summary

The drinks can be based on the featured among 4.4.2.3
Differentiate rapid tests of the sensitivity of oxygen very well to their chemical
stability. The concentration-dependent, predominantly prooxidant effect of
Ascorbic acid is confirmed also in non-alcoholic beverages.
The ambivalent effect of Ascorbic acid is by two independent
Due to the mechanism of action. On the one hand can the Ascorbic acid
Oxygen activation, probably through the deletion of elemental
Suppress oxygen, superoxide and hydrogen peroxide, and so the
Create training a LagTime. On the other hand, ascorbic acid prompts the
formation of Hydroxylradikals from hydrogen peroxide. Both of these properties
depend on the concentration.
For the effect of Ascorbic acid the following model could be established
accordingly: In the case of very high concentrations of Ascorbic acid oxidation
peak moves very far to the right for high times ("in the future", in beer in Figure
32; Section 4.3.2, an addition of 500 mg / l achieved); the radical formation at the
beginning of the forcing test is thus suppressed in a fresh drink. The drink is thus
protected, even though it is not chemically stable: Ascorbic acid is consumed
constantly, and the oxidation peak is shifted to lower times. If the
Finally drops Ascorbic acid concentration in a critical area of concentration, the
Ascorbic acid has its strong prooxidant effect (oxidation peak visible or strong
increase of radical generation at the beginning of the forcing test). As the cause
of this behavior can posits two different, each concentration-dependent
mechanisms: apparently can Ascorbic acid on the one hand expedite the
Fentonschritt as Simlation (radical generation, oxidation peak) and on the other
hand, the induction phase extend (training a LagTime). Possible mechanisms
are the deletion of molecular oxygen, superoxide, hydrogen peroxide and an
inactivation of the copper ions complex formation.
These results that a stabilization by the means of Ascorbic acid is inappropriate
mean for the beverage. Even if an antioxidant concentration is reached, she will
decline but inevitably by the depletion during storage in the prooxidant magnitude. If
nevertheless applied an addition of Ascorbic acid, the concentration should be used
to as high as possible, as long as possible to postpone the prooxidant effect.
Because Ascorbic acid is an Endiolstruktur, is also considered a model
substance for reducing Maillardprodukte and thus reveals a lot about the
behavior of Melanoidins. Probably, the pro - or antioxidant effect of these

substances is also dependent on concentration. In the case of light, fermented
beers, their concentration is after all previous results in the prooxidativen
area. There is only a report on antioxidant effects of Melanoidinen in the case of
addition of a caramel preparation to light beer (Stasko et al. 2005).
For the brewery and beverage technology, the importance of minimizing all
oxygen records confirmed in the result of this chapter. Regardless of the stability
of a drink a stocky oxygen will result sooner or later always oxidation
reactions. Avoiding oxygen records is one of the main pillars of the taste stability
in addition to the pursuit after a good chemical stability and antioxidant
activity. Ascorbic acid is no satisfactory protection (in the beer or AA). Rather
you should be concerned in the case of Ascorbic acid-containing drinks, such as
a consumption of Ascorbic acid, and thus a fall in their concentration in the
prooxidativen area, can be prevented.

4.5 Natural aging processes in beer

The change in analytical characteristics and sensory evaluation of bright
fermented beers was (little stable) over the course of natural ageing process of
the known breweries in A and B (very stable) examined in the context of a
Bachelor thesis (Teagle 2010).
Due to negative experiences in previous tests the DLGBewertung replaced I
HORN a new grading scale and the tasting for aging according to E profile
test. Already had proved in earlier work, that the DLG schema and the tasting for
aging are often irrelevant (Saeed et al. 2004). The DLG schema is not suitable
for scientific work.
The tastings were conducted blind, i.e. the tasters were not informed about the
identity of the samples and their ageing condition. In between, sometimes fresh,
slightly aged or forced aged beers for tasting were given the tasting team to
review and to make a forecast of the expected samples. This tool proved to be
extremely helpful. While it often occurred at the beginning of the investigation,
that fresh beers as old were evaluated in anticipation of a particular sample, for
example, the concentration and marksmanship of the tasters increased after the
first appropriate feedback quickly. Strongly deviating from the mean data of
individual tasters were not included in the evaluation. Tasting sheets were also

not taken into account, the contradictory information contained, E.g. significant
aging attributes at the same time 'fresh' touch evaluation.
Technological improvements in A brewery had now resulted in a significant
improvement in the situation with regard to the taste-stability. The PILS was in
addition by Brewery (distinct bitterness, strong
Hops flower), as well as a batch of Munich Lager with luftbeaufschlagtem head
space (flushing of the neck of the bottle with air sealing, shaking, cooling) is
included in the investigation, so that the following four samples available were:
-

Münchner hell, brewery A,

-

Münchner hell, brewery B,

-

PILS, brewery B,

-

Münchner hell, brewery B, charged oxygen.

The beers were stored protected from direct sunlight at room temperature. The
analysis times and the corresponding temperatures in the camp are summarized
in table A_ 17 in the annex.
As an example, a condiment was examined also from each Brewery (see annex,
table A_ 18). The PILS spice raised here by the two light through a higher
original gravity, higher contents to Strecker aldehydes, furfural and by higher
levels of phenolic substances and of course
Linalool off. She showed the highest reduction capacity (DPPH) and the best
chemical stability in the forcing test (ESR). The bright spice A was the highest
Polimerisationsindex and the lowest chemical stability. The results of the
analysis of the beers are summarized to table A_ 25 in the annex in table A_ 19.

4.5.1 Changes in the sensor technology
4.5.1.1 formation of aging flavor

Figure 44 shows the evolution of aging flavors of beers (Y-axis:)
Scoring after intensity; X-axis: storage duration in weeks).

Figure 44: Processes of ageing flavours in the investigated beers.

No flavor impression at several measuring points in a row with an intensity
greater than 2 occurred in the untreated beers of the brewery B. All queried
aroma impressions with the exception of the Sherry flavour have been identified
(little stable) beer of the brewery A, however in very low expression. Würze-, heu
- and honey-like impression more than 2 points reached on several measuring
points in a row. The cardboard flavor that reached a maximum in the 11th week
and no longer found at the following tastings was pronounced (< = 2 points). In

the oxygen-contaminated beer Huckleberry -, würze - and hay-like aroma
impressions occurred in the first few weeks, again took up camp
progresses. The honey-like impression also occurred at the start of the storage,
but remained at a roughly constant level. Battered flavor impression was the
Sherry flavor that rose up to the sixth week and then remained at an intensity
level of around 6 rating points.
The greatest changes occurred within the first six weeks all four beers. From the
13th week, the intensity of aroma sensations ran (exception: Sherry) at a low
level together.
The results are in this respect with the study of KOMAREK, that the honey-like
impression through 2-Phenylacetaldehyde as the dominant
Ageing aroma is specified and in connection with
Oxygen stress increases (Komarek 2001). A strong strain of oxygen notOMAREK k
also led to the training of a Cardboardaromas. Investigations are however not
directly comparable, since the results of KOMAREKs work on only a beer sample
support after an extreme Aging (14 days under O2load at 45 ° C or 34-monatige
stored at room temperature) was analyzed. In a more recent study by BUSHNELL et
al. cardboard be Hay-like and as the main flavors of aging wine-like, (Bushnell et al.
2003). This group of writers provides an oxygen load as the main cause for the
expression of the ageing aromas.
In the present study, the forced beers (see appendix) trained a different flavor
profile than the naturally-aged beers. L was already the same effectUSTIG in his
work (funny 1994).

4.5.1.2 loss of beer typical aroma sensations

The changes of positively valued, typical beer flavors are shown in the Appendix
figure A_ 9. In the light of both the aroma impressions were floral, fruity and
typical beer highest rated, joined by the citrus-like impression in PILS. A
malziges flavor, by KOMAREK as the most dominant
Aromatic impression of beer is specified (Komarek 2001), B could be determined
by the tasters in the light clearly. In the course of storage of untreated beers, no
appreciable degradation processes have been documented of aroma
impressions what could be due also to the generally low scores. In the oxygen-

contaminated beer, declined all represented aroma impressions. The beer
typical impression was lost within the first three to four weeks. The aroma
impressions fruity and flowery showed higher Anfangsgehalte than in the
comparison beer in the contaminated beer, what could be justified in a mix-up
with aging notes.

4.5.1.3 changes of taste. The change of taste attributes is shown in Figure 45

Figure 45: Change of beer taste in the course of aging.

The basic taste characteristics no significant changes revealed in the course of
aging, but the help feature of harmony. The beers from the brewery B evaluated the
harmony clearly higher than in the beer from A brewery. In the oxygencontaminated beer, the harmony was lost almost completely within the first four
weeks.

4.5.1.4 decrease of in beer quality and training of the aging impression

The appearance of the aging touch and acceptance after EI HORN and the quality
grade (Figure 46 to Figure 48) shows significant changes within the first four to
six weeks. The quality from the perspective of the tasters apparently not more
fundamentally changed in the following period.

Figure 46: Change the quality scores in the course of aging.

Figure 47: Change the aging notes in the course of aging.

Figure 48: Change the aging acceptance in the course of aging.

The beers therefore differed primarily in the level of quality that is obtained or
held. In addition, the beers on the basis of the date to which the qualitative
assessment for the first time falls at two measuring points in a row below a
critical threshold, can be differentiated:
Quality note < 4.25; Acceptance of aging < 80%; Harmony < 5.
Remarkably, the significant improvement of the light was A at the measuring
point 13, which correlated with the disappearance of the Hay, the honey-like,
and the CardboardAromas. The further drop of quality from the 13th week
coincided with an increased occurrence of astringency and analytically with an
increase in the polymerization index. At the hell B, a tendency towards
improvement was at the measuring point 11. Here disappeared the Berry
aroma; the difference was not significant but. In the investigations of EI HORN is

already a case documented, in which a beer the aging note slightly decreased
after reaching a maximum (Eichhorn 1991). Thum was less Carbonylgehalte
than after five months (Thum 1997) after a seven-month ageing in a beer.

4.5.1.5 correlations between the sensory attributes in the course of aging
Correlations between the sensory attributes of all four beers are presented in the
annex in table A_ 26. It must be considered that the sample was not random, but
that samples and thus the varied parameters greatly depended. Furthermore,
the correlations were strongly influenced by the difference to the oxygencontaminated beer.
Significantly the sharp correlation between the characteristics inherent ' beer '
and 'Harmony' and the touch of quality. The high correlation coefficient suggests
that the tasters with these terms brought those properties in conjunction,
appeared crucial for the evaluation of the beers. It is all the more significant that
both attributes is help features that could be not more accurately defined until
now. The typical and recognizable smell beer typical beers, which just is not the
sum of the individual known positive aroma impressions of the Flavourrades
fruity, floral, citrus-like and yeasty described untergäriger, brighter. Harmony
means the quality of taste as a comprehensive term. Probably were here next to
the ratio (Sweet / Sour) and the quality of the bitter nor other impressions, which
declare themselves not just with the basic taste types can be of importance (E.g.
metallic taste impressions, etc.). Also the roundness and to a lesser extent the
Rezenz impacted may be the harmony. Since Glycerin should contribute to the
mouthfeel of the beer, its content of the beers was determined. A content was
found in the sensory unstable light A a salary of 1250 mg / l and the beers of the
brewery B of 1350 mg / l. The contents not changed in the course of aging in the
four beers however.
The ageing aromas with the strongest connections to the qualitative assessment
of the beers were 'whiskey / sherry' and honey-like. Accordingly such beers were
(not ' beer typical') perceived as less 'harmonious' and out of character.
It is also worth noting that Cardboardaroma and astringency showed no
significant relationship to the qualitative assessment on all beers and measuring
points. Within the light A was however a link between the cardboard aroma and
quality touch with r = 0.84.

4.5.1.6 discussion and summary

As the most dominant ageing aromas are the berry-like, the Spice-like, the
honey-like within the first 6 weeks, and also the cardboard flavor in some
beers. Under heavy load of oxygen that occurs
Cardboardaroma, instead, the Sherry flavour is dominant. A loss of typical beer
flavors under oxygen loading occurs within the first four weeks.
The aging score and the quality score vary also within the first four weeks most
clearly. The quality score has 'typical beer' and 'Harmony' the sharpest
correlations to the help features in. Based on harmony, two beers A and B
already in fresh State could be clearly differentiated. Under oxygen load, the
harmony is lost within the first four weeks.
The quality of the beer drops accordingly rapidly within the first four to six weeks
on a certain level, which is then roughly held. Regarding the flavor stability of
beer the level reached is thus primarily relevant and less of the period up to the
perception of sensory changes. Taste-stability could accordingly relatively safe
to review through the tasting of four weeks-old samples.
The case can occur by the disappearance of dominant aroma impressions, a
beer in the course of aging is better rated (harmony, quality touch and
acceptance of aging). This applies also to the
Aging note to and shows that this expectation, the sequence of the
To represent aging stadiums largely objectively does not meet. The aging note
to EI HORN is therefore no additional information obtained. To describe the aging,
it is sufficient to determine the waste of quality note or the acceptance of aging
(after EI HORN) to record.
The classification of beers without oxygen loading as clearly aged
(Depreciation by one or two quality touch points compared to the fresh
samples; Acceptance of aging in the range of 70 - 80%) is contrary to the low
observed intensities of ageing aromas. The processes of the quality grade (1-6;
not DLG!) correlated in this study inconclusive with aromas from aging. There
are two explanations for this: for one it emerged in the course of the investigation
that some tasters despite previous training between the attributes could not
clearly differentiate "Spice-like", "bread-like" and "honey-like". That is, even if all
tasters on the presence of the aromatic impression agreed, often deviated its

name so that the judges put their crosses not necessarily at the same three
similar attributes. In the evaluation, this led to low means and high standard
deviations. Fruity and floral the same effect could be observed in the aroma
impressions. Accordingly it is advisable for future examinations, to combine
attributes without clearly defining the flavor impression (E.g.
("fruity / floral / comparable impression"). The number of attributes could be
reduced so useful. The attributes like berries, hay-like and cardboard were sure
not by all tasters detected, so that often a high value has been specified by a
part of the tasters and simultaneously entered a zero individual taster. In
consequence of which also lowered averages and elevated standard deviations
were achieved for these attributes.
Another reason for the different aroma of aging qualitative assessment of beers
without excessive oxygen exposure is probably that the negative overall
impression today only have secondary based on the trained aroma of aging
(assuming the absence of serious process failures). The dominant factor seems
that
Change of taste and mouth feel to be. They with the
Quality grade correlated patterns of harmony suggests. At the hell of A waste of
the harmony (not significant) was accompanied by the bitterness hanging to and
astringency a noticeable sour impression and a trend increase. Probably other
attributes were decisive, were not covered by the used profile test, which was
largely focused on the flavor. It should be noted that the harmony is only a help
feature. Which combinations of gustatory and haptic sensations for them are
crucial, is still exploring it. Although changes in the fullness and the bitterness in
the course of aging are known, so far only little attention was paid to change the
flavor matrix of the aging research.
Summary can be used to determine that the sensory
Loss of quality of beer in aging today primarily by changes the flavor matrix,
which lead to the loss of harmony, is due. These changes can be traced through
the trash of the touch of quality and the acceptance of the help feature of
harmony in the tasting. No concrete sensory attributes or analytical
characteristics could be identified, which are causally responsible for these
changes.
Furthermore the training of ageing aromas as well as a loss of typical beer flavor in
the aging process should be noted.

The direct training of the aging flavor is at normal, low
Oxygen pressures nowadays only still secondary to the devaluation of aged
beers in. The most important aromatic impressions are the berry-like, the honeylike and where appropriate the Cardboardaroma. In the case of high loads of
oxygen, affecting the quality of beer by the aroma of aging is much stronger.

4.5.2 Analytical changes

The sensory unstable light A differed analytically in many characteristics of the
unloaded beers of the brewery B: struck the wort by a high Polymersiationsindex
and a strong radical generation. SO2content of beer and the levels of hops,
Anthocyanogens and Tannoids were relatively low, the polymerization index,
however, increased significantly. The light of A also had a lower reduction
capacity (DPPH), a lower LagTime, and a more radical generation as the beers
from the brewery B. The higher alcohols and esters were available in the light of
A lower concentration than in the light B. For light A had a higher content of
acetaldehyde. Already slightly increased levels of oxygen indicators could be
found in the fresh beer and a higher salary formed out in the course of aging on
ß Damascenon. At the time of the investigation of the Flavanoidgehalt and the
reduction of capacity (DPI) due to problems could be determined with the
method and a defect of Analyzer unfortunately.
4.5.2.1 SO2, LagTime, and radical generation

The histories of SO2are content, LagTime, and radical generation (F(LT/60)) in
aging in Figure 49 to figure 51 shows. SO2 and LagTime fell steadily in the
course of aging in all beers. At the SO2content was the strongest drop within the
first six weeks, where largely evenly fell against the LagTime on the entire
storage period. In the unloaded beers, which fell below SO2content in the
threshold of 2 mg / l at no
Time is essential. No more took after the first week in A beer
Sulphite depletion more instead. The radical generation continuously slightly
declined in oxygen-contaminated beer throughout the duration of the
investigation, whereas she increased the free beers.

Figure 49: SO2content of the beers in the course of aging.

Figure 50: History of LagTime during aging.

Figure 51: Change the radical generation in the history of aging.

4.5.2.2 fermentation by-products

The contents of all alcohols remain unchanged during the investigation period in
all four beers (not shown). The Chronicles of higher alcohols thus allowed no
conclusions on the question, to what extent they were oxidized directly in the
course of aging and thus could serve as a precursor for the
Alterungscarbonyle. Fabric sales for the training of the aroma of aging are in
µg/lBereich and possible acceptance of the corresponding alcohols are thus
under the analysis accuracy.
The changes of the levels of Acetadehyd and esters (GNP) are shown in the
annex in Figure 10 A_ and A_ 11 figure. The acetaldehyde content
roseOMAREK on (Komarek 2001) in the oxygen-contaminated beer at the aging in
accordance with K and fell off in the unloaded beers with long storage life. The
ester content (GNP) fell significantly in the unloaded beers in the first few
weeks. No decrease could be determined in the oxygen-contaminated
beer. Ester Bernsteinsäurediethylester, nicotine acid ethyl ester and phenyl
acetic acid ethyl ester, belonging also to the aging indicators, increased linear in
all beers over the entire study period (not shown). Kanu was in the aged beer
also increases the ester of propane - 2 - methyl esters and butane - 2 - methyl
esters fixed (Komarek 2001; Slide Alder and Kanu 2003).
The sum of the investigated hop flavouring substances (excluding linalool) fell at
PILS, in the oxygen-contaminated beer (little stable) hell (A) the investigation period
from (see Appendix, figure A_ 12). The decline was thereby primarily due to the loss
of α-Terpineol. The Linaloolgehalt declined very rapidly in the oxygen-contaminated
beer. In the light of A, an increase was recorded (see Appendix, figure A_ 13).
In the oxygen-contaminated beer rose during the aging of the Diacetylgehalt in
the area of taste threshold. DMS showed increased levels in all beers to the last
measuring point. The DMS values should be considered not as the four
specimens in the same analysis were measured and a parsing error cannot be
ruled out. No samples were more for a repeat measurement available.

4.5.2.3 aging indicators

The increase in the oxygen and the entire aging indicators in the beers is shown in
Figure 52.

Figure 52: History of oxygen - and aging indicators for storage.

The oxygen indicators increased within the first four to six weeks and admitted
an early differentiation of oxygen-exposed and A little stable beer. In addition to
the 2 Phenylethanal and the 3-MethylbutanalOMAREK rose here in accordance
with K also the Methional in (Komarek 2001; Slide Alder and Kanu 2003). Its
determination was however poorly reproducible with the existing method so that
it is not considered in the evaluation of these results. The Strecker aldehyde
formation was dependent on oxygen, which in accordance with the

Work of EI HORN and kOMAREK stands (Eichhorn 1991; Komarek 2001). The
amino acid concentration compared to the concentration of oxygen is a
secondary factor (Komarek 2001).
The sum of the aging indicators, the by heat and time-dependent bearing
Indicators is dominatedUSTIG rose in accordance with results of L
(Funny 1994), however, to continuously over the entire period of storage in all
beers. That also here the oxygen-charged beer scored the highest values, is not
primarily due to the oxygen indicators, but on influencing the content of 2-furfural by
oxygen stress. The development of the heat indicators and the sum of all covered
substances delivered similar curves (not shown).

4.5.2.4 discussion and summary

The breweries of A and B can be distinguished already based on the quality of
Wort and by relevant analysis characteristics of the fresh beers the flavour
stability expected. The less stable light A has a higher index of polymerization
and an increased in the wort
Radical generation on. Ernierdrigt are the SO2content, the polyphenol content,
as well as the concentrations of aroma-positive by-products of fermentation in
the fresh beer and increases the polymerization index.
The loss of typical beer flavor correlated strongly with the devaluation of the
quality of aged beers in the present Unteruchung. Acceptance of beer aroma
substances were detected but only for some ester and α-Terpineol. Linalool was
rapidly degraded under oxygen load. Notes on an oxidation of higher alcohols
not arose with the exception of a possible formation of acetaldehyde from
ethanol, but this mechanism on the basis of these results can not be ruled out
also. KOMAREK of the Strecker aldehyde Methional in case showed, that it is
made in the aging of beer not Methionol attached to (Komarek 2001). However,
E increasedI HORN the formation of 2 - and 3-Methylbutanal and of 2-furfural in
aging by the addition of the corresponding alcohols. HASHIMOTO was an
oxidation of alcohols in the presence of Melanoidinen (Hashimoto 1972) and
IRWIN et al. in
Presence of metal ions fixed (Irwin et al. 1991). Probably it depends on

The direct oxidation of alcohols by the fabric sales
Framework conditions (temperature, oxygen exposure, presence of catalysts
and Reduktonen) and examined single substance from which differed from one
another in the individual studies.
KOMAREK and SCHIEBERLE share (after FD factors at the AÉVA) 2-Phenylethanol
(sweet, floral), ß Damascenon (baked), 4-hydroxy-2,5dimethyl-2(5H)furanon,
and 3-hydroxy-4,5-dimethyl-2(5H)furanon (caramel-like), 3-Methylbutanol (malt),
octane acid ethyl ester and similar ester (fruity) and 4-Vinylguajacol (clove-like)
as the most dominant flavouring substances in fresh beers to (Komarek
2001; Slide Alder and Kanu 2003). A rapid decline in the aging they could prove
what was determined in the present study in the investigation period only in the
light of A just for octane acid ethyl ester. Otherwise, no approvals this key
flavourings could be observed. The loss of the typical beer flavor can not reflects
it analytically. From this, it can be concluded that the typical beer flavor in the
course of aging is masked by other substances, without having held a noticeable
reduction of the most (positive) flavouring substances, or that currently available
methods of analysis and the selection of the key flavouring substances are still
not suitable to describe the aroma of the beer. The educated Strecker aldehyde
in question come as masking agents. May, the masking of the typical beer flavor
is already happening at low levels, even before formed the ageing aromas.
The sensory changes during aging of the beers present themselves as nonlinear process. The data reveal the problems of the analytical description of the
aroma of aging: that not taste thresholds or aroma contributions weighted sum of
In the aging, aging indicators takes to time-dependent and continuously in
contrast to sensory changes. It is not suitable to describe the sensory changes
of beer. The histories of the LagTime and oxygen indicators correlate contrast
well with the change in the quality of the four beers in the course of aging and
are therefore suitable to describe the flavour stability. EI HORN could a good
correlation between Heptanal, and which in the course of aging
Aging taste determine (Eichhorn 1991). In the present
Study this connection only in the hell could be demonstrated to B
(not shown). The heptane albe mood proved difficult to reproduce and the educated
levels were low, so that this approach was not taken into account.

From the relation between the oxygen indicators and the sensory evaluation of
the beers can also be closed, that the training of the aroma of aging today
predominantly (modern cooking systems, largely optimized brewing processes)
which the filling is dependent on registered and a diffusing through the bottle cap
oxygen. These results likely on the most beers is transferable for a longer
storage time in every beer with a diffusion of oxygen through the
Compountmasse of the bottle in the bottle will be (assuming the absence of
significant technological shortcomings). A positive effect of oxygen-absorbing
bottle caps could therefore already on the analysis (funny 1994) and to be
shown on the sensory taste stability (link 2004).

4.6 Flavor stability of beer
To the investigation of the correlation between the taste stability
A market analysis with 43 commercially available, German, bottom-fermented
beers was performed (sensors), the potential parameters of influence of and
selected analytical methods. The special feature of this approach is that vary
within this investigation, as opposed to an attempt, all known and unknown
parameters (from the raw material quality on the brewing and fermentation
technology and technique to bottling). It was a random selection of largely
independent samples, a statistical analysis was made possible and a generally
high transferability of the results has been achieved. The beers came from the
area of the entire Federal Republic, with a majority of (29) breweries in Bavaria
is located. The beers were examined in fresh State, after an accelerated aging,
and after a three-month storage at room temperature (natural ageing). Due to an
editing error the accelerated ageing of all beers included in this experiment only
three days at 40 ° C instead of the usual Chair four days. This fact however in no
way restricted the validity of the results, however, must be considered when
making comparisons with data from other studies. The sensory evaluation was
carried out by a team of five to seven trained tasters. As the investigation at an
earlier date than the above examination of the aging processes (see 4.5) has
been carried out, the presented findings to the course of aging and the tasting
scheme could does not here yet. In addition to the beers also seasoning were all
examined 17 breweries, which does not however came for organisational

reasons from the same batch. The selection was referring to reasons of
sampling breweries from the upper and lower Bavaria region. Because of the
large scale of the investigation (up to 135 analysis characteristics per grade)
managed to win non-exhaustive data sets, so that the number of analyzed
samples may vary depending on the nature of the opposing characteristics of the
analysis in the case of some specimens. Since the missing data are randomly
scattered, the significance of the results this is not affected. The investigation
took place in the summer of 2007, i.e. barley of a brewed Malze originated from
the harvest in 2006.
Similar approaches, but with significantly less analytical
Scope E already investigatedI HORN, FORSTER and Fr. the
Taste-stability (Eichhorn 1991; Forster et al. 1999; Franz 2004). New, advanced
findings were achieved due to the comprehensive approach of the present work
and the analysis methods that have won now clearly on the accuracy and
performance of. The results of the investigation of Wort and beer are grouped
together to table A_ 39 in the annex in table A_ 29.

4.6.1 Correlations of analysis features within the seasoning

The relationships between the analysis features of the investigated season are
presented based on their correlation coefficients in the annex in table A_ 40.
4.6.1.1 polyphenols, reducing capacity and thermal stress

The results of Anthocyanogens and total correlated well in the wet-chemical
parameters of the totals. Also the Tannoide showed a significant correlation with
the total. From this, it can be concluded that the analyses on similar substance
Group contact, overlap, or that depend on the concentrations of the collected
substances in the seasoning of the same parameters. In contrast, the flavonoids
showed no clear link to the other Polyphenolic fractions. A specific, largely
independent of the other buzz analysis substance group counts apparently. As
has been confirmed by an encore attempt (table 14), the analysis said, as
expected, although Flavanols on, but not on glycosidisch bound phenolic
carboxylic acids.

Table 14: Flavanoidgehalte with the addition of polyphenols to the beer.

Beer (ug.
bright)
Flavonoids [mg/l]

Comparison

+ 20 mg / l
Catechin

+ 20 mg / l
Tannin

30

52

28

Remarkable was also the negative correlation between the
Thiobarbitursäurezahl (TBZ) and the Anthocyanogens. Substances in this group
were apparently destroyed by thermal stress or responded within the framework
of the Maillardreaktion. The Flavanoide showed a corresponding trend to the
TBZ. The Thiobarbitursäurezahl is considered measurement for the thermal load
of malt in the brewing technology. You entered nonspecific various aldehydes
and probably other unknown substances. Since the
Thiobarbitursäurezahl also strongly by oxidative processes and by the
Evaporation is affected, has it in the brewing process no unique meaning more.
The reduction capacity using the DPI (MEBAK) showed no correlation to the
reduction capacity by DPPH, from which it can be concluded that the two
analyses show different characteristics and be influenced by different
parameters. However, the reduction of capacity (DPI) showed a negative
correlation with the DPPH measurement from the first measuring minute (DPPH
2-10 min), a negative trend to the TBZ and a positive trend to the
flavonoids. Accordingly, the DPPHAbfall from the first minute (DPPH 2-10 min)
showed a positive correlation to the
TBZ and a negative relationship to the flavonoids on. That
Reduction capacity by DPPH correlated the accordingly with the waste
DPPH concentration during the first minute of the test. The DPPH measurement
down presented itself ("after") the first measuring minute (2-10 min) here as a
new, independent analysis feature.
Contrary to the expectation is no link between the in the wort
(DPPH) reduction capacity and the summary analyses of polyphenols. The
waste of from the first minute (DPPH 2-10 min) the concentration of DPPH
behaved compared to the contexts of reduction assets using DPI exactly
inverse. Such behavior usually indicates that the correlations not causal nature
are found, but based on a common influence of the studied characteristics of
analysis by unknown, third parameter.

4.6.1.2 LagTime and radical generation

LagTime and radical generation behaved in the flavor significantly indirectly
proportional. This relationship was to be expected and can on the one hand and
on the other be explained by the mutual dependence of the two features of
analysis due to the effect of varying concentrations of antioxidant ingredients:
through the accumulation of H2O2 by derivatives of the Fentonschrittes (~
F(0/120);) Feedback of chain reaction) are endogenous
Antioxidants (~ LagTime) accelerated consumed. The two characteristic features
of the history of radical generation in the forcing test influence accordingly each
other. The LagTime of spices also showed a positive trend for the total and
Anthocyanogens, as well as a significant correlation with the levels of flavonoids
(Figure 53), but no link to the (DPPH) reduction capacity. The radical generation
showed a positive trend compared to the TBZ, however no correlation to the
reduction of capacity (DPI).
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Figure 53: Correlation between the LagTime, and the content of flavonoids in spice.

4.6.1.3 discussion and summary

Flavorings, the contents of Anthocyanogene and Gesamtpolyphenole correlated
well with each other, the Flavanoide seem to capture a separate group.

A negative correlation was found between the TBI and the reduction capacity
(DPI). These findings debunk the colloquially used equal use of the terms
'thermal stress', 'TBI' and ' reduction capacity (DPI; MEBAK)' at least for
seasoning light Vollbiere
(100% barley malt) as false. According to the present data is the reduction of
capacity (DPI) by the reduction in force of Flavanoide and other, unknown
factors, marked. The negative trend of the Flavanoide to the TBZ could point to
their destruction by thermal processes and explain also the negative relationship
between the TBI and the reduction capacity (DPI). Given that the detectable
using the TBZ substances at the boiling can be evaporated off, the
meaningfulness of the analysis in cooked flavor is questionable. The correlations
of the TBI to be included therefore in this work only conditionally.
According to the present results are polyphenols by thermal
Reduce impact, therefore, it can be assumed that in the
Maillardreaktion are involved. In the wort, polyphenols cause a LagTime
training. The reduction capacity (DPPH) the wort correlated against the
expectations with the poly phenol contents.

4.6.2 Correlations of analysis features of the seasoning to the corresponding
beers
4.6.2.1 poly phenol levels

The relationships of the phenolic fractions in Wort and beer are in the
Appendix in Figure 19 A_ and A_ 20 figure illustrates. The
Poly phenol contents of spice gave the level of this gross
Poly phenol content of the beers before. The differences were probably largely
due to precipitation during fermentation and on the stabilization. The correlation
coefficients (r) amounted to for the concentrations of Polyphenolic compounds
between the wort and beer for Gesamtpolyphenole 0.64; Anthocyanogene 0.52
and Flavanoide 0.34. Alone the Tannoids no link showed what was presumably
based on their sensitivity to stabilise (varying between the breweries).

4.6.2.2 influencing of the chemical and sensory stability of beer

The influence of chemical and sensory stability of beer by the
Wort quality is shown by table A_ 43 in the annex in table A_ 41. That
Reduction capacity (DPPH) of the beers was apparently set by the polyphenol
content (Anthocyanogene, Gesamtpolyphenole) of the season. This is
remarkable, because this relationship within the season could not be
established. The Group of Flavanoide, however, not significantly influenced the
reduction capacity (DPPH) of beers. The
Gesamtpolyphenole of the spices also showed a negative correlation to the
reduction of capacity (DPI) of the beers. Furthermore, the deterioration of the
chemical stability of the beers (LagTime and radical generation) with increasing poly
phenol contents of seasoning (Anthocyanogene and Gesamtpolyphenole) was
remarkable. Here too, the Flavanoide seemed to have no effect. More significant
correlations existed between the LagTime of seasoning and the reduction capacity
(DPI) of the beers.
The reduction capacity of Wort and beer appears, regardless of the method of
determination not to be caused due to certain ingredients.
The results indicate rather that's where the
Reduction capacity of Wort and beer is an endogenous properties of the
product. Furthermore, there is a suspicion that the polyphenols respectively
dominate the reduction capacity of the next process step. I.e. the reduction
capacity of the seasoning depends on the polyphenol content of the malt from
and the reduction capacity of beer by the polyphenol content of wort. Possible
mechanisms are an influence of the Redoxstatus of the entire product matrix by
the reduction in force of polyphenols, as well as the variation of the redox
potential of polyphenols by converting it to other Reduktone in the
Maillardreaktion. The two methods by means of DPI and DPPH thereby respond
to different properties.
The negative correlations between the Anthocyanogens and hops of spiciness
and the indicators of aging in the eye stood first in observation of aroma
substance measurement in fresh and aged beers. The relationships were based
on the concentrations of heat indicators 2Furfural and γ-Nonalacton, which
accounted for the lion's share of the aging indicators and occurred in the case of

natural aging dominant as in the accelerated aging. In the naturally aged beers,
a corresponding connection was found also on oxygen indicators. These
relationships have shown antioxidant effects of polyphenols, but are at odds with
the simultaneously observable deterioration in the LagTime and radical
generation. The ESR measurement differs from the natural and accelerated
ageing due to increased temperatures and high loads of oxygen. The pro - and
antioxidant activity of polyphenols that apparently depends on the framework
parameters of ageing.
The Flavanoide of the spices and the reduction capacity by means of DPI had
significant positive correlations to the oxygen indicators of the fresh beers,
however. Thus, a prooxidant effect is already occupied in the brewing
process. The trend to reverse however seemed to be in the naturally aged
beers.
It is also noteworthy that the LagTime of wort beneficial impact on the heat the
fresh and the entire aging indicators of natural aged beers. The relationship
behaved concurrent to those of poly phenol content.
When looking at the results of tasting the fresh and the aged
Beers can be found that the analytically detectable protective effect of
polyphenols sensory not affected. The Flavanoide resulted in a marked
deterioration of the sensory evaluation of the forced aged beers. The reduction
capacity (DPI) the seasoning had as clear correlations to the sensory evaluation
of the beers after accelerated aging. The higher the reduction capacity of the
relishes, even worse the beers were assessed.
To verify to what extent the shown links between quality of Wort and the stability
of beer by the effect of the SO2were influenced content, the beers were after her
SO2content divided into classes (0-2 mg / l, 2-4 mg / l, about 4 mg / l; data not
shown). The scatters of all the analysis features within a class were larger than
the class differences here by far. In addition the were SO2concentrations of most
beers below 5 mg / l. From this, it can be concluded that the shown links
between quality of Wort and the stability of the resulting beer only to a negligible
extent by the SO2content were affected.

4.6.2.3 discussion and summary

The present findings refute clearly the widespread assumption that with the
reduction in capacity (DPI) Reduktone and Maillardprodukte would be covered,
which positively affect the flavour stability. The actual relationships are represented
as extremely complex and can not completely be elucidated on the basis of the
present data set. The different groups behave differently in the individual process
steps and the methods of reducing assets be different statements in Wort and
beer. In comparable future studies, it will be necessary already involve the malt
quality.
This data can be sure to determine that the
Reduction capacity of seasoning (DPI) should be kept as low as possible.
It correlates with a sensory devaluation of the resulting beers at the
Aging. The reduction capacity (DPI) is apparently characterized by ingredients of
malt and the Flavanoidgehalt of the Spice in spice first and foremost.
It remains unclear which of the Flavanoidgehalt of the wort is characterized primarily
(hopfen - or malt) and how big the influence of the Maillardprodukte on the
Reduction capacity of spice and flavour stability. The reduction capacity (DPPH)
the wort is not influenced by polyphenols, but correlates with the reduction
capacity (DPI) of the resulting beers.
The reduction capacity (DPPH) of beer is by the
Anthocyanogengehalt of the wort determines which at least analytically positive
impacts. The reduction capacity (DPI) of the beer correlates negatively with the
LagTime and the poly phenol contents of Wort and positive with the
Reduction capacity (DPPH) of the wort. It leads to deterioration of oxygen
indicators in the resulting beers analytical. Here might find a first indication on
the Melanoidins. These relationships could reflect the destruction of polyphenols
and at the same time, the formation of Melanoidinen by thermal processes.
The reduction capacity via DPI and using DPPH present themselves as each
independent methods. Both methods have different statements in Wort and
beer. The definition of 'reduction capacity' is not due to certain ingredients of the
sample matrix, but in the previous Prozesssschritt. The influencing factors for the
reduction in assets (DPPH and DPI) the wort lie primarily in the malt quality and
the mashing process and could not fully be elucidated. Results of other tests
indicate that the reduction capacity (DPPH) by Maillardprodukte (cf. 4.2.1.3) and
the reduction of capacity (DPI) are influenced by certain polyphenols (see
4.1.3). In the latter case, inter alia the Flavanoide are suspected. Here safe

differentiations are complicated by both pro - and antioxidant behavior of
polyphenols, as well as the probable involvement of polyphenols on the
Maillardreaktion.
Must be considered when analysing these results, that the sample size in
relation to the number of varying parameters of samples was still small, and thus
is the chance to prove blurry (Multivariable) contexts, very low. A repeat of this
study with a significantly higher number of samples of spice would let probably a
clearer picture emerge.
With regard to the stability of the resulting beer, the polyphenols are
contradictory. So, for example the chemical stability of the beers is positively
influenced the ESR analysis negative and the aroma analysis. Sensory affect
only the Flavanoide. Its content in the wort correlates with a devaluation of the
forced beers. In the beer, the Tannoide show prooxidatives behavior after the
analysis of the aging components.

4.6.3 Correlations of analysis characteristics of the beers to the chemical
and sensory stability

The correlation coefficients of the quality features of the investigated beers are
presented in the annex in table A_ 44. Due to the large volume of data, the
following only the most important links are represented.
4.6.3.1 influence of polyphenols

The Anthocyanogene could be determined because of the immense effort of
analysis and bottlenecks in the laboratory and not all beers. Gesamtpolyphenole
and Flavanoide correlated well in the investigated beers. The Tannoide showed
a correlation with the flavonoids, which justified can it be that the latter can be
considered as the precursor of the Tannoide. The Gesamtpolyphenole showed
positive correlations measurement of DPPH and a negative relationship to the
LagTime. More correlations between phenolic substances and the analysis
methods of reducing assets and chemical stability could not be established. The

Flavanoide correlated positively with the heat indicators (2-furfural and γNonalacton) and the DLG-note of the fresh beers. The entire aging indicators
with increasing amounts of flavonoids and total, which had however sensory not
impact decreased in the naturally aged beers. The prooxidant effect of
Flavanoide seemed limited to the brewhouse to be.
However, the Flavanoide also correlated with the decrease of DLGNote in Aging
(∆-DLG). The Tannoide, however, correlated with an increase in the aging
indicators and had therefore clearly prooxidativ what had also not impact on the
sensor. This remains open, whether it was a direct effect, or whether the
Tannoide were reflected as the effect of the Flavanoide in the wort in the beer.

4.6.3.2 influence of SO2poff and the yeast strain

The SO2content was reflected in accordance with Forster et al (Forster et al.,
1999) in the LagTime and radical generation and had a clearly positive impact
on the sensor technology of the forced aged beers. The Gas chromatographic
analyses were not able to reflect this result. In the naturally aged beers could not
effect the2 be CARRIED out more. SO2 is seems especially under oxygen stress
(Dörr 2003) (oxidative forcing test on the ESR) as well as at elevated
temperatures and short storage times (ESR test accelerate). Another
explanation for this is, that the most beers only low SO2concentrations showed,
that were probably quickly consumed. The interrelationships between
SO2content and ethanol content, higher alcohols, linear alcohols and fatty acid
esters were probably due to the known dependencies of the fermentation
parameters and the quality of yeast.
Some breweries could the yeast strain in experience and in context with the
SO2content be brought, is as shown in Figure 54. A more significant factor of the
SO2content of the extract content of additional seasoning (see annex, table A_
41) was within the framework of the data collected.

Figure 54: SO2content of the beers depending on the yeast strain, and the brewery.

The SO2concentrations of different varieties of the same brewery were in most
cases on a similar level. The level of SO2education is in practice apparently first
and foremost by the yeast strain set. This was the widely used master 34/70 by
extremely low levels.

4.6.3.3 Importance of reducing assets

The reduction capacity (DPI) showed how expected turn positive
Correlations to the oxygen indicators. The DPPH measurements reflected the
Poly phenol levels in the beer (marked by the Anthocyanogengehalt of the season)
against and showed positive correlations to the hop aroma. The aroma of hops had
however no relationship to the phenolic
Fractions on. In addition to the Anthocyanogens of the wort (DPPH) reduction
assets seemed therefore by hop components to be marked, who did not belong
to the polyphenols. This result was consistent with the findings from the studies
to the hops (see 4.2.2.1).

4.6.3.4 influence of sensor technology by iron ions

Under the metal ions, iron showed a positive correlation to the
Radical generation and a corresponding tendency to the sensory
Review. Contrary to the expectation, iron worked according to the natural
Ageing positively on the sensory evaluation of aged beers out. Because the
aging indicators not reflected this result, is the root cause may not a pro - or
antioxidant effect. The effect must be based on influence other ingredients or a
change in the taste matrix. The latter is probably due to the link between the
gustative harmony of the beers and the acceptance of aging. The existing data
of the market analysis allow however no reconstruction of the exact link.

4.6.3.5 correlations of sensory evaluation

The sensory evaluation of the beers (fresh and aged) correlated with the
following ingredients: Flavanoide, SO2LagTime, iron ions, ethanol content,
higher alcohols, ester, acetaldehyde, linear alcohols, fatty esters,.
Fatty acids, hops aroma. Only the content of iron ions had on the sensory
evaluation of naturally aged beers. Because of the conflicting trends at elevated
temperatures (accelerated aging and radical generation), this result cannot be
transferred on a real aging. Also korrellierte the DLG touch of fresh beer
significantly negatively with the taste stability of naturally aged beers. I.e.
Beers better evaluated in fresh condition, age disproportionately more.

4.6.3.6 analytical determination and forecast of flavour stability

The sensory evaluation of naturally aged beers could be described by means of
the analysis of the aging indicators and predicted. Also the tasting forced aged
beers provided no indication of the quality of the beers after natural aging. Aging
indicators and LagTime correlated only within the forced beers well with the
sensors. The relationship of the DLGNote was not suitable because of the
offsetting trends at elevated temperatures (in the forced beers). A prediction
opportunity will still remain: the sensory evaluation of naturally aged beers, and
thus the

Flavor stability, correlated with the Delta (fresh - forced) of oxygen indicators. A
comparable connection F could prove alreadyr. (Franz 2004). EI HORN was in a
market analysis relationship between the sensors of course aged beers and the
Concentrations of 2-furfural, 3-Methylbutanal, nicotine acid ethyl ester and
2Phenylethanal fixed (Eichhorn 1991). The already discussed interrelations of
reduction assets (DPI) and the Flavanoidgehalts of the spices to flavour stability
could also be used to predict.

Effects maskierender 4.6.3.7 significance

Masking effects confirmed only in the case of accelerated aging. As has been
summarized above already, beers with higher content of higher alcohols and
esters, appear with higher concentrations at
Hops flavourings or better rating in the fresh condition opposite of accelerated
ageing sensory stable, what can be understood in accordance with literature
data as evidence of the suspected masking effects. However, these effects in
the case of natural aging are lost or even reverse as in the case of the DLGnote. The fermentation byproducts correlated next to the sensors with the
SO2content and the LagTime, and which is secondary so that on the basis of the
present data not can be decided, what is the causal connection. A noticeable
reduction of the flavouring substances is not in question, to explain the loss of
the masking effect of the natural aging and in Figure 55 Figure 56 based on the
higher alcohols and esters, and on the basis of the
Linalool is shown.

Figure 55: Higher alcohols and esters in the fresh and naturally aged beers.

Figure 56: Linaloolgehalt of fresh and naturally aged ales.

Most of the beers were shown concentrations of fresh and aged beers at the
same level. Because the conditions at the aging of all beers were identical, it
could be assumed that measurement error was the few deviations.

4.6.3.8 effect of stabilization

In the following, the impact of stabilization were examined. The samples were
divided for this according to the type of stabilization in classes (see annex, table
A_ 45). Class 1 is this poly phenol side stabilization, class 2 for a protein-side
stabilization and class 3 for a combination of polyphenol - and protein-side
stabilization. Unstabilized beers were not available and the PVPP dosages were
largely at a comparable level. The obvious differences between the classes
found in the characteristics of LagTime, aging oxygen indicators after forced and
acceptance after natural aging (see Appendix, figure A_ 21 to figure A_ 23).
Beers that were stabilized polyphenol - as well as protein-side seem tend to be,
regarding their stability both sensory and analytical to outperform anything, only
one-sided stabilized beers. The data allow but no conclusion on the sensory
stability of unstabilised beers. Unfortunately no suitable facility available, which
would have permitted stabilization tests without significant oxygen entry stood on
the Chair.
However, the Tannoidgehalte of the beers in contrast to the other correlated
Poly phenolic fractions with an analytical deterioration of
Flavor stability of naturally aged beers, which indicates a positive effect of
stabilization. USHNELL B et al. the stabilization has no significant influence on the
flavour stability (Bushnell et al. 2003). When using PVPP, unstabilized beers in
absence of oxygen stress fared better; stabilized beers were better under
oxygen load.

4.6.3.9 discussion and summary

The effect of reducing substances represents in the market analysis often
indifferent and partially contradictory. The pro - or antioxidant effect (determined

by aging indicators, LagTime, and radical generation) does not match in many
cases of sensory evaluation. Possible explanations for this are in the preceding
chapter already identified deficits of analysis, as well as the possibility of an
immediate flavor contribution of polyphenols and Maillardprodukten, which acts
not concurrent with a pro - or antioxidant effect.
Greatly simplifies the situation can be depicted as follows: Flavanoide impact
prooxidativ in the brewing process. Gesamtpolyphenole (Anthocyanogene)
participate in the aging of beer and antioxidant Flavanoide, whereas Tannoide
and Melanoidins (reduction capacity using the DPI of the beers) prooxidativ
effect.
A bilateral stabilization (polyphenol - and protein) affects positively in contrast to
the unilateral stabilisation according to the present results flavour stability.
The only antioxidant that is clearly positive gealterter on the sensor technology
Beers effect is the sulphur dioxide. With long periods of storage, the effect
however levelled. In the forcing test (short time) were in the beer probably
sufficient effective SO2concentrations exist. Its effect in the forcing test is
occupied by the Lagtimemessung, who also represents a test of forcing. In the
course of natural ageing that was SO2 probably evident well before the tasting
time by a diffusing oxygen consumed, so that the protection as a result relatively
quickly lost and began to rapidly age the beer. Since the majority of the
examined beers very low SO2concentrations showed, the effect was of SO2 in
natural aging in this record probably no more significant to prove. The
SO2content depends in practice first and foremost by the yeast strain and the
wort.
The ambivalent influence of the sensing of aged beers by iron ions is
remarkable. Because the aging indicators here are not affected and the ESR
analysis shows a prooxidant effect, a direct contribution of taste of metal ions
compared to a pro - or antioxidant effect dominates here might be. A clear
positive effect of iron ion on the sensors can be excluded because of the
contradictory behavior depending on storage conditions.
The beer aroma substances are subject to no noticeable degradation in the
course of aging. However, masking effects only in the case of accelerated
ageing can be detected. With natural aging, they show no effect. Beers better
measured in fresh condition, age affects even more. The present results strongly
challenge the importance of maskierender effects in question. Probably, they

play a meaningful role only in the initial stages of aging and can no longer cover
a clearly pronounced aroma of aging. May the relationship is also randomly
(secondary) and is based on other effects, which are caused by the same
parameters. The contents of many beer aroma substances be influenced parallel
such as fermentation by-products to many other mechanisms the adjustment
parameters and the vitality of yeast, so can hardly be traced, directly causing a
measurable effect. On the basis of these considerations that will happen again
SO2 as possible effective species in the foreground. According to correlate the
content of higher alcohols and esters with the SO2content.
The forced and natural aging produce mostly different and in some cases even
reverse dependencies and are therefore not to compare. Because of the
possibility of the combination of higher temperatures and long storage periods in
real aging processes, mixed or additive occurrence of correlations can be
suspected for this. Basically the sensory evaluation of the beers and the analysis
(ESR and GC) in most cases not concurrent behave. The only method that
allows a prediction of the stability of taste (fresh - forced) is according to the
present results the ∆ SI.
The obvious based on this data deviations from analytical and
Sensors are a proof of the fact, that the still not suitable long analytical methods
available are quite extensively to describe the aroma and taste of the beer and
its changes. Although HERRMANN in addition tests already demonstrate a flavour
contribution of aging indicators could (Hamilton 2008; Herrmann et al. 2008),
existing GC and GC MS unable to describe the actual flavor impression is still.
When evaluating the results of multifactorial must
Experimental approach takes into consideration are. Relationships, which can
not be detected in this experimental approach, have their validity under
circumstances within a technological test series or brewery. They are suitable for
comparison of breweries and the assessment of technological concepts but not
generally transferable and thus not.
Also, the validity of these results on bright bottom-fermented beers and the
applied storage conditions is limited. Already the here documented differences
between forced and naturally aged beers make this clear. A new analysis of the
data of fr. 2004 conducted market analysis (Franz 2004) showed, for example,

between the radical generation of fresh and the acceptance of naturally aged
beers
(3 months) a correlation coefficient of 0.41, r (N = 40; α < = 0,05)
(Wurzbacher and back in 2007), while a comparable related only to the forced aged
beers could be found in the present study (LagTime significant, radical generation
not significant). The relationship between the reduction of capacity (DPPH) and the
content of
Anthocyanogens had a market analysis of 2004
Correlation coefficient r by 0.88 on, while in the current study only 0.49
was. With the aging acceptance of naturally aged samples the reduction
capacity (DPI) recorded 2004 r a significant, negative correlation coefficient of
0.36, whereas in the data, by 2007, no significant relationship could be
found. Different storage conditions as well as harvest due to the varying quality
of raw materials can be suspected as the cause. To further secure the results,
this study should be thus repeated over several years in a row.

5 Discussion and conclusions from the results of all tests
The investigations were deviations and strong blurs when comparing different breweries
between the Analytics (LagTime, reduction capacity and aging indicators) and the
sensory definable, actual flavour stability. A literature search yielded also some
conflicting reports to the mode of action of antioxidant ingredients of beer. Through
these experiences and reports, the existing understanding of the Geschmackssstabilität
was strong in
Question asked. In numerous existing studies taste-stability was determined also not
sensory but only analytically, which diminish their significance. At the same time,
attempts have been documented where technological measures led to a simultaneous
deterioration of analytical and an improvement of the actual flavour stability.
Starting from this situation re-examined this work the influence of antioxidant ingredients
on flavor stability and examined the relationship between antioxidant activity and taste
stability analysis here. For this were some of the existing methods of analysis developed
and chosen a new empirical and as far as possible differentiated approach. The

theoretical understanding of the processes of the aging as well as the taste stability and
its influencing factors could be refined based on the results.
5.1 Conclusions the analysis of antioxidant activity and determining

sensory taste stability
5.1.1 The experimental approach to the investigation of reduction capacity,
antioxidant activity and flavour stability

The flavour stability depends on a variety of parameters and thus is a multifactorial
problem, what must be considered especially in the test approach. Applies to each
technological trial that only the effect of varied parameters can be demonstrated. The
results are valid only for this attempt and cannot exclude supposedly contradictory
effects other parameters (not varied in the attempt). Within a brewery or series of
experiments the specimens correspond to dependent random variables and a large part
of the parameters constant. The results reflect only the impact of the varied parameter
and the angle of view of the researcher, but allow no general conclusion on the
importance of the studied context for the entire brewing process. The results are valid
only for the specific experiment or the investigated brewery. Completed test series with
a few varied parameters are therefore unsuitable for light on multifactorial contexts such
as the flavour stability. This issue is the failure of analysis when comparing different
breweries and in predicting the flavour stability. In addition experiments, the problem
that the effect of the addition of a substance other than the effect of a technological
boost of their content is stems in addition. In the present work, this problem was solved
by the empirical approach of market analysis. To previous works in which various
breweries were compared (Eichhorn 1991; Forster et al. 1999; Francis 2004), the wort
quality and technological parameters of the brewing process have been included in the
present work as much as possible.
By linking the results obtained with the evaluated
Literature can a new mental model of the antioxidtaiven activity are placed, in the
conduct of trials and the interpretation of results is an indication that: A reducing
substance tends to the electron charge itself is a reaction and changed. That is an
active, reducing substance is always reactive and thus never stable. This simple thought

experiment refutes the equating of terms often used in the literature: = reduction force of
beer antioxidative activity of beer = flavour stability.
A substance with a high force of reduction in so it can keep a higher system from
oxidation, is oxidized but himself. That means for the beer that the stability through the
reduction in force of individual antioxidant (not worth giving, i.e. sensory, optical and
nutritional physiological irrelevant) ingredients can be increased. This definition of an
endogenous antioxidant is the beer only on the sulphur dioxide. The analytically
detectable reduction power of beer as the total size, however, often negatively
correlated with stability. The reduction in strength of beer is less a protection
mechanism, as a protective one rather to and to sustaining value ambient property or of
a quality of beer.
A second finding that suggests that the previous idea must be revised by the antioxidant
activity of beer, is the fact that it is the activation of oxygen reactive species to a
reductive and not to an oxidative process. This means that any reducing substance, and
so also each antioxidant, is potentially to able to reduce oxygen and activate. In this
capacity, the prooxidativen effects of Reduktone are justified under certain conditions.
Another point which must to be thought, is the knowledge obtained in this work that the
analytically detectable chemical stability of beer with the sensory stability not always
correlated.
The concepts of force of reduction in, antioxidant activity, chemical stability and
As a result, taste stability may not be equated. A strong
Force of reduction in quite generally not always positively affects on the
Flavour stability. The reduction capacity is used by a wide variety
Affected parameters. Depending on the cause and process a boost of the assets of of
reduction in can affect positively or negatively on the resulting chemical stability and
flavour stability.
As a guideline for investigations of the antioxidant activity of a substance (E.g.
Polyphenol) or a substrate (E.g. Sauer good) and their influence on the flavor stability of
beer the following steps can be postulated:
1) Test the reducing strength of the sample in vitro.
2) Test the antioxidant effect by adding the sample to the product / process.
3) Test the antioxidant effect and validation of the side effects of increased of
concentration by technological measures.

4) Empirical approach: investigation of the relationship between the concentration of
the sample (substance) in the process, the chemical stability and taste stability in
a large number of independent samples.
(2) and 3) the effect of the process and the resulting beer is to determine. This can vary
from each other.
If a positive result is achieved in all four stages, the antioxidant is
Takes effect. A sole result from 4), only limited significance has without the preceding
steps, because it can be a not causal or "random" link. Because of the influence of
sulfite is very dominant, must always as far as possible suppresses its formation during
the examination of other parameters, and the results are therefore statistically tested.
The entire process should be included in future, further market analysis further with up
to the malt quality.

5.1.2 Sensory changes during the course of aging
The recorded histories of aging reveal that the sensory
Changes in aging the beer not approximately linear progress with the storage time. With
the disappearance of unpleasant aroma impressions even better evaluate the beers
with increasing age in some cases. Within the first four to six weeks of aging all beers
fall off quickly on a typical for her level of quality, which is down roughly then held
through the remainder of the aging. The fight goes to a higher taste stability so first and
foremost to the height of the durable level and not to the period up to the expression
first significant changes.
The correlations of quality music, harmony and typical beer flavor to the
Acceptance of aging suggests here, that the taste
Changes (roundness, bitter) and the loss of the typical character of the beer are
nowadays important for the evaluation of aged beers, as the aroma of aging.
The observed influence of iron ions on the sensors of course aged beers is
remarkable. The effect is apparently independent of oxidation reactions, and can not be
clarified on the basis of the available data. One possible explanation is influencing the
taste of beer, either through a direct contribution of taste or by complexation with

polyphenols or proteins. For this is that the relationship was reflected especially in the
DLG-note.

5.1.3 Sensory determination of the flavor stability

How to from the studies he derived from ageing processes, the flavour stability with
good security can be determined after four weeks of natural storage.
The aging is captured this best using a profile checker based can still be optimized on
the results of this work. The DLG tasting is not suitable for the description of the quality
of the beer and their use in research is not useful. Since the majority of the samples is
different for DLG notes only in the decimal and the scale also is not linear, are hardly
reliable statements to win. The aging note to EI HORN can the stage of ageing not sure
reflect. A major disadvantage of EI HORNschemas is also that the assessment focuses
on focuses on the ageing aroma in breath and trunk.
Changes in taste, fullness, bitterness and harmony in the grading go with a. When you
use a meaningful quality note may be waived the tasting for aging, since it introduces no
additional information.
The profile test used in this work is too large. Characteristics that show no clear change,
can be ruled out in the future. Also, characteristics that may not clearly be differentiated
from many tasters should be summarized. Only alteration is relevant with regard to the
ageing. The exact impression can be underlined by the tasters and
supplemented. Probably a rating from 0 to 6 or 7 points is sufficient, because wider
scales are usually not exploited by the tasters. Based on the experience from this work
a simplified profile and ageing test can be proposed as follows for bright bottomfermented beers:
- Total floral / rose-like / fruity (dominant impression underline no distinction
according to cause, hops, or GNP)
- Sum Zitrusartig / pleasant hop and spices (dominant impression underline)
- Fresh / pleasant schweflig
- Typical beer (higher alcohols)

- Berry-like (black John Berry)
- Sum Würze-/ brot-/ honey-like (dominant impression underline)

- Cardboard / paper-like
- Total notes / straw / spelzig
- Sherry-like / wine-like
- Other (depending on the sample type, determined by descriptive test, such as
coconut-like)
- Intensity of the bitterness
- Quality of the bitter (pleasantly over hanging after / wide to adstringent)
- Roundness
- Rezenz
- Harmony (total)

- Quality touch
The aging of a beer is by the loss of harmony or the
Quality grade assessed compared to the fresh beer. Keep close to the schema after EI
HORN

, the harmony of the result can be calculated as a percentage or as a percentage

loss. If the known attributes not to be dispensed with, the scheme to the acceptance of
aging after EI HORN can be completed.

5.1.4 Analytical description and prediction of aging
The documented changes of the beers in the course of aging and the
Relationship between the oxygen indicators and the sensory
Review suggests that sensory changes in aging are largely caused by the effect of
atmospheric oxygen (entries during the filling process, diffusion through the
Kompoundmasse of the bottle). Accordingly, the sensory evaluation of naturally aged
beers with the contents of oxygen indicators and with the LagTime correlates. The Delta
of the oxygen indicators after forced aging, ∆ SI(frisch – forciert), turns out in this work
as the only significant forecast possibility of the taste stability in natural aging. In the
record of the

Market analysis 2004 fr. (Francis 2004) also exhibited the ESR analysis of LagTime and
the radical generating significant correlations of sensory evaluation of naturally aged
beers on.
The sensory evaluation of the forced aged beers shows no significant relationship to the
evaluation of the beers after three-month, natural aging, making it not suitable to
evaluate the flavour stability when comparing different breweries. A different flavor
profile than the naturally-aged beers is formed by the effect of increased temperatures,
the Suppression of time-dependent bearing changes, as well as the lack of effect of
oxygen diffusing through the bottle caps. As in the case of a real
Aging even in summer both increased temperatures also multi-week transport and
storage periods are possible, must in practice be assumed by a joint appearance of the
two cases. The forcing test could be modified to increase the expressiveness of the
accelerated aging: about the bottle cap a defined amount of air could be introduced E.g.
by means of engraving on by a septum in the bottle. Also another one could be
connected to take account of the time-dependent processes to storage in a heating
cabinet for example 5-day storage at room temperature.
The limitations of the present study were used mostly by the limited available analytical
methods. Extending the analysis to the following methods is highly recommended for
further work:
- Amino acid spectrum by means of HPLC.
-

Quality breakdown of proteins to molecular size.

-

Reduction in force of the SH groups.

-

Improved qualitative breakdown of polyphenols substance groups and molecular

-

size.
Reduction potential compared to metal ions (FRAP).

-

Intermediates of Maillardreaktion (N HETEROCYCLES using GC-NPD).

-

Air in the neck of the bottle.

5.2 Conclusions on the pro - and antioxidant effects of beer

ingredients and brewing technology

Basically all reducing substances contain the potential to work both pro - and
antioxidant.

5.2.1 Behavior of Maillardprodukte

Melanoidins were not directly measurable with the methods available. The TBZ is
responding as a measure of the formation of Maillardprodukten, but very non-specific,
including aldehydes, Dioxolanen, furans and possibly with other connections, and
applies in most other areas of food technology as a measure for the oxidation of food. In
Considering the importance of oxidation processes and the formation and evaporation
of aldehydes for this work is thus too unspecific the TBZ. The reduction capacity (DPI) is
also increased by the Reduktone formed at the Maillardreaktion, but also influenced a
variety of other beer ingredients, which is why there no suitable method to the
Determination of the content of Melanoidins or their assets of reduction in is through the
process of Darren is increased the reduction capacity of malt, which is known to the
formation of Melanoidinen and Endiolen. The maceration with dark malts and the prorata addition dark Malze to the
Compared with light malts, mashing lead bulk to increased oxidation
reactions. SPIELEDER by using the chemiluminescent method developed in this work
already demonstrated that the addition of Pronyl-L-lysine, which is regarded as a
functional component of Melanoidinen, increases the oxidation reactions in the
maceration (Spieleder 2007). Malt roasting substances also lead to an increase of the
assets of reduction in and the radical generating of the resulting flavor. Dark bottomfermented beers have generally a lower chemical stability than light bottom-fermented
beers of same brewery.
The addition of model substances fumarate and Ascorbic acid (Endiolstruktur) to the
finished beer lead to a significant reduction of chemical stability, caused by a strong
promotion of radical generation. The effect is concentration-dependent. Antioxidant
effects by training a LagTime can Ascorbic acid only by very high concentrations (< 200
mg / l) and accessed only for a limited period of time.
The market analysis can be only a few conclusions on the effect of
Maillardprodukten, which on the one hand in the above discussed analytical
Problems is located and is possibly also in the fact that Maillardprodukte play only a
minor role within the range of variation of light beers. The reduction capacity (DPI) of the

finished beers seems however to be influenced by Maillardprodukte to a large extent
and had negatively on the stability of the beers in the market analysis in the case of
natural aging. LUSTIG could prove (forced) already an increase of aging indicators and a
decrease in the Geschmacksstabiliät with increasing thermal stress in the malt-making
process (funny 1994). SPIELEDER was able to show that in the case of a desired color
setting of light beers the use of minimum quantities as dark Malze in the distribution
share, after the results of HASHIMOTO less reactive
Groups should contain (Hashimoto 1972), concerning the
(Forced) flavour stability is preferred (Spieleder 2007).
Summary may be that reducing substances with Endiolstruktur, including the
Maillardprodukte in all process steps of beer production increase the reduction capacity,
doing prooxidativ work and reduce the flavor stability of beer found on the basis of the
data obtained.

5.2.2 Behavior of polyphenols

In addition to the Melanoidinen, the polyphenols represent the second big groupreducing substances. Already the reduction capacity of malt correlates with its
polyphenol content. Fr. the antioxidant activity of small molecule polyphenols using
chemiluminescence could prove already in addition experiments at the maceration
(Franz 2004). An addition of low molecular weight polyphenols in the maceration
showed a detectable in the finished beer light antioxidant effect in this work. Also
endogenous polyphenols of malt reduce the oxidation reactions for mashing and lead to
an increased reduction capacity and a lower radical generation in the resulting flavor. In
the further process
Polyphenols depending on the substance group both pro - and antioxidant effects: the
addition of smooth water to the macerating clearly prooxidativ affects, and the
responsible group of substance with the available analyses cannot be
identified. Smooth water contains almost no unbound low molecular weight polyphenols
more. The Flavanoide of the spices seem to be responsible in the market analysis for
the expression of a LagTime in Wort, adversely impact on the oxygen indicators of fresh
beer and on the sensory evaluation after accelerated aging.
The Anthocyanogengehalte (and Gesamtpolyphenole) correlate the wort in the market
analysis with the reduction capacity (DPPH) of beers, with a

Reduction of chemical stability of (forcing test ESR) and at the same time a decrease in
the aging indicators of natural aging. Was not related to the sensor. The Tannoidgehalt
of the season shows no relevant links.
The addition of monomers polyphenols to the finished beer had a sensory slightly
positive effect at higher temperatures (forcing test). The chemical stability is affected by
the addition of polyphenols depending on the substance group positively or
negatively. All activities are however small. The data match literature, which mainly
Trihydroxyphenole to be prooxidativ. Catechin (Dihydroxyphenol) has a light antioxidant
on the iron-catalyzed oxidation of beer ingredients, compared to copper ion a
prooxidative as well as antioxidant effects can be determined. Bemerkenswertester
other Reduktonen difference is that Catechin can support the iron-catalyzed radical
generation by electron transfer, so one can assume that reduced dihydroxy Flavanols,
and thus the most Proanthocyanidins on chemical stability and flavour stability are
critical.
The impact of the contribution of polyphenols by the hops is contradictory. Through a
hops, the contents of all groups of the polyphenols are increased, with the Tannoide
make up the majority of. (DPPH) assets of reduction in and the chemical stability of the
seasoning are significantly increased, what was not in the effect of the phenolic
compounds could be attributed, but probably based on the effect of Humulone. The
Humulone could represent a strong antioxidant protection during the wort boiling and
the subsequent aeration step. The increase of the poly phenol levels by the hops
characterizes mainly the reduction capacity (DPPH) of beers, what is confirmed by the
market analysis by the correlation between the DPPH and hop aroma.
No definite relationship can be determined with variation of the hops between the
chemical stability of the seasoning and the beers. On the other stands the experience
that PILS beers characterized the case mostly by a slightly increased radical generation
compared to the same Brewery's light beers. The reduction capacity (DPPH) of beer
correlates in the market analysis according to a reduction of chemical stability, which
can be differentiated but not clear, whether the effect on malt or hops ingredients is
due. This effect would be plausible, that the hops increases the amount of reactive
substances in total. One of the most common precursors of these of Alterungscarbonyle
is also the ISO alpha-acid (see annex, table A_ 1).
However, the reaction rates in comparison to other aging processes not to dominate,
because the PILS beers in the funds in the sum of the aging indicators differ in market
analysis by the brighten seem. In sum, the effect of hops on the chemical stability of

beer is apparently small. Antioxidant effects that level itself but in the finished beer is
detectable in the brewhouse. Due to the negative effect of the Tannoide in the finished
beer, always a stabilisation should be performed in case of high hops gifts.
In the study of the aging processes, the more robust beers exhibit higher poly phenolic
contents and a lower index of polymerization.
In the market analysis, the Flavanoid - and the Gesamtpolyphenolgehalt of the beers
again with a reduction of the aging indicators correlate after natural aging, the
Flavanoidgehalt with an improved assessment of the fresh beers. The Group of
Tannoide, however, correlated with an increase in the ageing indicators in natural aging,
without the influence of radical generation. OWADE was able to show that a large part of
the oxygen absorbed by the beer in polyphenols finds (Owades and Jakovac 1966). In
the natural aging that is reflected in market analysis in different spectra of aromatic
substance, what could be explained by pro - and antioxidant effects, or through the
formation of degradation products directly from the polyphenols. However, the sensor is
not influenced by these processes.
Summary can be determined, that a predominantly positive, antioxidant effect of
polyphenols on the chemical stability and flavour stability exists in the context of
technological variation width bright bottom-fermented beers. But only weakly, the
analytically detectable effect affects the sensors compared to other factors. Polyphenols
affect due to their short storage period
Flavor post sensory apparently immediate positive impact on the
Beer quality. Under high loads of oxygen and at elevated temperatures seem to
outweigh negative (prooxidant) influences.
As the cause of the often contradictory results, different influences of polyphenols can
be suspected can be usually not clearly differentiated between those: polyphenols can
be pro - or antioxidant polyphenols contribute directly to the taste and influence so the
guest ales and polyphenols take even oxygen, they are degraded to various metabolites
(Irwin et al. 1991). These metabolites can affect in turn the sensors and the analysis
(E.g. aging indicators).
Prooxidative effects of polyphenols exist in the following cases: the smooth water
contains prooxidativ-acting polyphenols. Trihydroxyphenole can be prooxidativ as such
as the Gallic acid. Gallic acid is part of the tannins (hydrolysable tannins, polyphenolsbound), may be the cause for the prooxidant effect of smooth water and some
Malzpolyphenole. Still not closer identified polyphenols from malt contribute to reduction

assets (DPI) of the wort, which caused a prooxidant effect and a reduction in the flavour
stability. In the beer, the Tannoide Act prooxidativ.
According to the recent findings, the polyphenols found in the brewhouse should be
fundamentally enriched and protected whereas a separation of the negative-acting
Tannoide should be sought in the cold area. The best results beers that are stabilized
both eiweißseitig - and poly phenol side here.

5.2.3 Importance of thiols

Thiols can act both prooxidativ, what in the present work for cysteine has been
confirmed, as well as antioxidant in addition to beer as Reduktone, as already F r. for
glutathione prove could (Franz 2004). Apart from that little is known about the influence
of proteins on the flavour stability.
Proteins carry as Redoxpuffer due to the ability of training by
Disulfide bridges probably instrumental to the endogenous antioxidative activity of the
Beer in. Here is carried out (reductive) electron disposal without the formation of
reactive products. Through their interaction with other processes of beer production and
ageing (E.g. precipitation of polyphenols, impact on beer Colloids and taste, Strecker
reaction) are the proteins probably an essential factor of chemical stability and flavour
stability, so that its investigation could answer some of the questions that remained
open. In this work were not suitable analytical methods available.

5.2.4 Effect of sulfur dioxide

The antioxidant effect of endogenous sulphite, as well as its positive influence on the
flavour stability are already widely recognized. Sulphite and its oxidation product
sulphate sensory inactive are so there is no danger of sensory impairment of beer. For
completeness it is still noted, that is an enforcement high SO2concentrations by
ungemessene technological interventions, such as for example the use of yeast of low
vitality or low ventilation rates at harvest yeast, application lead to sensory deterioration
of fresh beer through a modified range of fermentation by-products (Thiele 2006; Back
to 2008). In addition trying three different characteristic could

Effectiveness of the sulfite detected: known sulfite extended the LagTime through the
deletion of stable hydrogen peroxide and probably also organic peroxides of the radical
chain reaction. Interactions of short-lived free-radical intermediates retiring reaction
kinetic and statistical considerations. Also reduced SO2 the Endiolkatalysierte radial
generation and thus presents itself as an opponent of Melanoidins. The mechanism of
action is probably based on an irreversible addition to the double bond, as a direct
interaction with the Fentonschritt reaction kinetic is negligible. In combination with
copper ion, sulfite in the Fentonschritt acts, however, clearly prooxidativ. The effect is
probably done by a direct regeneration of oxidized copper ions, making the two
substances can make a very strong oxidation system. In practice, this mechanism is but
apparently little relevant, such as the
Show connections of the market analysis. He could however in addition to the
Melanoidinen be another reason for the different speeds of the sulfite depletion in
different beers.
In the present study of the aging processes, he correlated SO content with the time to a
certain grade was permanently below2. The strongest link showed but between
SO2content of fresh beer (without oxygen load) and finally reached quality level, which
is not significantly changed until the 22nd week.
The SO2content of beer has a clearly positive effect on the chemical stability and flavour
stability of forced beers. The relation in the market analysis was no longer detectable
after natural aging. A possible explanation for this was that the SO2 by the diffusion of
oxygen into the bottle among the most investigated the already exhausted beers before
the expiry of the three months up to below a critical limit. The investigated beers were
less than 3 mg / l in the middle. History of sulphite depletion and the sensory evaluation
of the beers is known to be dependent on the diffusion of oxygen through the
Compoundmasse of the bottle (link 2004). In the data of the market analysis of 2004
fr. the relationship between was SO2content and acceptance after natural aging with r =
0.38 significantly (Franz 2004).
To sum up, sulphite presents itself as the most potent endogenous antioxidant of
beer. Regarding the taste stability, it is due to the relatively low concentrations of
achievable but only supportive.
The results of the market analysis show that the SO2content in the plants mainly
depends on the used yeast strain. Other influencing factors are the original Wort and
the ethanol content, which in this respect is the advantage of highgravity procedures.

5.2.5 Importance of metal ions for the stability of beer

The metal ions Act prooxidativ in beer by the catalysis of radical generation. Because
for this, even the slightest amounts sufficient, their concentration does not significantly
affects the flavour stability. The oxidation of beer ingredients seems essentially ironcatalyzed to expire and can be not driven thus by sulphite and catechols, as the results
of the tests of the addition and the correlations to the radical generation in the market
analysis. Melanoidins seem to be the relevant oxidative reduction system in combination
with iron ions and to catalyze the Fentonschritt. The concentration of iron ions
correlated significantly with the radical generation and tend to the sensory assessment
of the forced aged beers, which is, in accordance with the results of other authors the
an effect of elevated concentrations of iron ion in case of high temperatures (such as
forcing test) and oxygen stress were able to prove (Bishop et al., 1968;) Funny 1994). In
the case of a natural aging, apparently already catalytic amounts sufficient so the
concentration of iron ions on the chemical stability in practice plays a minor role. Iron
ions able to be positive to change the flavor matrix of course aged beers seem
regardless. In this case, no technological recommendation can be given, because
according to real storage conditions not possible to estimate, which effect dominates.
Copper is extremely strong oxidative reduction systems in combination with Reduktonen
beer and catalyzes above all the first steps of activation of oxygen in beer. The small
influence of copper on the quality of the beer is possibly due to the nearly universal use
of stainless steel. IRWIN et al. sensory changes in aging could lead back in 1991 in its
investigation on the vast influence of copper (Irwin et al. 1991).
5.2.6 Influence of reducing assets on the chemical and sensory stability of beer

The reduction capacity had many, often contradictory relationship to the chemical
stability of the beers in the tests.
The reduction capacity of beer reflects the redox potential as endogenous property of
the entire product matrix. It is not affected by a certain group. The reduction capacity
using DPI correlates well with the electrochemical redox potential, whereas the
Reduction capacity by DPPH responds differently to different groups. The statements of
Redoxindikatoren are different in malt, Wort and beer. An increase of the assets of of
reduction in can affect pro - or antioxidant depending on their cause.
The reduction capacity (DPPH) the wort is the product matrix of the

Set malt. It seems to be set first and foremost by its content at Maillardprodukten and
also through closer not known poly-phenolic fractions. The reduction capacity (DPI) of
the wort is marked also, by unknown poly-phenolic fractions of malt by the
Flavanoidgehalt of the wort, and experience has shown that Maillardprodukte.
In this context, the differentiation between polyphenols and Maillardprodukten proves to
be extremely difficult and not goal-oriented. Both groups have similar redoxaktive
groups and the polyphenols are involved in the Maillardreaktion. It may be suspected
that the Redoxindikatoren of less to make a statement about the causal substance
groups, but rather about the Redoxstatus of functional groups.
The reduction capacity (DPPH) of beer is by the
Anthocyanogengehalt of the seasoning set, whereby a significant proportion can be
attributed on hop components. The reduction capacity (DPI) seems to be minted under
the environmental conditions in the beer first and foremost by Melanoidins and is
influenced by the reduction of capacity (DPPH) the seasoning
accordingly. Demonstrated in preliminary tests already, that the reduction capacity (DPI)
is very strongly correlated with the electrochemical redox potential. Therefore it can be
concluded from the found contexts that the polyphenols in particular under the
Environmental conditions show the redox activity in the wort whereas the Melanoidins in
the finished beer are active.
The reduction capacity (DPI) of the wort and beer correlated with reductions in the
chemical and senorischen stability of beer. In the beer, this influence can be attributed
to the Melanoidinen. The reduction capacity (DPI) the seasoning which correlates with
deterioration
Oxygen indicators, chemical stability and flavour stability
(forced) the resulting beers and is thus an essential factor of flavour stability. Since the
reduction of capacity (DPI) within brighter flavor first and foremost is influenced by the
Malzpolyphenole, which represents a contradiction to the antioxidant effect of
Malzpolyphenole. A possible explanation for this would be that poly phenolic fractions of
different effect are included in the malt, which can be pro - or antioxidant depending on
the environment and process step. The Prooxidative effect of polyphenols contained in
smooth water, as well as the strongly reducing Tannoide are for this purpose may
apply. In large-scale trials of brewing malt but could not proanthocyanidinfreier mutants
of Caminant by using
Improvement of flavour stability be (Jackson STRID 1997), what speaks against an
adverse effect on the flavour stability by Malzpolyphenole. The identification of the

groups of substances which affect the reduction capacity (DPI) of the wort and thus
clearly negative impact on the quality of bright fermented beers, must be examined in
future work. Future research should already apply in the malt and include also a Gas
chromatographic quantification of Maillardprodukten in addition to a high-performance
poly phenol analysis.

5.2.7 Importance of maskierender effects

Within trials (dependent samples) (sindhu k v 2000; Thiele 2006; Hanke 2010) as well
as in the case of addition experiments (Herrmann 2008) the existence of maskierender
effects has been already demonstrated in the case of accelerated aging. The market
analysis data challenge the relevance of maskierender effects in natural aging
considerably. Show the content of higher alcohols and esters and hops aroma for the
Comparison of different breweries no relation for the sensory evaluation of naturally
aged beers. Beers, better measured in fresh condition, appear to age more. Although
no significant reduction of flavouring substances takes place during the investigation
period, no masking effects can be detected in naturally-aged beers. It can be believed
that positive flavors can mask the aging only up to a certain threshold, and that this was
already exceeded in the present work by the naturally-aged beers. Masking effects
would be effective only at the beginning of aging. One possible explanation for the bad
review is aged beers, who had received good grades of DLG in fresh condition, the
Flavanoidgehalt, the are fresh beers positively and aged beers detrimental.

5.2.8 Relative importance of redoxactive ingredients and factors of flavour
stability

Between the tested redoxaktiven substances, no Combinatorial effects were detected in
the addition. By far not all conceivable sensible combinations could be tested by groups
of substances can be made from these data still nothing about the existence of such
cooperative effects.
We weighted the antioxidant ingredients with regard to its relevance to the chemical and
sensory stability of beers, so the make SO2content and the content of the
Maillardprodukten represent the essential, offsetting factors. All other groups of beer

ingredients show only negligible effect compared to these substances within the range
of variation of light beers. The effect of polyphenols on the beer quality and flavour
stability depends on its quality composition. The individual fractions can not be
differentiated by using in the brewing technology analysis, so that any investigation
required in the context of future work is available.
Looking beyond these direct relationships, taste-stability is a very broad field with many
unmanageable, partly unknown factors. Although important technological rules, such as
avoiding oxygen entries in the brewhouse or minimizing thermal stress in practice be
implemented nationwide, the taste stability of commercial beers even in the absence of
manifest error of process varies greatly.
An empirical approach from another is to solve this problem
Research area are used, which is based on the approach of M (blithely
2009)UNDERs. M, In the field of avalanche was faced with the problem that even under
the knowledge of countless analytical information, such as results of stability tests, no
safe prediction of avalanche danger of a single slope investigations of snow
construction, slope exposure, and the weather was possible. He then took an empirical
approach and began so-called risk and reduction factors to determine and statistically
evaluate documented cases (which is basically a 'market analysis'). Using these factors,
he could finally determine the likelihood of an avalanche on a concrete slope without
knowledge of the specific inner workings. Through the influence on behavior-specific
factors, it was also possible to press the residual risk below an acceptable threshold.
In this work features be used as factors of the brewing process or of the finished beer,
who have a unique influence on the taste stability in one or more of the performed tests
and in any other trial process effect. A significant correlation to the taste stability of
market analysis is not required.
For simplicity, only two are (yes/no) factors and only
"Positive factors" rather than formulated by risk and reduction factors (table 15). The
decision limit is selected so that about half of the surveyed commercial beers meets
each criterion.

Table 15: Factors of flavour stability.
Factors

Points

TBZ < 45
Reduction capacity (DPI) < 54%
Flavanoide < 60 mg / l
Anthocyanogene > 110 mg / l
Polymerization index < 2
LagTime > 8 min
F (0/120) < 28

Reduction capacity (DPI) < 35%
Tannoide < 30 mg PVP/l
Ethanol content > 5.15% vol.
SO2 > 3 mg / l
LagTime > 60 min
Σ GNP > 108 mg / l
Linalool > 8 µg/l
Stabilization on both sides?
Oxygen content after bottling

Sum (max.)

15

Those beers of market analysis be used to validate the selection of factors of which are
also Spice data available. For each fulfilled criterion, the beer gets a point. A criterion is
not met or an information not in experience can be brought, there is accordingly no
point. Thus, a beer can receive up to 15 points. Since no data are available for the
oxygen content after bottling, maximum 14 points are accessible in this test run. The
reached number of points of the investigated beers are listed in table 16.

Table 16: Reached points of the samples from the market analysis.
Number

Points

B01

8

B02

8

B03

5

B04

4

B05

8

B06

8

B08

8

B10

7

B12

6

B14

9

B15

9

B16

12

B21

7

B23

7

B25

5

The aging touch and the aging acceptance of naturally aged beers correlate despite the
low number of samples highly significant (R = 0.71; r = 0.68) with the point assessment
(Figure 57), although the points raised by mostly non-significant factors.
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Figure 57: Correlation between the scoring and the sensors.

14
Note

Given the uncertainties of the sensory evaluation of the context can be called hot even
relative. From this, it can be derived that the relevant influencing factors of flavour
stability are largely covered by the selected factors. Already brewing House work and
quality set the basic fundamentals of the flavour stability. For the practice can be
derived in compliance a risk limit of at least eight points high taste stability (acceptance
of 80% or higher and an ageing note under 1.8) of beer is likely. The individual factors
can be influenced largely by known technological measures, so that in the relevant
optimization of brewing process without deeper examination of the complex matter of
taste stability is possible. At achieving the 8-point mark, a beer on the taste stability
positively differs by more than 50% of the products of competitors. For a realistic
calculation of residual risk, i.e. the share of the beers, despite an assessment with eight
or more points no good taste-stability (acceptance of > = 80%;) Aging note < 1.8)
exhibit, a larger data set is necessary. (Within the evaluated beers, the residual risk for
a wrong good rating is 37.5% and for a wrong bad review 28.6%.). Based on a larger
data set, the selection of relevant characteristics, and hence that can
Marksmanship, surely still be optimized. Their context to taste and harmony (Narcissus
2004), it would recommend is such as to make the colloidal stability. Because the focus
was working initially in the area of aging flavor, it was not measured. Also should be
noted that the quality level in this example has been set very high.
Confirm the results of this work and thus complement the well-known (back
2008) technological recommendations to achieve a high
Flavor stability, which can be summarized as follows:
- Use poly phenol-rich barley.
- Minimization of the thermal load in the Schwelken and Darren.
- Short, not too warm meal storage, may apply.
- Oxygen-poor (E.g. conditioning) maceration.
- High-short mashing method. Inhibit proteolysis and Oxidases.
- Avoid air entries in the Lauter, discard smooth water.
- Biological acidification.
- Cooking systems with high-efficiency and low thermal
Load; Stainless steel.

- possibly late hops.
- Fermentation technology: Vital yeast and good SO2- education.
- Double-sided stabilization.
- Avoid oxygen records.
- Avoid contamination with metal ions (diatomaceous earth quality,
EdelstahlArmaturen).
- Optimum setting of filler, especially HDE; Brown bottles; adequate rinsing in case
of oxidative detergent; If possible Scavengerkronkorken.

5.3 Refinement of the understanding of the reaction processes of the

aging of the beer and its Kinetics: A model
By linking of well-known knowledge (based on the literature discussed in the theory
part) with the present results, the model of oxygen activation and oxidation of beer
ingredients on the basis of the study by U canCHIDA and ONO. (Uchida and 1996 Ono)
further refined (no enzyme activity aligns here on beer-pH). The mechanisms should be
represented greatly simplified, since this a higher cognition is unlikely, as through a
differentiated and therefore complex description of reaction pathways and
dependencies. You must be aware only of the fact that each response leads to
numerous possible reaction products and derived products depending on the
environment conditions on different reaction pathways and different yields.
5.3.1 Kinetics of oxygen activation

The thermodynamic properties of the reactive oxygen species determines the kinetics of
oxygen activation and thus the initiation of oxidation of beer ingredients. Because the
first step is endergonisch, oxidation reactions initially not spontaneously from (see
Figure 58). Hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) represents the first stable intermediate in the
reaction sequence. These two properties lead to the formation of a relatively long period
of induction (LagTime) the following radical chain reaction. The oxidation reactions
(here is speed determines the formation rate of hydroxyl radicals) only begins to any
significant extent, if adequate amounts of H2O have accumulated2 itself. This
mechanism is also the action of sulphur dioxide (SO2) explains: with the deletion of

H2O2 is able to extend the induction phase. SO2 is kinetic considerations (probability of
meeting) due to its low in comparison to other beer ingredients concentration in the beer
unable to intercept reactive (short-lived) intermediates in the reaction sequence. As
strongly reducing but stable substance is well suited, however, also stable H 2O2 to catch
(see Figure 59).

Figure 58: reaction kinetics of oxygen activation (I).

A sharp separation between the induction phase and radical chain reaction is probably
only in the case of elevated temperatures and oxygen pressures; According to the
studies on the reaction kinetics are based on ESRMessungen (oxidative forcing test; Air
entry, 60 ° C). At room temperature, both reaction phases are not uniquely to separate:
A creeping process of radical chain reaction already from the exhaustion of the LagTime
contributes in terms of a feedback loop to the accumulation of H2O2 or to the depletion
of SO2at. For the rapid appearance of oxidation products and flavours of the bug
already speak before the drain of SO2content, the greater dependency of flavour
stability of the SO2content of accelerated aging in comparison with the natural aging, as
well as the dependency between LagTime and radical generation (F(LT/60)). The
LagTime must thus be understood as a model analytical feature. Of a natural aging
without excessive burden on oxygen, she not shapes are out, but influenced the amount
of activated oxygen, which can ultimately be made.
Requires strong Redoxsysteme the first step, so the activation of oxygen to the
superoxide radical anion and is therefore on metal ions (preferably copper: stronger
system; increasing trend to decrease the LagTime in market analysis, impact on
LagTime in addition attempts) in combination with Reduktonen (Melanoidins, cysteine,
Trihydroxyflavanoide, Semichinone). According to IRWIN et al. are sulphite and catechols
unable do so (Irwin et al. 1991), what is supported by the present results insofar as that
both substances can not decrease the LagTime. Cysteine, fumarate, and Gallic acid
capacity that very well and therefore eligible for this
Step as reducing equivalents in question. In the market analysis you correlate
Poly phenol content and reduction capacity by DPPH with a decrease of the LagTime,
what also can be seen as an indication that the first step of the oxygen activation is
done by substances from the Group of polyphenols. The concurrent trend of Flavanoide
is not significant. Their loss-making takes place may be first and foremost in the

brewhouse. The reduction capacity using DPI also shows no relationship to a decrease
of the LagTime.
The move from the Superoid to the hydrogen peroxide can beer-pH spontaneously and
quickly via Dismutation or HO2• expire. Parallel, also an electron transition from
Reduktonen as at the first activation step is possible. The direct reaction of superoxide
with beer ingredients plays due to low reached concentrations (~ probability of meeting)
and the comparatively small compared
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Figure 59: reaction kinetics of oxygen activation (II)

The Haber-white reaction (reduction of H2O2 • O2-) is considered to be very slow and
therefore is eliminated due to the low concentrations and short half-lives of the peroxide
as relevant pathway. The hydrogen peroxide is reduced thus mainly by a
Fentonmechanismus to the Hydroxylradikal, which in turn an electron transition from
Reduktonen is necessary (see Figure 60). Because the metal ion is regenerated, only
catalytic quantities are needed, confirming in addition trying with different
concentrations. In beer the catalytic effect to the predominant portion can be attributed

to iron ions (Encore attempt). In the data of the market analysis that confirmed by the
relationship between iron ions and radical generation.
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Figure 60: Reduktone as an engine of
Fentonreaktion in beer.

In the established model, this step is speed determines the total reaction after the
induction phase. The Reduktone drive the reaction of the metal ions like a motor
cycle. As relevant
Iron ion reduction systems are used in combination with Semichinonen, Melanoidinen,
or cysteine in question. Although copper can make stronger Reduktionssyteme, it
seems for this step to play only a minor role. As a relevant partner of iron ions
Melanoidins are eligible according to the unique results of addition and technological
attempts in the first place. After THUM the iron ions in beer because of the surplus are2
+

ago (Thum 1997) of reducing substances almost completely in its reduced form as

Fe. Oxidized ion reduces rapidly again. The Fe increases at high oxygen pressures in
the course of aging3 +concentration (Kaneda et al. 1992). The importance of the metal
ions for the activation of oxygen is still not completely resolved. The formation of
superoxide and H2O2 from molecular oxygen is also directly through Dihydroxyfumarat
(Modellredukton) (Halliwell et al. 1982) or through Semichinone (Halliwell and
Gutteridge
2007), which is why the reaction step may even in the absence of metal ions can expire.

The resulting Hydroxylradikal (• OH) is extremely reactive and virtually all organic
ingredients can attack non-specific. Concentration ratios in beer, ethanol represents the
vast goal. While the Hydroxyradikal abstract protons from the C-1 (85%) or C-2
(13%) Carbon atom, forming Hydroxyethylradikale (Andersen and SKIBSTED 1998).
Since an electron transitions produce new radicals, it runs
Chain reaction again, while under another oxygen uptake carbonyls
(RO) and new reactive species (ROO •;) HOO •) are formed (walling 1982; Andersen
and SKIBSTED 1998) (see GL. 5.3-I and II), can that begin the cycle anew or attacking
directly other ingredients.
R • + O2 → RO2•. (GL. 5.3-I)
RO2• → RO + HOO •. (GL. 5.3-II)

A chain termination is by a clash of two free products or by an electron transfer back to
a metal ion imaginable (cf.
GL. 5.3-III and IV).
R • + R • → R-r (EQ. 5.3-III)
RO2• + Fe2 + → ROOH + Fe3 +. (GL. 5.3-IV)

Semichinone can also take a (read more) single electron due to the stabilizing effect of
the aromatic ring and thus cancel the response chain. As oxygen from the HeadSpace
to a high content in polyphenols can be found again (Owades and Jakovac 1966) and
polyphenols are degraded in the course of oxidation reactions (Irwin et al. 1991),
polyphenols appear to represent even a major goal of the free-radical attack. As
polyphenols are the main substances of the beer in addition to proteins, organic acids,
alcohols and glycerine concentration after, a meeting with reactive oxygen species is
therefore likely. Thus, the observed relationship between the Tannoidgehalt and the
aging indicators could be based on subsequent degradation reactions.
The full extent of oxidation is dependent upon this model by three main factors:

- the amount of oxygen in the first step of the reaction (depending on the amount of
oxygen available and the capacity of the corresponding reduction systems).
- the capacity of the endogenous Redoxpuffers of beer to catch by hydrogen
peroxide (in particular SO2 ))
- the capacity of the reduction system to drive the Fentonschrittes (Melanoidins and
redox potential).
The developed model is supported by the studied aging processes (see 4.5), where
each a certain level has been reached, the strong of the SO 2content and poly phenol
equipment was coined. The prooxidant share of the effect of polyphenols is reflected
well in the oxygen indicators. Still, differences in the flavouring substance spectrum of
aged beers cannot be explained using this simple model.

5.3.2 Differential expression of aging flavor through reaction mechanisms linked
to the oxygen activation

The question is still unclear the exact nature of the precursors. According to the theory,
precursors of aging in thermal processes of beer production are made and reach in the
finished beer (E.g.
Strecker degradation intermediates). The carbonyls formed in the wort boiling will not
come for this question because they are evaporated from the boiling and reduced in
fermentation. As a precursor of the Alterungscarbonyle are iso-a-acids, amino acids,
polyphenols, products
Maillard - and Strecker reaction, lipids and alcohols conceivable. The
Remove the amino acid content in natural aging depending on the load of oxygen
(Bazaar ova et al. 1999). Also for higher alcohols, fatty esters and fatty acids could
BASAROVA et al. recorded decreases.
THUM showed that amino acids in beer precursors of
Are Alterungscarbonyle, which means that the Strecker degradation in the beer takes
place (Thum
(1997) the amino acid concentration turned out at Thum as a relevant
factor. Allowances reducing sugar led not to the
Carbonylbildung, which is why it can be assumed that the first
Steps of the Maillardreaktion in the finished beer in a negligible

Scope expires. Oxygen stress and amino acid addition, the Carbonylbildung was raised
by certain polyphenols, which can be suspected that the latter to α-Dicarbonylen are
oxidized and thus for the Strecker degradation available (Thum 1997). Catechin speeds
up the Strecker degradation (Komarek 2001) under the influence of light. D.h at
elevated temperatures to an increased formation of hop-dependent aldehyde led the
addition of ISO αSäuren only in the accelerated aging, (especially 2-Methylpropanal)
(Takumi 1997). Not had the addition of alcohols. The significance of the results of
THUM is restricted by the fact that his investigation is based on the measurement of only
four individual substances (Strecker aldehyde and hops breakdown product).
The question loses when taking into account the established model for concrete
Precursors as a cause of the aging processes in importance. The Hydroxylradikal is
capable of all organic ingredients and the relationship between thermal stress to attack
and
Flavour stability can be explained by the formation of redoxactive Maillardprodukte that
drive the Fentonschritt, as shown in this work.
Since the concentrations of most of the listed substances in the beer to the
Factor often undetectable higher 103 as are the Alterungscarbonyle, fabric sales about
concentration decreases of the reactants. As well, it can be assumed that concentration
changes of the reactants (precursors) in the context of technological measures impact
compared to the effect of the Reaktionsbedingunen (pH, temp, catalysts, antioxidants,
Reduktone) to a small degree on the reaction rates.
However, different aroma profiles build up ageing processes of different beers and
under different conditions. This can not sufficiently be explained solely by a non-specific
oxidation of ingredients. Other reaction pathways of importance are apparently. It also
speaks that runs such as the direct oxidation of alcohols apparently only under certain
conditions to a relevant extent.
Because a large proportion of registered oxygen in polyphenols can be found again
(Owades and Jakovac 1966), can speculation are, whether in addition to the oxidation
of beer ingredients through OH • the degradation of the involved Reduktone itself is
important reaction towards the formation of the Alterungskarbonyle. After polyphenols or
other Reduktone have catalyzed a single-electron step (-> Semichinon) they are due to
the close proximity to the probable destination of the generated radical (in addition to
ethanol). A further degradation of the oxidized Reduktons could then to the
Lead education specific aging components. For this purpose all come

Beer ingredients with Endiol - or α-Dicarbonyl structure (oxidized Endiolform) in
Question. Endiol - or α-Dicarbonyl structures are part of the ISO Alpha-acids,
polyphenols and Melanoidinen, and occur as products of the Amadori rearrangement at
the Maillardreaktion. The oxygen activation and degradation mechanisms such as E.g.
the Strecker degradation are thus possibly not independent, mechanisms running in
parallel but coupled together. Also the Strecker degradation is an oxidative mechanism
and begins with the abstraction of a Proton by a (previously) oxidized Simlation. As a
result he could be triggered parallel the Hydroxylradikal formed in the vicinity. This idea
is strong by the dependence of the formation of the Strecker aldehyde oxygen load
(Blockmans et al. 1975;) Eichhorn 1991) and by the presence of polyphenols and metal
ions (Hashimoto and Kuroiwa 1975; Blockmans et al. 1981; Funny 1994)
supported. Oxidative mechanisms in the Maillardreaktion and in the reduction of
aldehydes to
Carbonylen were in the beer already by ZEISE et al. and by
SAVEL and ZDVIHALOVA observed (Zeise et al. 1991;) Savel and Zdvihalova
1998). THUM could increase the formation of 2-Methylpropanal (Strecker aldehyde and
the ISO alpha-acid degradation product) by Fentonreagenz in addition try, which speaks
for the coupling of these processes on the activation of oxygen.
Through this extension, now also the formation of different spectra on aging indicators
can be explained by the model of oxygen activation. Possible reaction sequences are
simplified and idealised shown in Figure 61. Due to the reactivity of substances involved
and the possibility of interactions, individual responses can not strictly from one another
are accrued.
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Figure 61: oxygen activation coupled degradation mechanisms in the aging of beer (model).

Further research is required of aging in the field of flavour stability yet regarding the
contribution of various groups of reducing ingredients to the reduction capacity of malt,
Wort and beer, especially in the area of raw materials, to the influence of the proteins on
the stability of beer flavor contribution of iron ions, as well as to the description of
gustatory and haptic changes of beer in the history.

Summary

6 Summary
The influencing factors of beer flavor stability as well as the importance of antioxidant
ingredients are very complex. In the present work, this problem was addressed by
determining antioxidant properties of beer ingredients, as well as the elucidation of
natural aging processes in the beer. As a result of practice-relevant criteria could be
worked out, that point the way to obtain a good flavour stability.

The sensory changes in aging beer are nowadays mainly attributable to a diffusing
oxygen and cause a characteristic loss of quality within the first four to six weeks after
bottling. Compared to earlier findings, not the classic flavors of aging but changing taste
patterns, as well as a loss of beer typical dominate this
Character. The changes could sensory by using the developed
Profile testing as well as analytically be traced through the provision of oxygen
indicators, LagTime, and radical generation.
Since all processes of ageing to oxidative processes are coupled or triggered by them,
taste-stability is characterized significantly by the redoxaktiven ingredients contained
endogenously in the beer.
The work showed that Maillardprodukte in the entire brewing process and the finished
beer heavily prooxidativ work. Sulphite proved the strongest antioxidant of the beer and
the chemical stability as an opponent of the Maillardprodukte. The polyphenols for
mashing in total have an antioxidant effect and a light, positive net effect remains in the
finished beer. Individual fractions of polyphenols can in particular
Also prooxidativ work process steps. This includes not yet identified
Poly phenolic fractions of the malt, the Flavanoide, in the smooth water contained
Polyphenols, Gallic acid and probably Gallotannins, as well as in the beer the
Tannoide. The antioxidant effect of hops is first and foremost on the
Humulone due. Because of the involvement of specific polyphenols at summary
the finished beer, prooxidativen processes should be, stabilized with a bilateral
stabilisation has proved (protein and poly phenol side) beneficial.
The measurement of the reduction assets of beer as the checksum size via DPI
(MEBAK) turned out to be a suitable indicator for the taste-stability and should have the
entire brewing process until in the finished beer as far as possible be kept low, for
example through low thermal load.
As the activation of oxygen radical and reactive forms is a reductive process, each
Simlation can potentially also prooxidativ effect. An important finding of the work is the
fact that an increase of reducing assets in some cases pro - or antioxidant effect as
opposed to the previous opinion. However, a verifiable antioxidant effect must not
necessarily lead to improved chemical and sensory stability. Accordingly, a fundamental
result of this work is the realization that the concepts of reduction capacity, antioxidant

activity, chemical stability and flavour stability describe independent properties and must
therefore not be equated.
Results obtained through the understanding of the processes of the aging could be
expanded significantly. Finally, a model of the reaction sequences expiring of the aging
that may largely explain the oxidative changes and the effects of various substance
groups was raised.
In this work were also numerous methods of analysis developed or modified, which
allowed a more reliable assessment of antioxidant effects: determination of radical
generation, transmission of the ESR analysis on seasoning and malt cold extracts, the
DPPH measurement standardization, the determination of the oxygen sensitivity, the
electrochemical determination of redox potential and measure oxidation slope by means
of chemiluminescence. This could benefit future research projects.
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Annex

Flavouring substances table A_ 1: with the aging of the beer made according to the literature.

Flavouring substances table: with the aging of the beer made according to the literature - II.

Flavouring substances table: with the aging of the beer made according to the literature - III.

Flavouring substances table: with the aging of the beer made according to the literature - IV.

Figure A_ 1: Simplified representation of electron configurations in the molecular orbitals of
oxygen species (Halliwell and Gutteridge 2007).

Table A_ 2: biochemical relevant Standardredoxpotentiale (Halliwell and Gutteridge 2007).

Table A_ 3: electrode potentials
for the oxidation of the functional group (Rifi and Covitz 1974).
Functional
Group

Electrode
potential [V]

Phenols

0.4-1.0

Ketones

0.6-1.4

-SH

0.8-1.2

Profile test aging Name:
Aroma beer Intensity
not weak

(Odor and trunk) recognize visible identifiable by significantly dominant
-bar

1. fruity
(HA & ester)
2. floral (HA & ester,
hops)
2. citrus-like
(Linalool)
3. lactic
(hops and spices)

4. fresh schweflig
5. After yeast (not
schweflig!)
7 typical beer
Phenylethanol (HA)
(solvent) 8
ethanolisch

0
1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1
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0

0
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0
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9

4

5

6

7

8

9

4

5

6

7

8

9

4

5

6

7

8

9

9 acetaldehyde
(Apple, fresh pungent, grassy,

0

Green beer)

10 malty
(any age!)

0

11 old yeasty:
(Lees yeast mastig,
fuselig, sausage soup)

0

Figure 2 A_: Form of the ageing profile test.

Aroma aging Intensity
not weak recognize visible clearly dominant
recognizab
le bar

1.beerenartig
(black Jo.beere)

2A. spice-like

2B. bread-like

2 c. honey-like

3A. cardboard

0
1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3
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0

0
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8

9
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5
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7

8

9

3B. "hay-like"
(straw, grassy/herbaceous,

0

carbonylig, 'Ox', Hexanal,
not sweet/spice-like)

4. whisky/sherry

0

Figure: Form of the ageing profile test - part II.

Characteristic Intensity / quality
Taste

not weak
recognize visible clearly dominant
recognizab
le bar

Very
1. sweet (taste)
(any age!)

0

2. sour

0

3. bitter
(In trunk)

0

4. nachh. Bitter
(To drink)

0

5. astringent
(not bitter!)

0

6 harmony
(süß/sauer/Vollmd.k.)

poorl

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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9

1
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9

1
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3
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5
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7
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9

4

5

6

7

8

9

1

2

3

CHT
good

Note according to DLG (WHOLE NOTE STEPS): _
Note 1 as DLG:
Note 2 as DLG:
Note 3 as DLG:
Note 4 as DLG:
Note)

bad, awful, personal injury.
overall poor.
(a) identifiable fault (else acceptable)
acceptable (= no error, no more than subliminally; neutral

Good beer (present-> aroma, taste and mouth feel as well as
bitterness and anguish. good)
Excellent beer (aroma, taste and mouth feel as well as)
Bitter and qualitatively very good, harmonious, "drinkability")

Note 5: (complies. 4.5 n. DLG)
Note 6: (complies. 5.0 n. DLG)

Aging note according to Eichhorn: _ acceptance: ___________
Aging stage
Evaluation in half-note steps:

orientation:

1 = fresh
1.5 = lightly aged: Berry
2 = slightly aged: Spice-like, carbonylig
2.5 = significantly aged: like 2 + any cardboard
3 = strongly aged: honey-like, later bread crusts/toffee (3.5)
4 = extremely aged: Sherry-like

Thank you for your help!
Figure: Form of the ageing profile test - part III.
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Figure A_ 3: calibration just (DPPH) for Gallic acid.
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Figure A_ 4: calibration straight (DPPH) for Trolox.
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Figure A_ 5: Correlation between the reduction capacity (DPI) and the electrochemical redox
potential in different beers.
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Table A_ 4: Electrochemical redox potential in different beers.
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Annex
Table A_ 5: Comparison of analytical methods for the determination of sulfur dioxide content.

XXVII

Table A_ 6: Concentrations of phenolic single substances [mg/l].

C
Wort
Sauer
product

ProD ProC ProD ProC GCC CGC Cumarsre Ferulasre
B3
B3
C2
C2

3.8
3.5
1.8

12.8
1.1
3.4

13.8
2.1
5.3

3.4
0.2
0.8

2.9
0.1
1.3

4.2
0.5
1.3

3.0
0.1
1.0

1.0
0.3
0.2

Smooth
water

Table A_ 7: Parameters of the brewing process.
Discharge [kg]

10

Main cast [l]

40

1.4
0.5
0.3

Original extract [%]

12

Einmaischtemperatur [° C]

62

Racing 62 ° C [min]

30

Heating to 72 ° C [min]

10

Races 72 ° C [min]

30

Heat 78 ° C [min]

7

Race 78 ° C up down mashing [min]

5

1. to cast [l]

20

2. to cast [l]

14

Boiling [min]

70

Bitter hops (15.8 %α, 10 min after the start of
cooking)

15 BE

Aroma hops (4.9 %α, 10 minutes before cooking)

5 BE

Whirlpool rest [min]

20

Relief, fermentation temperature (5 days) [° C]

10

Ventilation (p atmospheric) [l / hl]

21

Yeast gift thick mushy [g/l]

10

Maturing after hoses (5 days) [° C]

14

Storage (6 weeks) [° C]

0

Annex
Table A_ 8: analysis characteristics of malt.
Tannoide [mg PVP/l in the Kaltausz.]

43

Mürbigkeit [%]

95

Crude protein [% wfr.]

10.2

Protein solution rate [%]

45.8

Final fermentation degree (s) [%]

78.8

Table A_ 9: analysis characteristics of the seasoning.
Characteristic

Sud V

Sud P

Extract [% mas]

12,68

12,58

Final fermentation degree [% s]

77.4

78.3

Color [EBC]

9.1

9.6

Small molecule N [mg / 100 ml]

75.0

69.3

Zinc [mg/l]

0.03

0.07

Table A_ 10: Phenolic individual substances of Wort and beer [mg/l].

Pan full wort
Sample

C

EC ProD
B3

ProC
B3

ProD
C2

ProC
C2

V-PF

4.3

2.1

P-PF

41.2 21.9

CGC

3.0

4.0

0.5

0.2

0.4

3.6

4.1

0.4

0.6

0.6

EC ProD B3 ProC
B3

ProD
C2

ProC
C2

Wort
Sample

C

V-AW

3.1

P-AW

44.6 13.3

CGC

6.4

9.2

1.2

2.1

1.8

7.4

7.5

1.3

0.4

1.8

ProC
B3

ProD
C2

ProC
C2

3.9

0.3

0.4

Beer
Sample

C

EC ProD
B3

V(Average
value)

5.4

1.9

P(Average
value)

39.3

2.2

15.0

4.5
2.6

CGC
0.1

0.4
0.3

0.2
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Table A_ 11: reduction capacity and radical generation of roasted malt flavor.
Reduction equivalents
Sud

Malt

Roasted
malt group

F(0/120)

Redv. (DPPH) [%] Trolox
[mg]

Gallic acid
[mg]

27

PM

0

16.8

34

0,0224

0,0037

16

PM

6

25.7

47

0,0354

0.0076

18

PM

9

26.8

59

0,0354

0.0076

4

PM

12

45.0

74

0,0623

0,0157

11

MM

0

24.1

61

0,0540

0,0132

12

MM

0

24.1

61

0,0497

0.0119

19

MM

6

27.0

51

0,0398

0,0089

21

MM

9

33.4

61

0,0494

0,0118

3

MM

12

46.1

75

0,0637

0,0161

14

CA

0

38,9

66

0,0549

0,0134

23

CA

6

24.2

43

0,0312

0,0063

26

CA

9

22.9

43

0,0313

0,0064

8

CA

12

35.3

66

0,0540

0,0132

7

CA

12

35.6

65

0,0537

0,0131

50

45
PM
MM
CA

40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
0

3

6

9

12

Fraktion

Figure A_ 6: radical generation of roasted malt flavor depending on the group, roasted malt.
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Table A_ 12: Influence of hops on the chemical stability of Wort and beer.

XXXI

Table A_ 13: Influence of hop dosage reduction capacity, chemical stability and sensor
technology.
Cooking system

Sample

A

B

C

D

Sud

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

Tannoide [mg PVP/l]

88

98

115

100

138

126

90

95

Anthos [mg/l]

87

102

114

112

119

126

99

111

Polyph. GES. [mg/l]

141

202

186

223

240

240

n.a.

214

Flavanoide [mg/l]

48

48

51

56

52

48

50

43

Redv. (DPPH) [%]

60

63

68

64

62

64

60

60

LagTime [min]

17

15

8

12

21

24

27

24

F (0/120)

7.3

4.8

6

10.4

6

10.9

n.a.

14.4

Tannoide [mg PVP/l]

141

133

189

168

154

161

137

173

Anthos [mg/l]

115

115

144

151

131

142

119

144

Polyph. GES. [mg/l]

222

265

275

278

299

281

302

295

Flavanoide [mg/l]

56

56

65

65

58

60

60

59

TBZ

24

27

22

23

23

21

24

23

Total N [mg/100 ml]

93.2

91,8

90.8

93.5

92.3

91,8

92.5

91.1

Koag N [mg/100 ml]

2.3

2.6

2.3

1.7

2

2.9

2.3

2.4

FAN [mg/100 ml]

16.8

21.5

16.1

22.9

12.2

17.3

12.2

17.2

Redv. (DPPH) [%]

69

70

75

76

70

71

66

70

LagTime [min]

26

23

12

18

35

8

32

20

F (0/120)

5.9

3.5

4.2

12.1

4.2

8.1

16.6

9.4

Tannoide [mg PVP/l]

26

33

54

57

43

58

43

62

Anthos [mg/l]

61

71

85

88

80

83

83

86

Polyph. GES. [mg/l]

202

202

218

222

213

218

202

217

Flavanoide [mg/l]

34

43

41

48

42

54

40

51

Total N [mg/100 ml]

75.9

62

73.1

64.1

75.2

63.8

73.6

60.9

Koag N [mg/100 ml]

1.6

1.6

1

2.1

1.7

2.1

2.2

1.7

FAN [mg/100 ml]

13.2

12.5

12.4

11.5

12.5

12.2

12

13

SO2 [mg/l]

7.0

7.0

7.0

4.3

6.5

5.0

6.3

4.3

Redv. (DPPH) [%]

52

52

55

56

56

58

45

58

LagTime [min]

119

113

120

119

102

117

122

91

F (LT/60)

11.3

8.5

10.3

13.1

20.5

17

10.1

11.2

∆ WI [µg/l]

1.3

n.a.

1.5

3.6

n.n.

1.0

5.7

16.7

∆ SI [µg/l]

3.7

n.a.

2.6

6.0

4.6

3.1

8.1

0.2

∆ AI [µg/l]

5.6

n.a.

3.8

11.8

4.5

4.7

16.7

18.3

Fresh beer, DLG-note

4.5

4.6

4.7

4.6

4.4

4.4

4.6

4.8

DLG-note

4.1

4.0

4.1

4.0

4.1

3.9

4.0

4.1

Aging note (Eichhorn

1.6

1.7

1.6

1.7

1.5

1.8

1.7

1.6

Acceptance (Eichhorn)

78

75

76

69

80

70

73

75

Table A_ 14: Lagtime and radical generation in the range of a brewery.
Variety

LagTime
[min]

F(LT/60)

Bright (ug.)

36

7.5

PILS (ug.)

26

8.1

Dark (ug.)

16

11.5

Hefeweizen bright (og)

5

16.8

Dark Hefeweizen (og)

11

8.44

Easy yeast wheat (og)

15

9.14

Yeast wheat alk.frei (og)

4

14.9

Table A_ 15: test matrix of Encore attempts in the beer.

Table A_ 16: Influence of the addition of poly phenol chemical stability (GC) and the sensors in the
aging of beer.
Sample

Polys

O2

X

X

X

X

Phenols

ESR

GC

Tasting

Time

Anthos

Gerbst

DPPH

AK [µg/l]

DLG

ALT.Note

Akz

Attributes

0

48

109

62

60

4.5

-

-

0

47

116

60

46

4.4

-

-

sweet, wide bitterness

0

47

130

65

47

4.3

-

-

sweet

0

47

131

65

55

4.3

-

-

sweet, wide bitterness

44

118

61

187

3.7

1.8

63

Spicy, Berry

f

45

131

62

177

3.6

2.1

48

sweet, almond

f

47

139

70

180

3.7

1.8

73

sweet, light Berry

f

47

157

68

178

3.6

2

55

Spicy, Berry

7

43

139

63

153

3.6

1.9

67

Spicy, Berry

7

44

133

63

165

3.4

2.4

40

Bread, Sherry

7

46

145

70

156

3.5

1.9

60

Spicy, Berry

7

48

144

69

160

3.5

2.3

37

Sherry, bread

19

40

130

70

295

3.1

2.7

38

sweet, sherry, nachh. Bitter

19

41

129

69

289

3.2

2.6

44

Sherry, 3ammohom. Bitter

19

45

141

74

272

3.2

2.6

40

Sherry

19

42

146

72

281

3.1

2.8

28

sweet, sherry, nachh. Bitter

f
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Figure A_ 7: Breakdown of Epicatechin during aging. X comparison, O oxygen load, P poly phenol
addition.
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0
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Figure 8 A_: Degradation of p coumaric acid during aging X comparison, O oxygen load, P poly
phenol addition.

Table A_ 17: measuring points and temperature in the camp.
Measuring point

MP 0

MP 1

MP 2

MP 3

MP 4

MP 6

Storage time [weeks]

0

1

2

3

4

6

Temperature [° C]

21

21

20

21

23

22

MP 8

MP 11

MP 13

MP 16

MP 22

Storage time [weeks]

8

11

13

16

22

0.57

Temperature [° C]

24

23

25

22

20

40

Measuring point

Table A_ 18: analysis characteristics of the corresponding season.

Table A_ 19: aging processes: SO2, polyphenols and antioxidant activity.

forced aged

Table A_ 20: aging processes: Gaschromatographisch certain flavouring substances.

Table A_ 21: aging processes: Gaschromatographisch specific ageing indicators.

Table A_ 22: aging processes: sensory evaluation of A light.

Table A_ 23: aging processes: sensory evaluation of the light B.

Table A_ 24: aging processes: sensory evaluation of the light B + O 2.

Table A_ 25: aging processes: sensory evaluation of the PILS B.

Annex

Figure A_ 9: Change the typical beer flavor impressions in the course of aging.

XLI

Annex

Table A_ 26: correlation coefficient of sensory attributes within the ageing processes.

XLII

Figure A_ 10: Modification of the acetaldehyde content of beers in the course of aging.

Figure A_ 11: Change in the amount of esters (GNP) in the beers in the course of aging.

XLIII
Figure A_ 12: Change the hop flavouring substances in the course of aging.

Figure A_ 13: Change of the Linaloolgehaltes in the course of aging.

XLIV

Annex
Table A_ 27: analysis features of Malze, condiments and beers from the barley of harvest 2003.

XLV
Annex
Table: analysis features of Malze, condiments and beers from the barley of harvest 2003 - part 2.

XLVI

Figure 14 A_: Screening of malt: 7 species, 4 locations. Comparison of wet chemical analyses in
the cold malt extract and the determination of individual substances by means of solvent
extraction and HPLC-MSn.

Figure 15 A_: Geographical location of the barley growing areas.
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Figure A_ 16: Extract and protein content of Malze depending on the growth conditions.

Table A_ 28: poly phenol concentrations in the brewing process with unregulated
beers; Correlation coefficients. Base of data: Table A_ 27.
Malt

Malt

Seasoning

Beer

Seasoning

Beer

Polys

Anthos

Tannoide

Polys

Anthos

Tannoide

Polys

Anthos

Tannoide

Polys

1.00

0.51

0.53

0.27

0.00

0.22

0.08

0.13

0.27

Anthos

0.51

1.00

0.83

0.75

0.37

0.56

0.43

0.09

0.57

Tannoide

0.53

0.83

1.00

0.74

0.56

0.75

0.27

0.28

0.73

Polys

0.27

0.75

0.74

1.00

0.67

0.74

0.48

0.43

0.64

Anthos

0.00

0.37

0.56

0.67

1.00

0.74

0.09

0.49

0.66

Tannoide

0.22

0.56

0.75

0.74

0.74

1.00

0.09

0.37

0.80

Polys

0.08

0.43

0.27

0.48

0.09

0.09

1.00

0.15

0.22

Anthos

0.13

0.09

0.28

0.43

0.49

0.37

0.15

1.00

0.50

Tannoide

0.27

0.57

0.73

0.64

0.66

0.80

0.22

0.50

1.00

N = 25
Yellow Error probability α < = 0.05 (r > = 0.40)
Red

Error probability α < = 0,01 (r > = 0.51)

Standort 3
40
30
20
10
0
100

120

140

(r = 0,81; P >

0,95)

160

180

200

Gerbstoffe [mg/l Kaltausz.]

Figure 17 A_: reduction capacity (DPI) of the resulting wort depending on the polyphenol content
of malt.
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Figure 18 A_: radical generation in spice depending on the polyphenol content of malt and spice.

Table A_ 29: market analysis: analysis features of the investigated season.

Table A_ 30: market analysis: general analysis characteristics of the fresh beers.

Table A_ 31: market analysis: fermentation by-products of fresh beers.

Table A_ 32: market analysis: more flavourings of the fresh beers.

Table: market analysis: more aromas of fresh beer - part II.

Table A_ 33: market analysis: indicators of ageing in the fresh beers.

Table A_ 34: market analysis: indicators of ageing in the forced aged beers.

Table A_ 35: market analysis: fermentation by-products of naturally aged beers.

Table A_ 36: market analysis: more flavourings of naturally aged beers.

Table: market analysis: more flavourings of naturally aged beers - part II.

Table A_ 37: market analysis: indicators of ageing in the naturally aged beers.

Table A_ 38: market analysis: change of indicators in aging.

Table A_ 39: market analysis: sensory evaluation of fresh and aged ales.

Table A_ 40: market analysis: correlation coefficient of the analysis features of the investigated
season.

Table A_ 41: market analysis: SO2content, chemical stability (kinetics) and reduction capacity of
the beers depending on the quality of the spice.

Table A_ 42: market analysis: chemical stability (flavourings) of beers depending on the quality of
the spices.

Table A_ 43: market analysis: influence of sensory stability of beer wort quality.

Annex

Figure 19 A_: market analysis: Gesamtpolyphenole and Anthocyanogene in Wort and
Beer.

Figure A_ 20: market analysis: Flavanoide and Tannoide in Wort and beer.

LXV

Table A_ 44: market analysis: correlation coefficient of the analysis features of the beers.

Table: market analysis: correlation coefficient of the analysis features of beer - part 2Table A_ 45:
market analysis: classification of stabilisation according to the brewery.
Sample
Type of stabilization
Class (according to type)

B01
PVPP + silica
gel

3

B03

B04

B05

B06

B07

PVPP

PVPP

PVPP

Protein-side

Protein-side

1

1

1

2

2

P

B

Scope of the stabilization [g / hl]

10 + 50

45

45

40

55

55

B11

B14

B15

B16

B17

B21

Divergan

Silica gel

PVPP

Silica gel

Protein-side

Class (according to type)

1

2

1

3

2

2

Scope of the stabilization [g / hl]

6

40-50

45-48

45 + 35

40-50

60

B29

B30

B31

B39

B40

B41

PVPP

PVPP

Xerogel

3

1

1

2

3

2

22 + 40

35

35

35

25 + 20

k. A.

Sample
Type of stabilization

Sample
Type of stabilization

PVPP +.
Silica gel

Class (according to type)
Scope of the stabilization [g / hl]

PVPP +.
Protein-side

PVPP +.
Silica gel

140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0
0

1

2

3

Stabilisierung

Figure A_ 21: market analysis: the LagTime of beers depending on the kind of stabilization.

Protein-side

4
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Figure A_ 22: market analysis: the oxygen indicators after forced aging of the beers depending on
the kind of stabilization.
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Figure A_ 23: market analysis: the sensory acceptance (according to Eichhorn) of naturally aged
beers depending on the kind of stabilization.
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[1] from

reaction equations are for reasons of simplification and clarity in this

Only then stoichiometrically formulated work, when it discussed the understanding
Processes is essential. The arrows in Figure 2 are to regard as a schematic representation of a reaction
sequence and not as reaction arrows.

